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Symphonic Program-Notes

by

LAWRENCE GILMAN

Symphony No. 5, in C minor, Op. 67

L. van Beethoven

(Born at Bonn, December 16, 1770; died at Vienna, March 26, 1827)

[Tuesday, June 26]

The first performance of Beethoven’s C-minor Symphony was at Vienna, December 22, 1808. The date of the completion of the Symphony is not definitely known. Beethoven’s autograph score bears neither date nor number—merely the inscription: Sinfonie da L. v. Beethoven, scrawled on it in red chalk. According to Thayer,1 “this wonderful work was no sudden inspiration. Themes for the Allegro, Andante, and Scherzo are found in sketch-books belonging, at the very latest, to the years 1800 and 1801 [that is to say, between the composition of the First and Second Symphonies]. There are studies also preserved which show that Beethoven wrought upon it while engaged on Fidelio and the Pianoforte Concerto in G (1804-06), when he laid the C-minor Symphony aside for the composition of the Fourth.2 “That is all that is known of the rise and progress of this famous Symphony.”

* * *

It is the theory of Paul Bekker, expounded in his thoughtful and provocative book on Beethoven, that the C-minor Symphony was laid aside in favor of the Fourth because “Beethoven felt that he had not yet cleared his mind about the scheme of the whole. A study for the finale, which has been preserved, points to a closing movement in 6-8 time in C minor; a first sketch of the slow movement includes a stiffly moving Andante quasi menuetto, while the development of the first movement (as originally planned) appears feeble and insipid by comparison with the later version. It is thus clear that the work took on its most distinctive characteristics in the course of Beethoven’s protracted struggles with his subject over the astonishingly long period of some five [sic] years . . .

“‘In the Eroica, Beethoven taxed his powers to the uttermost, and even his genius could not readily regain the heights there attained. In the symphonies from the fourth to the eighth he was engaged in making full use of the artistic insight he had gained in writing the Eroica; and at first he could do this better by treating less problematic material rather than by seeking, again, unexplored heights and depths of thought and emotion. . . .”

(Continued on next page)

2 The Fourth Symphony bears on the autograph score the inscription, in Beethoven’s hand: Sinfonia 4ta, 1806, L. v. Beethoven.
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Many things have been found in the Fifth Symphony—the summons of Fate, martial celebrations, the repercussions of a tragic love-affair, the note of the yellowhammer heard in country walks. But whatever Beethoven did or did not intend to say to us in this tonal revelation, there is one trait that the C-minor Symphony has beyond every other, and that is the quality of epic valor.

There is nothing in music quite like the heroic beauty of those first measures of the Finale that burst forth at the end of the indescribable transition from the Scherzo with its swiftly cumulative crescendo, and the overwhelming emergence of the trom-
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bones—so cannily held in reserve throughout the foregoing movements.

This is music pregnant with the greatness of the indomitable human soul. Listening to it, one knows that the inward ear of Beethoven had almost caught that lost word which, could a man but find it, would make him master of the hosts of Fate and of the circling worlds.

* * *

Acuarelas [Aquarelles] E. L. Chavarrí
(Born at Valencia, January 31, 1875)

[Tuesday, June 26]

Eduardo López Chavarrí, now in his sixtieth year, is one of the older generation of Spanish musicians. He is both a composer and a musicologist. A pupil of Pedrell in harmony and composition, he became later the director of the orchestra

(Continued on next page)
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of the Conservatory at Valencia and teacher there of musical theory and aesthetics. One of his most important labors was the foundation and direction of a chamber orchestra for the production of classic and modern Spanish music. His compositions include these works: Acuarelas Valencianas for string orchestra; a string quartet; Valencian Rhapsody for piano and orchestra; Legende for choir and orchestra; Andalusia for cello and orchestra; a Spanish Concerto for piano and string orchestra; Legende del Castillo Moro for piano; incidental music for a Valencian drama. Among his published books are Narraciones Musicales, Studies of Vademecum for Musicians, Studies of Wagner’s Ring, and Musica popular española.

Neither the score of Acuarelas nor information concerning it is available as these notes are written. Presumably the work is identical with the suite entitled Acuarelas Valencianas for string orchestra, consisting of three movements: I. Song; II. Summer; III. Dance.

Intermezzo from the Opera “Goyescas”
Enrique Granados y Campina
(Born at Lerida, Catalonia, July 29, 1867; died at sea, March 24, 1916)
[Tuesday, June 26]

Granados found in the paintings and etchings of Goya "the soul of Spain." These pictures, he confided to an interviewer, "were in my heart."

Mr. Carl van Vechten in his book, The Music of Spain, says that "fragments of music took shape in the composer’s brain... and on paper as a result of the study of Goya’s pictures in the Prado. These fragments were moulded into piano pieces, and again into an opera. F. Periuet, the librettist, was asked by Granados to fit words to the score."

Granados was quoted as saying, in the winter of 1915-16, that his Goyescas seemed to him "to embody the spirit of Spain, as it is not to be found in tawdry boleros and habaneras, in coarse tambourines and castanets."

Victor de Pontigny wrote of Granados’ piano pieces—"named after scenes from Goya’s pictures and episodes from the ‘goyesque’ period in Madrid”—that they "are an expression, in terms of a highly developed piano technique, of forms and rhythms definitely Spanish."

** * **

Granados’ three-act opera, Goyescas, libretto by Fernando Periuet, was evolved from the music of the like-named piano pieces, with the addition of a new orchestral intermezzo (the work on this program). The opera was produced at the Metropolitan Opera House, New York, on January 28, 1916. The parts were taken by Anna Fitziu, Flora Perinin, Giovanni Martinelli, Giuseppe de Luca, and Max Bloch. Giovanni Bavagnoli conducted. Granados, who had journeyed to New York to witness the production of his opera, afterward visited other American cities, and in March, 1916, started for his home in Spain. He and his wife were passengers on the English steamer Sussex (Continued on page 10)
... "all thy hair, Melisande!
All thy hair has fallen from the tower!"

Thus sang Debussy's Pelleas before the beautiful women in the audience of 1909 when everyone's hair fell from the ivory tower of every neck, miserably, without pomp, without ceremony, in the privacy of a boudoir or in public. But those days are gone forever! Today's lovely lady is a well-groomed rebel who fights a winning battle for youth before the altar of a salon de coiffure. Bernord Az Guro is New York's high priest of beauty. He presides in a salon on Madison Avenue assisted by silent, yellow-clad, efficient workers. He studies your face, clips hair and pronto! Your face is framed in a new and divine way. When you can't go on another minute try his hair treatment. It starts at the base of the spine, makes you tingle all over and when it is over your mirror will reflect a glory and shine that will shame the sun. Mr. Guro maintains a penthouse for sundrying and open air treatments.

**

We've discovered IT! This time IT is in the way of a backless all-in-one that lets you appear as naked as you please in your evening gowns and sleeveless dresses and still does a colossal job of uplifting, controlling and whatnot. It goes down past the waist in back and plenty low in front and still gives you a ship's figurehead bosom. Don't ask us why... it seems to be something pretty special in corset-maker's art. We saw it modeled on a buxom lass and even if you are a big girl we can tell you that everything's going to be all right. "Coolette" is the garment and is presented with pride by Maidenform.

**

We intend to give a sermon on the solemn, vital importance of shoes. What else, may we ask, have you got to stand on? Shoes are a perilous give-away of character, and inevitably show up your good taste and sense. They require thought, a feeling of fitness and a good appraisal of leather and workmanship. The text of our sermon is,—find a good last and stick to it! You may have survived happily till now, buying one pair of shoes here, another there... but we still think your feet will be eternally grateful if you remain faithful to one shop and one last. Julius Grossman makes a feature of special lasts and has over one hundred of them in the workroom labelled with the names of individuals. You can cable for them from remote corners of the globe, if necessary. Grossman shoes are designed to give the utmost in comfort and to make your particular type of foot look its loveliest.

**

The young matron bemoaning the fact that she is too plump to be smart can find solace in the phrase "life begins at size 40." There are so many clever ways to conceal avoid multipos and still retain one's charm and dignity, that it is needless to take a diet of skimmed milk and bananas too seriously. If you desire chic fashions, but find them difficult to obtain your particular size, Lane Bryant is a veritable haven. They adapt the smartest fashions into slenderizing models which comfortably fit the stoutest figure and make one look youthful without being flappish.

**

At 8 East 57th Street we love to settle into one of Helena Rubinstein's deep chairs and look at beauty preparations. Although it disappoints us to miss seeing the lady herself, we invariably do, for she has a way of hopping hither and yon in quest of newer and more amazing beauty preparations. Her newest product is a sun-proof protective cream. It deflects the harmful, actinic sunrays which parch and dry and which, Miss Rubinstein says, may actually age your skin five to ten years in the next three months. This cream is really bewitched! It disappears before your very eyes, and tired, lined skins become vibrantly soft, smooth and alive again. A grand thing about it, too, is that it doesn't leave the slightest trace of any sticky after-effect as is usually the case with most summer protectives.
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when the ship was torpedoed in the English Channel on March 24th. Both Granados and his wife were drowned.

* * *

The story of Goyescas has been told as follows: "Rosario, a court lady, stops her sedan chair in a Madrid public square, where majos and majas flirt and youths toss the pelele (the strawman) in a blanket. Paquito, the toreador, darling of the maja (girls of the lower class) comes up with a flourish to remind the lovely aristocrat of a baile de candil—a candlelight ball of the baser sort that she once attended—and to beg her to honor another with her presence. Paquito's Pepe drives up in her dogcart, overhears, and grows jealous, as does the captain in the Spanish Guards, Don Fernando, Rosario's lover. Don Fernando tells the bullfighter haughtily that he will escort Rosario to the ball. At the ball (Act II) Paquito, goaded by Pepe, and Fernando, the sneering soldier, quarrel, and after a challenge has been issued the captain leaves with his lady. In Rosario's garden (Act III) Fernando tears himself away from her and disappears in the shadows. Rosario soon hears a cry, and vanishes, to reappear supporting her wounded lover, who dies in her arms on the stone bench to which she guides him."

* * *

Granados, the son of an officer in the Spanish army, studied composition with Pedrell and piano with DeBeriot (in Paris). He became known as a pianist, and gave concerts in various cities of Spain and in France. His first opera, Maria del Carmen, was produced at Madrid in 1898. A virtuoso pianist, he wrote numerous pieces for his instrument, in addition to orchestral suites and a symphonic poem, a choral work (Cant de les Estrelles).
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chamber-music, and songs. His two books of *Goyescas*, for piano, named after scenes depicted by Goya, are credited by Mr. J. B. Trend with having "created modern Spanish pianoforte music."

**Three Dances from "The Three-Cornered Hat"**

*Manuel de Falla*

(Born at Cadiz, Spain, March 23, 1877)

[Tuesday, June 26]

De Falla's ballet, *The Three-Cornered Hat*, was performed for the first time by the Russian Ballet at the Alhambra, London, July 23, 1919. The first performances in America of music from this ballet were by the Boston Symphony Orchestra in the season of 1921-22.

The ballet was written for a scenario derived by Martinez Sierra from the novel, *El Sombrero de Tres Picos*, by Don Antonio Pedro de Alarcon (1833-1891). The story was originally entitled *El Corregidor y la Molinera* ("The Corregidor and the Miller's Wife"). The novel by De Alarcon suggested to Hugo Wolf the characters and the plot of his opera, *Der Corregidor*.

* * *

The action of the Ballet was outlined as follows at the time of the London première:

Over the whole brisk action is the spirit of frivolous comedy of a kind by no means common only to Spain of the eighteenth century. A young miller and his wife are the protagonists, and if their existence be idyllic in theory, it is extraordinarily strenuous in practice—choreographically. But that is only another way of saying that M. Massine and Madame Karasavina, who enact the couple, are hardly ever off the stage, and that both of them work with an energy and exuberance that almost leave one breathless at moments. The miller and his wife between them, however, would scarcely suffice even for a slender ballet plot. So we have as well an amorous Corregidor, or Governor (he wears a three-cornered hat as badge of office), who orders the miller's arrest so that the way may be cleared for a pleasant little flirtation—if nothing more serious—with the

(Continued on next page)
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captivating wife. Behold the latter fooling him with a seductive dance, and then evading her admirer with such agility, that, in his pursuit of her, he tumbles over a bridge into the mill-stream. But, as this is comedy, and not melodrama, the would-be lover experiences nothing worse than a wetting, and the laugh, which is turned against him, is renewed when, having taken off some of his clothes to dry them, and gone to rest on the miller's bed, his presence is discovered by the miller himself, who, in revenge, goes off in the intruder's garments after scratching a message on the wall to the effect that "Your wife is no less beautiful than mine!"
It is, in substance, an ancient jest—one whose ribaldry is masked by the charm and the rhythmic fascination of de Falla's music.

The suite was introduced to Stadium audiences on August 2, 1929, under the baton of Alfred Coates.

**Symphony in E-flat major, No. 3 ("Rhenish"), Op. 97**

Robert Schumann

(Born at Zwickau in Saxony, June 8, 1810; died at Endenich, near Bonn, July 29, 1856)

[Wednesday, June 27]

J. W. von Wasielewski, author, violinist, critic, composer, and concert-master under Schumann at Düsseldorf, 1850-52, wrote as follows in his biography of Schumann regarding the E-flat Symphony, which was composed at Düsseldorf in the last two months of 1850:

"The symphony may properly be called 'The Rhenish'; for the idea was first conceived, so the composer said, on seeing the Cathedral at Cologne. During its composition, the master was greatly influenced by the ceremonies attendant upon the installation of Archbishop von Geissel as a Cardinal, which Schumann witnessed in the Cathedral at Cologne. To this fact the symphony probably owes its fourth movement, originally headed, 'In the Character of an Accompaniment to a Solemn Ceremony.' When the work was published, Schumann omitted the heading. He said: 'We must not show our heart to the world; a general impression of a work of art is better; at least, no preposterous comparisons can then be made.'"

It was Schumann’s intention to portray in the symphony as a whole the joyful folk-life along the Rhine; "and," he remarked, "I think I have succeeded." Spitta observes in his biographical account of Schumann that "the whole symphony is full of vivid pictures of Rhineland life." In the Finale, especially, there is reason to believe that the composer's mind dwelt on some popular Rhenish festivity—though, toward the close of the movement, there is a reminiscence of the music suggestive of a religious function.

* * *

The first performance of the E-flat Symphony was in Düsseldorf, at the sixth concert of the Allgemeine Musikverein, February 6, 1851. Schumann conducted from manuscript. Clara Schumann, a devoted wife but a cool-headed critic, wrote with modified rapture concerning the music. She seems not to have liked that movement which a later time has agreed upon considering the salient feature of the sym-

(Continued on page 14)
Synopsis of this Week's Opera

by

R. D. DARRELL

SAINT-SAENS: SAMSON ET DALILÀ, opera in three acts. Libretto by Ferdinand Lemaire. First performance: Weimar, Germany, December 2, 1877. The scene is laid at Gaza in 1136 B. C.

THE STORY IN BRIEF

Held as slaves by the Philistines, the Children of Israel pray for relief and are inspired by their hero-warrior, Samson, to revolt against their oppressors. Samson kills the Philistine Satrap, Abimelech, and the Israelites rejoice in their freedom. The High Priest of the Philistines realizes that Samson is the leading spirit of the Israelites and that if he can be deprived of his great spirit and strength it will be an easy matter to subdue the revolt. The seductive maiden, Dalila, is sent to Samson and the warrior, despite all warnings, is quickly conquered by her allures. He is persuaded to reveal the secret of his strength, which lies in his hair, and the cunning Dalila shears his long locks while he is sleeping. Samson is easily overpowered and is blinded by the revengeful Philistines. The Israelites are again subdued and their lamentations set the remorseful Samson frantic with the knowledge that his weakness has meant the downfall and slavery of his people. At a feast celebrating the victory of the Philistines, Samson is led in to be mocked and reviled, but at the very height of the festivities his prayers for forgiveness and the renewal of his strength are suddenly answered. Clutching the marble pillars between which he is standing, Samson, with superhuman power, wrenches them from their bases and the great temple comes crashing down upon conqueror and slave alike.
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phony—the "Cathedral Scene." "The fourth movement," she confessed, "is the one that at present is least clear to me. It is most artistically made, but I cannot follow it so well; while there is scarcely a measure in the other movements that is not clear to me."

"La Mer" ("The Sea"): Three Symphonic Sketches... Claude Debussy
(Born at St. Germain, France, August 22, 1862; died at Paris, March 26, 1918)

[Wednesday, June 27]

Debussy completed La Mer: Trois Esquisses Symphoniques in 1905. He began it in 1903, the year following the production of Pelléas et Mélisande. Thus it stands between his masterpiece, that unique achievement of the post-Wagnerian lyric-drama (1893-1902), and the three Images for orchestra: Gigue, Ibéria, and Rondes de Printemps, which date from 1907-12.

* * *

La Mer is without a program, argument, preface, motto, or other aid to the fancy except the mighty words that designate the piece as a whole, and the sub-titles of the different movements: I. De l'aube à midi sur la mer ("From Dawn Till Noon on the Sea"); II. Jeux de vagues ("Sport of the Waves"); III. Dialogue du vent et de la mer ("Dialogue of the Wind and the Sea").

The three divisions of the work are bound together, musically, by partial community of theme. The characteristic portion of the chief subject of the first piece—the phrase declaimed by muted trumpet and English horn in the twelfth measure, after the vague and mysterious opening—recurs in the last movement; and the solemn and nobly beautiful theme for the
brass that seems to lift the sun into the blue just before the dazzling close of De l’aube à midi sur la mer, is heard again in the magnificent finale.

* * *

This music is a sustained incantation, of rare subtlety and magic; a tonal rendering of colors and odors, of mysterious calls, echoes, visions, imagined or perceived; a recapturing and transcription, through the medium of a necromatic art, of “the most fantastical sports of light and of fluid whirlwinds” — but of lights, shadows, sounds, odors, that have been subtly altered by the creative processes of the tone-poet.

Debussy had what Sir Thomas Browne would have called “a solitary and retired imagination.” So, when he essays to depict in his music such things as dawn and noon at sea, sport of the waves, gales and surges and far horizons, he is less the poet and painter than the spiritual mystic. It is not chiefly of those aspects of winds and waters that he is telling us, but of the changing phases of a sea of dreams, a chimerical sea, a thing of strange visions and stranger voices, of fantastic colors and incalculable winds—a phantasmagoria of the spirit, rife with evanescent shapes and presences that are at times full of bodelement and dim terror, at times lovely and capricious, at times sunlit and dazzling. It is a spectacle perceived as in a trance, vaguely yet rhapsodically. This is a sea which has its shifting and lucent surfaces, which even shimmers and traditionally mocks. But it is a sea that is shut away from too curious an inspection, to whose murmurs or imperious commands not many have wished or needed to pay heed.

Yet, beneath these elusive and mysterious overtones, the reality of the living sea persists: the immemorial fascination lures and entralls and terrifies; so that we are almost tempted to fancy that the two are, (Continued on page 24)

INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART
of the
JUILLIARD SCHOOL OF MUSIC
JOHN ERSKINE, President
ERNEST HUTCHESON • OSCAR WAGNER
Dean • Asst. Dean
Catalog on request 120 Claremont Avenue

Announcing...
The Fifth Town Hall Endowment Series 1934-1935

John Charles Thomas
Baritone

The Don Cossacks
Russian Male Chorus

Yehudi Menuhin
Violinist

Philadelphia Sinfonietta
String Ensemble

Lotte Lehmann
Soprano

Ruth Slenczynski
Pianist

Nathan Milstein
Violinist

Harold Bauer
Pianist

Walter Gieseking
Pianist

PRICES (for the series of eight concerts): Balc., $6, $10.50, $14. Orch., $14, $17.50, $20 (Tax Exempt). For best locations send reservation today (payable before October 15, 1934) to Endowment Series, Town Hall, 123 West 43rd Street, New York City. BRyan 9-2616.

• One visit is worth a thousand words. If you haven’t seen COPAKE’s scenic splendor, its magnificent waterfront, the 18-hole championship golf course, 12 tennis courts, unexcelled swimming, boating and fishing on crystal clear Lake Copake, write for free Portfolio of Giant Photos, three feet wide, to 116 Nassau St., or phone B.Eekman 3-9620.


Enjoy COPAKE
Country Club
CRAVYVILLE, N.Y.
"Even my old
piano-weary
fingers"

In 1883 Franz Liszt wrote of the Steinway piano, "Your new grand piano is a glorious masterpiece, in power, sonority, singing quality, and perfect harmonic-effects, affording delight even to my old, piano-weary fingers."

It is our very great pride that, since then Steinway has never ceased to seek improvement in the "power, sonority, singing quality, and perfect harmonic-effects" of the piano that to Liszt had already reached perfection.

Steinway prices will not go lower. In Greater New York, a new Steinway can be obtained only from Steinway & Sons, at Steinway Hall, 109 West Fifty-seventh Street, New York City.

STEINWAY
- The Instrument of the Immortals

STADIUM CONCERTS REVIEW

STADIUM MUSIC

Miniature Scores — Records
Everything 15¢

Murray Hill 2-8100

STADIUM PHILHARMONIC SYMPHONY

Jose Uturbi, Conductor

OPENING

TUESDAY, JUNE 2

(Program subject to change)

1. BEETHOVEN

2. BEETHOVEN
   I. Allegro con brio
   II. Andante con moto
   III. Scherzo
   IV. Finale

INTERMISSION

Addresses by Mayor and Adolph Leuchtenberg

3. CHAVARRI

4. GRANADOS

5. DE FALLA

   Three Dances from "The Three-Cornered Hat"
   I. The Neighbors
   II. Dance of the Miller
   III. Final Dance

Mr. Uturbi uses the

(Program continued)
PROGRAMS

SEASON OF 1934

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Giuseppe, Conducting

TUESDAY NIGHT

JUNE 26, 1934, at 8:30

No change without notice

Overture to "Egmont"

Symphony No. 5, in C minor

Intermezzo from "Goyescas"

Scenes from the Ballet, "The Three-Cornered Hat"

José Iturbi

Great Pianist and Conductor

Choose Your Piano as the Artists Do

Such masters as Iturbi, Bauer, Gieseking and Lhevinne use the

Baldwin

MASTERPIECE GRAND EXCLUSIVELY

BALDWIN PIANOS

20 EAST 54th ST.

GOOD FEET deserve them
BAD FEET need them

Famous for over 63 years

JULIUS GROSSMAN SHOES

MEN · WOMEN · CHILDREN

NEW YORK

Fifth Avenue and 36th Street

BROOKLYN

551 Fulton St. opposite Loesers

372 De Kalb Ave. at St. Ben St.

Kindly mention "STADIUM CONCERTS REVIEW"
authentically styled MODERN FURNITURE

by America's Largest Modern Concern . . . 28 Model Rooms . . . Complete Decorative Service

Modern furniture has taken the public's imagination because of its simple beauty, its new construction, its exceptional utility, and—very important—its moderate cost. We at Modernage have been growing with the modern movement for a decade . . . and are recognized as the leader in this field. Visit our showrooms . . . for a thrilling adventure in "modern."

Modernage
162 E 33rd St
(3 1/2 Blocks East of the Empire State)
designers and makers of modern furniture

COOL BRASSIERES for WARM WEATHER WEAR

Whether you want minimum or maximum support, you'll find it comfortably cool in lace or net brassieres by Maiden Form. Ask to see "Cool-Ette," too—the one-piece foundation combining "Half-Way" with a Lastex - and - batiste girdle.

"Hold-Tite" is built up to control the upper as well as lower bust curves, with non-slip shoulder straps. In net or lace, $1.00 and $1.50.

AT ALL LEADING STORES

The "Half-Way" brassiere is little more than a "frame-work," yet supports perfectly—ideal for Summer wear, $1.00 and $1.50.

Maiden Form Brassiere Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.
THE DAVID MANNES MUSIC SCHOOL, David and Clara Mannes, Directors, is open to all those who love music and are interested in the cultivation of it. The purpose of the School’s work is to further the intelligent appreciation and performance of music, whether by the child or the adult, the professional or the amateur.

157 East 74th Street
Steinway Piano
New York

(Program continued from page 17)

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 27, 1934, at 8:30
(Program subject to change without notice)

1. MOZART .................................................. Serenade for Strings ("Eine kleine Nachtmusik"), K. 525
   I. Allegro
   II. Romanze
   III. Menuetto
   IV. Rondo

2. SCHUMANN ............................................. Symphony No. 3 (Rhenish) in E flat
   I. Lebhaft
   II. Scherzo (Sehr mässig)
   III. Nicht so schnell
   IV. Feierlich ("Cathedral Scene")
   V. Lebhaft

INTERMISSION

3. CARLOS CHAVEZ .................................... Sinfonia de Antigona
   (First time in New York)

4. DEBUSSY ............................................... "La Mer" ("The Sea") : Three Symphonic Sketches
   I. From Dawn Till Noon on the Sea
   II. Sport of the Waves
   III. Dialogue of the Wind and the Sea

(Program continued on page 21)

The Key to Summer Beauty!
—Helena Rubinstein’s marvelous new Sunproof Cream! Come to the Salon. See this unique Sunproof Cream. Beautifies while it safeguards. Heals if you have already been sunburned. A beautiful protective finish at the beach—a cooling powder foundation, smooth as a second skin! 1.00, 1.50. . . For a smart tan, Sunburn Oil. 1.00, 1.50.

At the Salons, where complimentary advice on summer beauty also awaits you—and at smart stores.

helena rubinstein
8 East 57th Street, New York

Kindly mention "STADIUM CONCERTS REVIEW" PAGE NINETEEN
Larghetto

Martinson's is a great coffee, the Brahms and Beethoven of coffee.

the Eroica and Meistersinger of coffee, the Caruso and Kreisler of coffee.

Naturally, it costs a bit more... and well worth it!

The above bars of music constitute a theme from a well-known musical composition by a great composer. Write in the correct names of composition and composer to Jos. Martinson, Inc., 85 Water Street, N. Y. C. and receive a full half-pound of MARTINSON'S COFFEE Absolutely Free!

[We reserve the right to rescind this offer at any time]

FOR THAT GLAMOROUS Poured-in LOOK!

- This new FLEXEES foundation, with its ingenious "Twin-Control," holds you in amazingly, without sacrifice of comfort, and moulds you into a symphony of curves. No hooks, no bones and backless to the waist. Batiste model illustrated, $15. In all satin, $16.50. At leading stores everywhere.

FLEXEES
THE WORLD'S LOVELIEST FOUNDATIONS

ARTISTIC FOUNDATIONS, INC. • NEW YORK
PAGE TWENTY

Kindly mention "STADIUM CONCERTS REVIEW"
BERNORD AZ GURO  
*Penthouse Beauty Salon*  
NEW YORK'S FOREMOST HAIR EXPERT  
*Offers*  
A HAIR TRIM, SHAMPOO, HERB RINSE and WAVE  
439 Madison Ave.  
*Special—$3.50*  
Phone: Wlickersham 2-1692

(Program continued from page 19)

THURSDAY, JUNE 28, 1934, at 8:30  
(Program subject to change without notice)

1. **RIMSKY-KORSAKOFF**.................................................. Symphonic Suite, "Scheherazade"  
(After "The Thousand and One Nights"), Op. 35

   I. The Sea and Sindbad's Ship  
   II. The story of the Kalander-Prince  
   III. The Young Prince and the Young Princess  
   IV. Festival at Bagdad—The Sea—The Ship Goes to Pieces on a Rock Sur-  
      mounted by the Bronze Statue of a Warrior—Conclusion

   **INTERMISSION**

2. **RAVEL**.......................................................... Pavane pour une Enfante Defunte

3. **BORODIN**.......................................................... On the Steppes of Central Asia

4. **BORODIN**.......................................................... Polovtzian Dances from "Prince Igor"

(Program continued on page 23)

---

The Most World-Famous  
*Short-Wave Set Builder*

is Pilot. All-wave sets built by Pilot many years ago are still  
being used by the early globe girdlers of Radio in every country  
on earth. Pilot's new all-wave sets utilize vastly improved  
tubes and circuits. Be sure to see the famous Pilot "Dragon."  
They're all guaranteed to get Europe.

PILOT RADIO CORP., LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.  
*Ask your dealer to demonstrate a Pilot*  

*WORLD-WIDE RADIO*

---
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CONNOISSEURS

The opera-goer and the lover of Schaefer Beer have one thing in common—a taste for the finer things.

Schaefer

The F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Co., Brooklyn, New York • Member of Brewers' Board of Trade
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FRIDAY, JUNE 29, 1934, at 8:30

SATURDAY, JUNE 30, 1934, at 8:30

SAMSON ET DALILA
Opera in three acts and four tableaux
Book by Ferdinand Lemaire
(In French)

MUSIC BY CAMILLE SAINT-SAENS

Dalila.................................................. Margaret Matzenauer
Samson................................................. Paul Althouse
The High Priest................................. Alfredo Gandolfo
Abimelech............................................ Louis D'Angelo
An Old Hebrew................................. Harold Kravitt
A Philistine Messenger...................... Lodovico Oliviero
First Philistine................................. Albert Mahler
Second Philistine............................... Ralph Magelssen

Conductor, Alexander Smallens
Stage Manager, Alexander D. Puglia

Act I, Scene 2: Danse de Pretresses de Dagon by Corps de Ballet

Act III, Scene 2: Bacchanale by Rita De Leporte and Arthur Mahoney and Corps de Ballet
(Dances arranged by Rita De Leporte)

The scene is laid in Gaza, in Palestine, period 1150 B.C.

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

Act I. In front of the Temple of Dagon.
Act II. The House with Garden of Dalila, in Palestine.
Act III. Scene 1—A Mill in Gaza.
Scene 2—Interior of the Temple of Dagon.

(Program continued on page 25)

Know Your Hair

Is your hair the high note of your personality? Make it so by regular care with preparations specialized to correct oily, dry or falling hair, dandruff, premature greyness, and all hair ills. A single application of the right corrective Tonic leaves your hair radiant with new life and lustre. Diagnosis and advice for home treatment without charge. Salon scalp treatment, $1.50. Preparations on sale at leading department stores and better drug stores. Write for free booklet on home care of hair for men and women.

PARIS

Ogilvie Sisters

WASHINGTON

Bryant 9-5290

CANADA

604 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
SYMPHONIC PROGRAM-NOTES
(Continued from page 15)

after all, identical—the ocean that seems an actuality of wet winds and tossing spray and inexorable depths and reaches, and that uncharted and haunted and incredible sea which opens before the magic casements of the dreaming wind.

Symphonic Suite, "Scheherazade" (After "The Thousand and One Nights"), Op. 35
Nicholas Rimsky-Korsakoff
(Born at Tikhvin, Russia, May 14, 1844; died at St. Petersburg, June 21, 1908)

[Thursday, June 28]

The score of Scheherazade (completed in 1888) is prefaced by the following note:

The Sultan Schahriar, convinced of the faithlessness of women, had sworn to put to death each of his wives after the first night. But the Sultan Schahriar saved her life by diverting him with stories which she told him during a thousand and one nights. The Sultan, conquered by his curiosity, put off from day to day the execution of his wife, and at last renounced entirely his bloody vow. Many wonders were narrated to Schahriar by the Sultan Scheherazade. For her stories she borrowed the verses of poets and the words of folk-songs, and she fitted them together tales and adventures.

Rimsky-Korsakoff's suite does not, as he tells us frankly in his Autobiography, coincide at all points with the stories in the Arabian Nights. The musical transcription is deliberately indefinite. Which one of Sindbad's voyages is described, which of the three Kalanders is referred to (the "Kalanders" were wandering mendicant monks), and what adventure of what love-sick "young prince" and "young princess" is meant, the composer leaves to his hearers to decide. But we shall not go far wrong if we identify the charming and capricious arabesques of the solo violin, which recur so persistently throughout the piece, as the motive of Scheherazade herself, the persuasive and triumphant narrator.

Alexander Porphyrievich Borodin
(Born at St. Petersburg, November 12, 1834; died there February 27, 1887)

[Thursday, June 28]

Borodin, internationally famous as a chemist, known widely as the author of The Solidification of Aldehydes and of Researches upon the Fluoride of Benzole, composed music under difficulties. An amiable and incredibly patient soul, he gave much of his time to philanthropic and charitable works. Rimsky-Korsakoff tells of his consecrating himself heart and soul to those works of social regeneration which in Russia were initiated during the latter part of the nineteenth century. When he should have been writing music, this Tolstoyan being sat on "welfare committees" and acted as treasurer of a benevolent organization. He turned his apartment in the School of Medicine at St. Petersburg into an asylum for those whom he befriended; and in the summer he lived the life of a peasant in a poorly furnished izba—unselfish, absent-minded, inconsequent. He died at fifty-three—prematurely; for he had ideas of genuine power and originality to express. He influenced, among others, the most individual of post-Wagnerian music-makers, Claude Debussy.

(Continued on page 26)
Claremont
ON RIVERSIDE DRIVE
JUST A FEW BLOCKS FROM THE STADIUM
Where the Waves of the Hudson Hug Manhattan's Shore

Dining Under the Stars
Luncheon 12:00 to 3:00 .... $1.00
Tea 3:00 to 5:30 .... .50
Dinner 6:00 to 9:00 .... 1.50
Supper A La Carte

(Program continued from page 23)

SUNDAY, JULY 1, 1934, at 8:30
(Program subject to change without notice)

1. TCHAIKOVSKY
   "Pathetic" Symphony
   I. Adagio—Allegro non troppo
   II. Allegro con grazia
   III. Allegro molto vivace
   IV. Finale: Adagio lamento

INTERMISSION

2. WAGNER
   Prelude and Love Death from "Tristan and Isolde"

3. WAGNER
   Prelude to "Die Meistersinger"

(Program continued on page 27)

MANFRED MALKIN
Eminent Pianist and Pedagog

"Virtuoso of the first rank."—Staats Zeitung.
"Wide range of expression."—N. Y. Herald Tribune.
"Fully the master of his instrument—delightful Chopin player."—Brooklyn Eagle.

"Malkin delights audience."—N. Y. Times.
"Aroused audience to great enthusiasm."—N. Y. American.
"Mature interpretation, thoroughness of knowledge, and clarity of transmission."—The Sun.

ANSONIA HOTEL
73rd STREET AND BROADWAY • Susquehanna 7-3300
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He left an opera, *Prince Igor*, two symphonies, two string quartets, and the orchestral sketch, *On the Steppes of Central Asia*.

** Borodin composed this tone-picture while he was at work upon *Prince Igor*, in 1880. It was written for performance at an exhibition of tableau vivants illustrating episodes in Russian history, devised to celebrate the 25th anniversary of the reign of the Czar Alexander III.

The score contains this program, printed in three languages:

In the silence of the arid steppes of Central Asia is heard the refrain of a peaceful Russian song. One hears, too, the melancholy sound of Oriental music, and the approaching steps of horses and camels. A caravan, escorted by Russian soldiers, crosses the immense desert, continuing untroubled on its long way under the protection of the warlike Russian guard.

The caravan moves onward steadily. The songs of the Russians and those of the native Asiaties mingle harmoniously, their refrains dying away little by little in the distance.

**

The immensity and monotony of the prairie are suggested by the long and persistent violin note that begins at once and is sustained for fifty-three measures (*Allegretto con moto*, 2-4) an inverted pedal on a high E. First a clarinet (*cantabile, p*), then a horn, sing what Mr. Montagu-Nathan calls “the Russian theme” beneath the prolonged string tone. The Englishhorn (*cantabile ed espressivo*) evokes the melancholy sound of Oriental songs; though now there is the support of clarinets and horn, and a pizzicato bass. Later, when the two songs are mingled, first and second violins in unison, on the G string, enact the “Orientals,” while the oboe speaks for Russia. The music dies away on a high A major chord, *pppp*, for eight solo violins, muted, and a flute—

*Polovtseian Dances from “Prince Igor” by Borodin (Thursday, June 28)*

The chief feature of Borodin’s opera, *Prince Igor*, is the superb music of its Polovtsian songs and dances—music now wild and primitive, full of Tartar savagery and abandon, now of delicate and captivating grace. There is an abundance of these dances in the finale of the second act—dances of young girls and of little boys, dances of prisoners, of female slaves, of “savage men,” a general dance; and some of these are choral dances. No modern composer has understood better, as Habets remarks in his book on Borodin and Liszt, either “the charm or the wildness of these rhythms and harmonies of the East, which convey to us the profound expression of a civilization so different from our own. Never has a composer attained a greater vividity of coloring than in the dances of the Polovtsy, where we find, side by side...”
3rd BIG MONTH!
"A hell of a good show... in a class by itself."—Robert Benchley in The New Yorker.

 STEVEDORE

"Bursting with vitality... wholly exhilarating. The characters are as real and rich as the earth."—Brooks Atkinson, N. Y. Times.

CIVIC REPERTORY THEATRE
14th St. & 6th Ave. 30c to $1.50, No Tax
Eves. 8:45, Mats. Tues. & Sat. 2:45

THE PULITZER PRIZE PLAY
of This Year
MEN IN WHITE

A superb performance, whose precision is comparable to that of a great SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA.

BROADHURST THEATRE
WEST 44th STREET
Evenings, 8:45 50c to $2.50
Matinees Wed. and Sat., 2:40 50c to $2.00

(Program continued from page 25)

MONDAY, JULY 2, 1934, at 8:30
(Program subject to change without notice)

ALL-BEETHOVEN PROGRAM

1. Symphony No. 7, in A major
   I. Poco sostenuto vivace
   II. Allegretto
   III. Presto
   IV. Allegro con brio

INTERMISSION

2. Symphony No. 3, in E-flat major ("Eroica")
   I. Allegro con brio
   II. Marcia funebre: Adagio assai
   III. Scherzo: Allegro vivace; Trio
   IV. Finale: Allegro molto

Mr. ITURBI uses the Baldwin Piano

"SCIENTIFICALLY COOLED"

Caruso

Restaurants
LUNCHEON
DINNER
Choice wines
AND LIQUEURS

104 WEST 42nd ST.
125 WEST 45th ST.
30-40 WEST 33rd ST.
252 WEST 34th ST.
46 CORTLAND ST.
Newark: 124 Market St.
"Steak and Chicken Blue Plates"
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side with the rhythmic sonority of the most primitive instruments, the voluptuous charm of the Oriental melodies. . . . We feel that all this belongs to a race and period different from our own—barbarous, if you will, but none the less full of grandeur and magnificence."

The orchestration of these dances is by Rimsky-Korsakoff.

Symphony No. 6 ("Pathetic"), in B minor, Op. 74 . . . . P. I. Tchaikovsky
(Born at Votinsk, May 7, 1840; died at St. Petersburg, November 6, 1893)

[Sunday, July 1]

Tchaikovsky dreaded with passionate protest what Sir Thomas Browne called "the iniquity of oblivion." He feared the thought of death with a shuddering and increasing terror; and into his most personal and characteristic utterance, the Pathetic Symphony (though not only there), he emptied all the dark troubles of his heart—all that he knew of anguished apprehension and foreboding, of grief that is unassuageable, of consternation and despair. He never divulged the meaning of this singularly affecting music, but its purport is unmistakable. Its burden is the sadness of human life and the crushing finality of death.

This music is saturated with the precise emotion which moved Edgar Allan Poe when he wrote his Dream Within a Dream:

I stand amid the roar
Of a surf-tormented shore,
And I hold within my hand
Grains of the golden sand;
How few! Yet how they creep
Through my fingers to the deep,
While I weep, while I weep!
O God! Can I not grasp
Them with a tighter clasp?
O God! Can I not save
One from the pitiless wave?
Is all that we see or seem
But a dream within a dream?

Tchaikovsky, like the ancient poets of China, believed that "to feel, and in order to feel, to express, all that is poignant and sensitive in man, is in itself a sufficient end"; and much of that poignancy, that sensibility, he imprisoned in music that is indeed in itself a sufficient end: music that is full of the sense of human evanescence
—"the pathos of life and death, the long embrace, the hand stretched out in vain, the moment that glides forever away into the shadow of the haunted past."

**Symphony No. 7, in A Major, Op. 92**

L. van Beethoven  
(Born at Bonn, December 16, 1770; died at Vienna, March 26, 1827)

**[Monday, July 2]**

Many men and some women have "interpreted" the Seventh Symphony, from Berlioz to Isadora Duncan, from Alberti to Schumann. And what has not been read into it? Wagner has apparently prevailed, so far as the popular imagination is concerned, by his engaging notion that the Symphony represents "the Apotheosis of the Dance; the dance in its highest condition; the happiest realization of the movements of the body in its ideal form." But it is simpler to forget the fanciful commentators, accept the word of that critic who contented himself with calling Beethoven's

(Continued on next page)

---

**CAMP TAMIMENT TAMIMENT, PA.**

**A Camp for Adults**

NIGHTS of scintillating entertainment and romance, musical and dramatic programs under direction of Mac Liebman.  
SPORTS—the finest in the East—17 tennis courts, 6 handball courts, all ball games.  
100 boats and canoes, 1 mile private lake.  
Horseback riding, everything in sports.  
Daily lectures by famous authorities.  
Attractive rates.  
$27.50 per week July and August. DeLuxe accommodations at small extra charge. Reduced Railroad Rates. Booklet and Road Map on Request.  
N. Y. Office: 7 E. 15th St.  ALgonquin 4-6875

---

**The ATLANTIC Hotel**

(formerly STRUNSKY'S—on the Ocean Front  
BELMAR, NEW JERSEY)

**SPOTS**

**GOLF**  
**FISHING**—Off our newly built pier  
**SUN BATHS**—On our roof solarium  
**TENNIS**—On our handball courts  
**CANOEING** and **FISHING** in Shark River.

**ENTERTAINMENT**

Dancing Nightly to HARRY SHELDON'S  
Cafe des Beaux Arts Orchestra  
**DRAMATIC PROGRAMS**  
**DELECTABLE CUISINE**

Rates $25 Per Week  
N. Y. Off. Riv 9-3062

---

**NAPANOCH COUNTRY CLUB**

**NAPANOCH, N.Y.**

Tel. Ellenville 700  SAMUEL MOLL, Director

---

**LAKE PLACID—In the Adirondacks**

**America's Ideal Resort**

Suite 1704  122 East 42nd Street  Telephone CAledonia 5-0835

**THE LAKE PLACID MARCY**

**LAKE PLACID, NEW YORK**  
New Ownership-Management

---
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is published by

SIGMUND GOTTLÖBER
258 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Telephone: CAledonia 5-6690

Unique in the sense that it represents mass as well as class circulation, the

STADIUM CONCERTS REVIEW

is an outstanding summer advertising medium of proved merit. Through no other source can your message be brought to the attention of as many for so little cost.

Editor

WALTER MORIN

Advertising Mgr.

FREDA ROYCE
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Opus 92 "the most beautiful symphony in the world," and let it go at that.

Perhaps it is. Perhaps even those who shy at superlatives will hesitate to dispute the unique compulsions of this music. You fancy, listening to it, that George Herbert might have imagined something not unlike it when he wrote: "My free soul may use her wing." It has the deathless charm of all motion that is unvexed, spontaneous, perfectly released—the flight of wild swans across an autumn sky, the ripple of wind-swept corn, a gale through April woods, the running of mountain water. Beethoven patterned after Nature in setting his rhythms to a varying pace. This music is full at times of the ungovernable ecstasy of some primal and magically recovered Spring—you may hear in it the sudden laughter of dryads in immemorial woods, the exquisite gayety of the vernal earth; or it has the grave pace of some commemorative ritual, an elegiacal and mournful beauty, "as if veils were dropped, one by one, on a great ceremony."

RAIN NOTICE

FOR CONCERTS

If grounds are not in condition at 8:00 P. M., Concert will be held in Great Hall.

If rain before intermission, Rain Check is good for next concert ONLY.

If rain DURING or AFTER intermission, Concert is over and Rain Check is CANCELLED.

FOR OPERA

If at 8:00 P. M. grounds are not in condition, a substitute orchestral program will be performed in the Great Hall under the direction of Alexander Smallens.

If rain before 10:00 P. M., Rain Check is good for the next opera ONLY.

If rain after 10:00 P. M., Opera is over and Rain Check is CANCELLED.

NOTICE

A green light displayed from stage means that Rain Checks are good for the next concert or opera.

A red light means the Concert or Opera is over and Rain Check is CANCELLED.
CONTRIBUTORS
(Continued from page 4)

Irving Meller
Mrs. Sigismund Mendelson
Mrs. Rozalie-Selma Kimbro
Mrs. Howard T.
Kingsbury
William Jr. G. Slagle
Maj. John Kingsley
Mrs. L. A. Kinney
Louis Klein
Grace Johnston
S. P. Knaff
Mrs. W. J. Knapp
Mrs. A. J. Kobler
Mrs. Lee Kohns
Paul L. Kohns
Joseph Kohnstaem
Fred Kornfeld
Dr. Shepard Krench
Mrs. Isaac Kolbie
Mayor LaGuardia
Mrs. James L. Laidlaw
Miss Gertrude B. Lane
Mrs. Charles L. Larrabee
Mrs. Mary Latimer
Mrs. Rebecca S. Lax
Mrs. F. L. Lee
Miss Celia Lewkowitz
Arthur Lehman
Emmanuel Lehman
A. J. Lehman
Robert Lehman
Leslie Lester
A. J. C. Letter
Mrs. David M. Levy
Edgar A. Levy
Leona Levy
Mrs. Louis Levy
Justice Samuel D. Levy
Adolph Lewisohn
Mrs. Frederick Lewsion
Miss Irene Lewisohn
Sam A. Lewisohn
Anna L. Lewisohn
Mrs. A. P. Lichtenstein
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Liebmann
Mrs. Henry Liebmann
Mrs. Walter H. Liebmann
Albert von Lilienthal
Walter G. Lockwood
Mrs. J. Kerr Lockwood
Mrs. Swarr LOCKWOOD
Miss Anna L. Lockwood
Miss Mary Loeb
Dr. Herman Lerber
Dr. G. A. Lowenstein
Miss Graham Lusk
William F. Lusk
J. M. Richardson Lyeth
Mrs. Parker McCollister
P. T. McCook
Miss W. M. McCrossy
Miss McFallier
Miss Arthur Mcgraw
Miss Ellen Macaulay
Mrs. Julius J. Mack
Mrs. Walter S. Mack, Jr.
Mrs. Walter S. Macaulay
Charles Maduro
Dr. M. Magid
E. John Magin
Mrs. John Magin
Walter McC. Maitland
Carl I. Marek
Miss Magruder
W. G. Marquette
James Marshall
Mrs. C. Marshall
Hugo Martin, Jr.
Miss Anita J. Mason
Miss Madeleine Maxwell
Mr. Alan Maxfield
A. Wilfred May
Mrs. Morton H. Meinhard
Mrs. Patricia P. A. Rollins
Mrs. J. West Roosevelt
Mrs. W. Emlen Roosevelt
Mrs. K. C. Rogers
Felix T. Rosen
Mrs. E. F. Rosenbaum
Dr. L. Rosenbaum
J. Rosenberg
Mrs. Ernest Rosenfeld
Edgar Rosenthal
Mrs. Jesse Rosenthal
Mrs. Moritz Rosenthal
George Ross
Mrs. L. Rossbach
Alfred S. Rossin
Miss Gertrude R. Roth
Miss Anna J. Rothschild
Mrs. Marcus A.
Rothschild
Walter Rothschild
Dr. Bernard Sachs
Dr. N. B. Sackett
Charles Sadowsky
J. M. Salamanca
Herman Salomon
C. F. Samson
Mrs. B. Ayman Sands
Dr. Charles H. Sanford
Mrs. Russell E. Sard
Mrs. Herbert L. Satterlee
Mrs. E. A. Sayre
Mrs. Theodore F. Savage
Mrs. Conway Sawyer
Miss Mary B. Sayles
Mrs. J. Louis Schaefer
Mrs. Leonard Schaefer
M. Schleiman
John Schieffer
Mrs. Alfred Schiffer
Mrs. Walter A. Schiffer
Mrs. Schlom
Miss Elisie Schoenberger
Mrs. M. Schoenem
Mrs. Anthony Schole
Mrs. Arthur Schulte
Mrs. David A. Schulte
Mrs. J. M. Schulte
John Schulte
Mrs. Joseph M. Schulte
Joseph Schumacher
Charles Schwazer
Emil Schwarzpaul
Mrs. Charles E. Scott
Miss Edith Scoville
S. Seidler
Eustace Seligman
Mrs. Albert J. Seligser
Mrs. Mary Selner
Mrs. Alonzo G. Sexton
Leon J. Shapiro
Finley J. Shepard
Mrs. Hiram W. Sibley
Mrs. Joseph Sidenberg
Oscar Siegel
S. M. Siegel
Mrs. William Sloane
Miss Camilla K. Smith
Edwin L. Smith
Walter B. Solinger
Charles Solomon
Mrs. A. F. Sotul
Kenneth M. Spence
Miss L. Springer
V. B. Steinstrups
Mrs. Alexis W. Stein
Mrs. Gerda Stein
Julius Stein
S. S. Steiner
Mrs. Frederick Steinweay
Emil Stern
Henry Stern
James R. Stewart
Mrs. Woodford T.
Stewart
Mrs. Samuel Stiefel
Miss Charlotte R.
Miss Edward H. Stier
Mrs. S. L. Stix
Lyman Beecher Stowe
Mrs. Paula E. Stowe
Mrs. Herbert N. Straus
Mrs. Charles Straus
Julius Strauss
Mr. and Mrs. Strong
Mrs. Joseph Stroock
Mrs. Sol M. Stroock
William M. Sullivan
Mrs. Lionel Sutto
Mrs. Thomas W. Swan
Mrs. Anna Tag
Mrs. Karl Tausig
Miss Thomas A. Thacher
Mrs. John R. Thomas, Jr.
Victor C. Thorne
Miss Frieda C. Thumann
Lawrence Tibbitt
Miss Amy Tillett
Miss Emily Tobias
Mrs. J. Kennedy Tod
Charles Tillett
Miss Mary Trumbull
Mrs. John Trumston
Rev. and Mrs. George A.
Trumbull
Stanley Tucker
Mrs. C. J. Ulman
Mrs. Charles S.
Untermyer
Alvin Untermeyer
Judge Erwin Untermeyer
Frank A. Vanderlip
Mrs. James M. Varnum
Mrs. Edwin C. Vogel
Samuel R. Waecht
Richard Waldo
Miss Miriam Dwight
Walker
Felix M. Warrburg
Frederick M. Warburg
Altmann
Edward R. Wardwell
Edward Wasserman
Mrs. A. E. Wayte
Philip Wechsler
Arthur Weill
Miss Helene Weill
Mrs. Charles Weinberg
Miss Bertha Weinman
Alexander Weinstein
D. K. Weiskopf
Mrs. Cordelia Wendt
The Werrenrichs
Albert Wertheim
Maurice Wertheim
Miss Joachim Van Wezel
Miss M. W. White
Mrs. H. Van Wyck
Wickes
Louis Wiley
John L. Wilkie
Mrs. Lucy Wilmerding
Lloyd G. Wilson
Ralph Wilson Wilson
William L. Wilson
Rabbi Stephen S. Wise
Mrs. Flora M. Wolfe
Mrs. Alice Wofford
Henry Wollman
Isidore Wolak
Mrs. Cornelius Zabriskie
Mrs. Arcadia C. Zalles
Mrs. A. Von Watzek
Mrs. Florence Zeltin
August Zinner
Mrs. Henry Zuckerman
FRANKLY, one of the chief reasons why I enjoy Chesterfield is the fact that I don't get little crumbs of tobacco in my mouth.

Rarely ever do I find a Chesterfield that isn't well filled. The tobacco in them seems to be of the right length, and they must be the right size because they burn right and smoke right.

I like them also because they are milder.
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Conductors

Arturo Toscanini
Otto Klemperer
Artur Rodzinski
Bruno Walter
Werner Janssen
Hans Lange

The following series of concerts will be given:

ALL AT CARNEGIE HALL
15 Even Thursday Evenings — 15 Even Friday Afternoons
15 Odd Thursday Evenings — 15 Odd Friday Afternoons
10 Odd Saturday Evenings (Students') — 10 Even Saturday Evenings (Students')
10 Even Sunday Afternoons — 10 Odd Sunday Afternoons
10 Sunday Afternoons (Series Three)
ALL SUNDAY SERIES REMAIN AT POPULAR PRICES

CONCERTS FOR CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE

Ernest Schelling, Conductor
ONE SERIES ONLY OF 6 SATURDAY MORNINGS

SPECIAL FEATURES FOR NEXT SEASON

Brahms Cycle under Toscanini on 6 Thursdays, Fridays and Sundays, including 4 symphonies, German Requiem, 2 piano concerti with Horowitz and Gabrieli with soloists, and Violin Concerto with Heifetz as soloist. Wagner Cycle with distinguished vocal soloists under Bruno Walter.

Communications and NEW APPLICATIONS should be sent to the Philharmonic-Symphony Offices, 1609 Steinway Building, 115 West 57th St.

Arthur Judson, Mgr.
Bruno Zirato, Ass't Mgr.
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Staff for Productions of Opera

Conductor
Assistant Conductor
Stage Manager
Ballet Mistress and Solo Danseuse
Master of Mechanics
Scenic Production
Master of Properties
Costumes
Wigs
Master of Wardrobe
Electric Equipment
Stage Construction
Choirs

Alexander Smalens
Karl Riedel
Alexander D. Puglia
Rita de Lepore
Fred Holli
Holli Studios
Philip Chispano
Van Horn & Co.
Irving Herold
Alex Agnini
Duwico
Bogert Rues
Thomas Deming & Co.

Chorus of the Metropolitan Opera Association
Corps de Ballet of the Metropolitan Opera Association
(Courtesy of Giulio Gatti-Casazza)

Rain Notice

For Concerts
If grounds are not in satisfactory condition by 8 P.M., the concert will be held in the Great Hall of City College.
If it rains before the intermission, the rain check attached to your ticket is good for the next symphonic concert only.
If it rains during or after the intermission, the concert is considered given and the rain check is therefore cancelled.

For Opera
If at 8 P.M. the grounds are not in satisfactory condition, a substitute orchestral program will be given in the Great Hall under the direction of Alexander Smalens.
If it rains before 10 P.M. the rain check attached to your ticket is good for the next performance of opera only.
If it rains after 10 P.M. the performance is considered given and the rain check is cancelled.

Notice
A green light displayed from the left side of the stage indicates that the rain checks are good for the next symphonic concert or opera performance. A red light indicates that the concert or performance of opera is considered given and the rain checks are cancelled.
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COMMITTEE
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Mrs. Felix Fuld
Mrs. Charles Dana Gibson
Lawrence Gilman
Mrs. Fred Greenbaum
Mrs. W. Barclay Harding
Mrs. Arthur Hoffmeier
Miss Adelaide Hooke
Mrs. Herman Irion
Mrs. Edouard Jonas
Samuel D. Levy
Clarence H. Mackay
Mrs. Charles E. Mitchell
Mrs. Robert H. Pretzelfeld
Walter W. Price
Ralph Pulitzer

Mrs. Stanley L. Richter
Mrs. J. West Roosevelt
Mrs. Ernest Rosenfeld
Mrs. Moritz Rosenthal
Louis F. Rothschild
Mrs. J. W. Sidenberg
Mrs. Alexander L. Simson
Mrs. Samuel Stiefel
Hugh Grant Straus
Mrs. S. W. Straus
Mrs. Irwin Untermyer
Mrs. Edwin C. Vogel
Felix M. Warburg
R. Thornton Wilson
Mrs. Henry Zuckerman

ARTHUR JUDSON, Manager
BRUNO ZIRATO, Associate Manager
LOUIS SALTER, Assistant Manager

LAWRENCE GILMAN, Artistic Adviser
MAURICE VAN PRAAG, Mgr. Orchestra Personnel
MISS DORLE JARMEL, Publicity

50c and $1.00 Tickets on sale at STADIUM BOX OFFICE (Open All Day)

STADIUM CONCERTS, Inc.
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Room 1518, 113 West 57th Street
Telephone: Circle 7-5775

L. BAMBERGER & CO.
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General Information Booth
Newark, N. J.
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Mrs. Edon H. Hooker
Mrs. Charles E. Humes, Jr.
Mrs. John C. Hughes
Mrs. Francis C. Huntington
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Mrs. David W. Hyman
Mrs. William A. Hyman
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Miss Alfred Jaretzki
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(Continued on page 31)
Symphonic Program-Notes

by

LAWRENCE GILMAN

TEXT OF THE CHORAL FINALE OF THE NINTH SYMPHONY

[Tuesday, July 10]

(The English translation is that of Natalie Macfarren)

[Baritone Recitative]

O Freunde, nicht diese Töne! Sondern lasst uns angenehmere anstimmen, und freudenvollere.

[O friends, no more these sounds continue! Let us raise a song of sympathy, of gladness. O Joy, let us praise thee!]

[Baritone Solo, Quartet, and Chorus]

(Allegro assai, D major, 4-4)

Freude, schöner Götterfunken,
Tochter aus Elysium,
Wir betreten feuer-trunken,
Himmlische, dein Heiligtum!
Deine Zauber binden wieder,
Was die Mode streng getheilt;
Alle Menschen werden Brüder,
Wo dein sanfter Flügel weilt.

Praise to Joy, the God-descended
Daughter of Elysium!
Ray of mirth and rapture blended,
Godess, to thy shrine we come.
By thy magic is united
What stern Custom parted wide,
All mankind are brothers plighted
Where thy gentle wings abide.

Wem der grosse Wurf gelungen,
Eines Freundes Freund zu sein,
Wer ein holdes Weib errungen,
Mische seinen Jubel ein!
Ja, wer auch nur eine Seele
Sein nennt auf dem Erdenrund!
Und wer’s nie gekonnt, der stehle
Weinend sich aus diesem Bund!

Ye to whom the boon is measured,
Friend to be of faithful friend,
Who a wife has won and treasured,
To our strain your voices lend!
Yea, if any hold in keeping
Only one heart all his own,
Let him join us, or else weeping,
Steal from out our midst, unknown.

Freude trinken alle Wesen
And den Brüsten der Natur;
Alle Guten, alle Bösen
Folgen ihrer Rosenspur,
Küsse gab sie uns und Reben,
Einen Freund, geprüft im Tod;
Wollust ward dem Wurm gegeben,
Und der Cherub steht vor Gott.

Draughts of joy, from cup overflowing,
Bounteous Nature freely gives.
Grace to just and unjust showing,
Blessing everything that lives.
Wine she gave to us and kisses,
Loyal friend on life’s steep road,
E’en the worm can feel life’s blisses,
And the Seraph dwells with God.

[Tenor Solo and Chorus]

(Allegro assai vivace, alta marcia, B-flat major, 6-8)

Froh, wie seine Sonnen fliegen
Durch des Himmels prächt’gen Plan,
Laufet, Brüder, eure Bahn,
Freudig, wie ein Held zu Siegen.

Freude, schöner Götterfunken,
Tochter aus Elysium,
Wir betreten feuer-trunken,
Himmlische, dein Heiligtum!
Deine Zauber binden wieder,
Was die Mode streng getheilt;
Alle Menschen werden Brüder,
Wo dein sanfter Flügel weilt.

Glad as the suns His will sent plying
Through the vast abyss of space,
Brothers, run your joyous race,
Hero-like to conquest flying.

Praise to Joy, the God-descended
Daughter of Elysium!
Ray of mirth and rapture blended,
Godess, to thy shrine we come.
By thy magic is united
What stern Custom parted wide,
All mankind are brothers plighted
Where thy gentle wings abide.

(Continued on next page)
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[Chorus]

(Andante maestoso, G major, 3-2)

Seid umschlungen, Millionen!
Diesen Kuss der ganzen Welt!
Brüder! über’m Sternenzelt
Muss ein lieber Vater wohnen.

(Adagio ma non troppo, ma divoto, G minor, 3-2)

O ye millions, I embrace ye,
With a kiss for all the world!
Brothers, o’er yon starry sphere
Surely dwells a loving Father.

Ihr stürzt nieder, Millionen,
Ahnest du den Schöpfer, Welt?
Such’ ihn über’m Sternenzelt!
Über Sternen muss er wohnen.

O ye millions, kneel before Him,
World, dost feel thy Maker near?
Seek Him o’er yon starry sphere,
O’er the stars enthroned, adore Him!

TOO TIRED FOR DANCING—

Don’t let listlessness or fatigue threaten your enjoyment of gay summer parties! When your energy sags, light a Camel. You quickly get a

“Get a LIFT"
[Chorus]

(Allegro energico, sempre ben marcato, D major, 6-4)

"Freude, schöner Götterfunken,
Tochter aus Elysium."

[Praise to Joy, the God-descended
Daughter of Elysium.]

[AND]

"Seid umschlungen, Millionen!
Diesen Kuss der ganzen Welt!"

[O ye millions, I embrace ye!
With a kiss for all the world!]

Ihr stürzt nieder, Millionen,
Ahnest du den Schöpfer, Welt?
Such' ihn über'm Sternenzelt!

O ye millions, kneel before Him,
World, dost feel thy Maker near?
Seek Him o'er yon starry sphere.

Brüder! Brüder!

Brothers! Brothers!

Über'm Sternenzelt

Surely dwells a loving Father.

Muss ein lieber Vater wohnen.

(Continued on next page)

AND THEN SHE SMOKED

A CAMEL!

“lift” which sweeps away that tired, cross feeling. Smoke all you want.
Camels are made from costlier tobaccos. They never ruffle your nerves!

with a Camel!”
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[QUARTET AND CHORUS]
(Allegro non molto, D major, 2-2; Poco adagio)
Freude, Tochter aus Elysium,
Deine Zauber rendet wider,
Was die Mode streng getheilt;
Alle Menschen werden Brüder,
Wo dein sanfter Flügel weilt.

Joy, thou daughter of Elysium,
By thy magic is united
What stein Custom parted wide,
All mankind are brothers plighted
Where thy gentle wings abide.

[CHORUS]
(Prestissimo, D major, 2-2)
"Seid umschlungen, Millionen!" etc.

"O ye millions, I embrace ye!" etc.

CAMP TAMIMENT
TAMIMENT, PA.
A Camp for Adults
NIGHTS of scintillating entertainment and romance, musical and dramatic programs under direction of Mac Liebman.
SPORTS—the finest in the East—17 tennis courts, 6 handball courts, all ball games, 100 boats and canoes, 1 mile private lake. Horseback riding, everything in sports. Daily lectures by famous authorities. Attractive rates.
$27.50 per week July and August. De Luxe accommodations at small extra charge. Reduced Railroad Fares. Booklet and Road Map on Request.
N. Y. Office: 7 E. 15th St. Algernon 4-6875

NOW!
The ZOTOS
Permanent
Without a Machine
Without Electricity
Including Reconditioning Oil Treatment
• Special Summer Rates!
• FIFTH AVENUE BEAUTY SALON
366 Fifth Avenue
Wisconsin 7-2156

The ATLANTIC Hotel
formerly STRUNSKY'S—on the Ocean Front
BELMAR, NEW JERSEY
SPORTS
GOLF
FISHING—Off our newly built pier
SUN BATHS—On our roof solarium
TENNIS—On our Hard Ball courts
CANOEING and FISHING in Shark River.

ENTERTAINMENT
Dancing Nightly to Harry Sheldon's Cafe des Beaux Arts Orchestra
DRAMATIC PROGRAMS
DELECTABLE CUISINE
Rates $3.50 Per Week
N. Y. Office: Riv 9-3062

Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, in D minor (Kochel 466)
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
(Born at Salzburg, January 27, 1756; died at Vienna, December 5, 1791)
[Wednesday, July 11]
Mozart composed this piano concerto with his customary speed and his breathtaking certainty of skill and genius. He played it himself at its first performance in Vienna almost a century and a half ago; and when his father called upon him the day before the concert, he found Wolfgang so busy looking over the work of the copyist that he had not yet taken time to play through this difficult concluding Rondo even once. Yet we know that on the following day, February 11, 1785, when he introduced the new work to his Vienna public, he played it with his usual brilliancy and charm.

This concerto was introduced to the world under distinguished auspices. Leopold Mozart, father of the incredible Wolfgang, wrote on January 22, 1785, to the composer's sister, as follows: 'I have just received a line from your brother, saying that his concerts begin on February 11th, and are to continue every Friday.' This was a series of concerts undertaken by Mozart in Vienna, with a subscription (Continued on page 10)

TRAPHAGEN SCHOOL OF FASHION
1680 Broadway (near 52d St.), New York
Costume design and illustration, sketching, styling, interior decoration, textile and stage design. Your inspection invited. Continuous exhibition of students' work. Open from 9 A.M. to 9 P.M. Saturdays until 5 P.M. Send for Circular G. Telephone COL 5-2077.
Investigate Before Registering Elsewhere
OVERTURES
and
UNDERTONES
by
JOAN KLEIN

The reserved and genteel Claremont has caught onto the jog of the times by thrusting an open terrace restaurant, open to the public in general, right over the zooming traffic of Riverside Drive; the first, they believe, to grace that rather exciting boulevard. The location at 126th Street, overlooking the picturesque Hudson, is a boon to uptowners weary of the thought of taxiing down into the bowels of the city for their food. Besides which, the quality of Claremont food is notably high. The famous and versatile Ferde Grofé and his orchestra entertain nightly, playing Grofé orchestrations or original music by Grofé with musicianship, warmth and color that are hard to equal.

***

Your face may be still your fortune at the end of a long, hard summer, but the chances are that the prospects for autumn are not so rosy. For you know what summer does to your skin. It dries it up and takes away the softness—that's what it does! And if ever you owed it a little bit of attention, it is right now, this minute. Helena Rubinstein has a sun-proof cream which protects and meets every problem of summer skin care successfully. It is double-purpose in its action, and then some. It is a splendid cream for massaging, makes a beautiful foundation for make-up, prevents blistering, sunburning, peeling and every other summer discomfort. I like it without make-up for the youthful sheen it gives the skin, but you can use it either way, because it's beautiful both ways.

***

Along with thousands of other smart New Yorkers, I've long admired the chic originality of Gladys Parker, whose "Flapper Fanny" sketches and designs have long been featured by Best's. She's typically the spirited and saucy flapper herself, and brings much of her own gay, delightful brand of sophistication into her designs. Now I find she's one of the many successful alumni of the Traphagen School of Fashion in New York, which has a reputation for helping to achieve such success. From this same school came two other young ladies whose thoroughly American ingenuity resulted in great acclaim. I refer to Emmy Wylie, who has done smart things, particularly at Lord & Taylor's, where she helped create the popular Young New Yorker Shop, and to "Melisse," as she prefers to be known, whose spirited original interpretations appear regularly in the New York Sun and elsewhere.

***

I never get to a hairdresser, slave that I am, till my hair looks so ragged my morale is all gone. That was my state when I landed at Bernord az Guro at 439 Madison Avenue. I needed more than a shampoo and "set." I needed reorganization. Mr. az Guro reorganizes. He leaves hair semi-long so as to be able to do it in a great variety of ways. That way it can be one style for day, one for evening. He parts it way, way over on one side, then winds it about until it becomes very amusing, ending it in flat curls. He is concerned with the hair in relation to the body, especially the body in a long dress. Doesn't think you'll ever get the right effect for trains and classic panels with a boyishly cropped head. His hairdressing emphasizes the best points of your particular personality and minimizes the unattractive features.

***

Generally, the finer things in every field cost a bit more! However, there is one delightful exception—Coffee. Martinson's, a blend produced in "custom-made" small quantities by the master blender, Joseph Martinson, actually costs less to use. It is a blend of the richest coffees of Colombia, Costa Rica, Mexico and Java, and is a super-product. In coffee, excellence means strength, and one need use much less of Martinson's to brew coffee the desired strength. Naturally, then, coffee that goes much further is an economy to use, even though it does cost a bit more to buy. That's why the makers of Martinson's say, "Economize . . . with the best!"
SYMPHONIC PROGRAM-NOTES
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list of more than 150, at three ducats each. Mozart, the amazing virtuoso, played for a public of quality. He drew, says Ferdi-
nand Pohl in hushed tones, "the cream of
the nobility." In the list of subscribers for his concerts in 1784 were eight princes, one duke, two counts, one countess, one
baroness, and others of the exalted who are unkindly summarized by history as "etc."

* * *

To the casual eye this D minor concerto of Mozart’s, so limpid, so crystallin, so
apparently effortless in conception, may not seem to offer very difficult problems to
the interpreter. Any such impression would be decidedly misleading. This music
is deceptive to the superficial eye. To give a full account of it, to convey all that it
holds of incomparable patrician grace and gayety and meditative loveliness, is a task
not only for a virtuoso of the highest skill, but for an artist of the rarest sensibility
and taste. It requires a player who is first
a master of his craft, secondly a poet, and
thirdly a magician—for he must summon
out of the past, must recapture for us, that
peculiar spiritual essence which was the
creative mind of Mozart. Even the matter
of playing the Rondo Finale with the
requisite speed and clarity and finesse is
something to daunt almost any pianist—
although the newer edition of this score
has changed the terrifying Prestissimo of
the earlier editions to a more merciful
"Allegro assai" (the autograph score gives
no tempo mark whatever for this move-
ment, or for the second movement, the
"Romanza").

But this is only the beginning of
Mozartean wisdom. The ideal Mozart
player would remind us of the description
of the young master’s playing left us by
Franz Niemetschek. If we wish to know

THERESE AUB
SECRETARIAL SCHOOL
2770 Broadway at 107th St., New York City
Training for the Modern Secretary
Summer Courses
Students Admitted at Any Time
Booklet on Request
ACademy 2-0550
how Mozart played his own music, and what were the characteristics of his style as a pianist, we can learn the answer, without much trouble; for we have a contemporary account of these things to guide us. Mozart detested, says Niemetschek, all exaggeration, all “effects,” all “fireworks.” His playing was stamped with what Niemtschek calls “an adorable simplicity, an expressiveness moving and profound.” His small hands moved so quietly and naturally over the keys that the eye as well as the ear was pleased. He had an astounding facility, due to his close study of the works of Philipp Emanuel Bach, from which he had worked out his system of fingering. He demanded of the pianist a light and accurate and steady hand, so light, so flexible, that the music, as he expressed it, would “flow like oil.”

These qualities of lightness and precision and fluidity were, with him, at the service of an inimitable poetry and distinction; they were marvels to the qualities of such works as the choicest of the concertos. They were evidently the ideal voicing of this music, with its delicately swelling line, its fervent and lovely patterns that move with the candid grace of winged, uncaptable creatures: music so exquisite in its blend of spontaneity and craft that you cannot listen to it without incurring something of that nostalgia of the spirit which attends the contemplation of all art that has achieved its moment of perfection.

So we must imagine, for a truly Mozartean performance of this concerto of Mozart’s, an impeccable technic, consummate taste, poise, a patrician style, an utterance controlled yet deeply sensitive; an instinct for the wit and gaiety of agile minds, a realization of the fact that Mozart is often, in his lighter and exquisite vein of sportiveness, what the immortal Mrs.

(Continued on next page)
Mountstuart-Jenkinson would have called "a rogue in porcelain."

But above all, there remains to be re-captured that Mozart who could sing like a meditative seraph: the Mozart, for example, of the middle movement of this concerto, the "Romanza"—music of limpid and unblemished beauty, in which the design seems to spring spontaneously into being as we follow its traceries, reminding us of those inexhaustibile arabesque and patterns that form and intertwine and vanish on the inner, curving surface of a wave.

"La Mer" ("The Sea"): Three Symphonic Sketches... Claude Debussy
(Born at St. Germain, France, August 22, 1862; died at Paris, March 26, 1918)

[Thursday, July 12]

Debussy completed La Mer: Trois Esquisses Symphoniques in 1905. He began it in 1903, the year following the production of Pelléas et Mélisande. Thus it stands between his masterpieces, that unique achievement of the post-Wagnerian lyric-drama (1893-1902), and the three Images for orchestra: Guitars, Ibérie, and Rondes de Printemps, which date from 1907-12.

* * *

La Mer is without a program, argument, preface, motto, or other aid to the fancy except the mighty words that designate the piece as a whole, and the sub-titles of the different movements: 1. De l’aube à midi sur la mer ("From Dawn Till Noon on the Sea"); II. Jeux de vagues ("Sport of the Waves"); III. Dialogue du vent et de la mer ("Dialogue of the Wind and the Sea").

The three divisions of the work are bound together, musically, by partial community of theme. The characteristic portion of the chief subject of the first piece—the phrase declaimed by muted trumpet and English horn in the twelfth measure, after the vague and mysterious opening—recurs in the last movement; and the solemn and nobly beautiful theme for the brass that seems to lift the sun into the blue just before the dazzling close of De l’aube à midi sur la mer, is heard again in the magnificent finale.

* * *

This music is a sustained incantation, of rare subtlety and magic; a tonal tending of colors and odors, of mysterious calls, echoes, visions, imagined or perceived; a recapturing and transcription, through the medium of a necromatic art, of "the most fantastical sports of light and of fluid whirlwinds"—but of lights, shadows, sounds, odors, that have been subtly altered by the creative processes of the tone-poet.

Debussy had what Sir Thomas Browne would have called "a solitary and retired imagination." So, when he essays to depict in his music such things as dawn and noon at sea, sport of the waves, gales and surges and far horizons, he is less the poet and painter than the spiritual mystic. It is not chiefly of those aspects of winds and waters that he is telling us, but of the changing phases of a sea of dreams, a
SYNOPSIS OF THIS WEEK'S OPERAS

by

R. D. DARRELL


THE STORY IN BRIEF

A gay Easter festival celebrated by light-hearted peasants cloaks a tragic drama that is slowly but relentlessly unfolding in the little village. Turiddu, returning some time before to marry his fiancée, Lola, has found her married to the village carter, Alfio, and in spite has made love to another village maiden, Santuzza, who has accepted his advances in good faith.

Lola's old love for Turiddu is aroused by her jealousy and unknown to her husband she wins him back from the luckless Santuzza. Now roughly spurned by Turiddu, Santuzza furiously reveals Lola's deception to Alfio. Waiting only for the completion of the Easter service, Alfio seeks Turiddu out where he is gayly drinking in his mother's wine shop and challenges him to a duel. While the distracted Santuzza and the bewildered mother cling together in terror, the noise of the duel is heard without, and soon the dread shout that Turiddu is slain brings this brief but intense drama of rustic chivalry to its tragic but inevitable conclusion.

(Continued on next page)
SYNOPSIS OF THE OPERAS

(Continued from previous page)

LEONCAVALLO: PAGLIACCI, opera in two acts. Libretto by the composer. First performance: Milan, May 1, 1892. The scene is laid in an Italian village, August 15, 1865.

THE STORY IN BRIEF

A troupe of traveling players set up their portable theatre in a little village and prepare for the evening performance. Canio, chief of the band, is drinking at the tavern while Tonio, the hunchback clown, makes love to Canio's pretty wife, Nedda, is horsewhipped for his impudence and goes off vowing revenge.Spying on Nedda, he learns that she plans to elope with Silvio, a wealthy and handsome farmer. He betrays the lovers to Canio, but Silvio escapes unidentified and Canio with fury in his heart is forced to go on with the evening play. Fate decrees that the entertainment is a direct burlesque of reality: Nedda playing a faithless wife and Canio a betrayed husband. The drama is so realistic that Canio forgets his rôle and demands Nedda to reveal the name of her lover. While the unknowing audience is delighted with the tense passion of the scene, tragedy steps in, and Canio, forgetting everything in his jealous despair, stabs Nedda, and when Silvio rushes from the audience to her rescue turns on him with a second death blow. Seized by the aroused audience he is led away, dazedly murmuring, "The comedy is finished."

Invariably

Lovers of good music are exacting in their demands for the best in food and drink, therefore,

OAKDALE PRETZELS

were the choice of the Lewisohn Stadium Concert concessionnaires.

OAKDALE PRETZEL CO.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Tel. EV. 7-1706-7-8
Pretzel Bakers
Since 1900

ROMANOFF CAVIAR
The Aristocrat of the Table
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chimerical sea, a thing of strange visions and stranger voices, of fantastic colors and incalculable winds—a phantasmagoria of the spirit, rife with evanescent shapes and presences that are at times full of bode-
ment and dim terror, at times lovely and capricious, at times sunlit and dazzling. It is a spectacle perceived as in a trance, vaguely yet rhapsodically. This is a sea which has its shifting and lucent surfaces, which even shimmers and traditionally mocks. But it is a sea that is shut away from too curious an inspection, to whose murmurs or imperious commands not many have wished or needed to pay heed.

Yet, beneath these elusive and mysteri-
ous overtones, the reality of the living sea persists: the immemorial fascination lures and enthralls and terrifies; so that we are almost tempted to fancy that the two are, after all, identical—the ocean that seems an actuality of wet winds and tossing spray and inexorable depths and reaches, and that unchatted and haunted and in-
credible sea which opens before the magic casements of the dreaming wind.

Symphony No. 6, in F major
(“Pastoral”), Op. 68

L. van Beethoven
(Born at Bonn, December 16, 1770; died at Vienna, March 26, 1827)

[Sunday, July 15]

Berlioz, that ideal program-annotator, has given us the following delightful synopsis of the Pastoral Symphony:

FIRST MOVEMENT

[“Cheerful impressions awakened by arrival in the country”: Allegro ma non troppo, F major, 2:4]

This astonishing landscape seems as if it were the joint work of Poussin and Michel-
angelo. The composer of Fidelio and of the Eroica wishes in this symphony to depict the

(Continued on page 24)
"Even my old piano-weary fingers"

In 1883 Franz Liszt wrote of the Steinway piano, "Your new grand piano is a glorious masterpiece, in power, sonority, singing quality, and perfect harmonic-effects, affording delight even to my old, piano-weary fingers."

It is our very great pride that, since then Steinway has never ceased to seek improvement in the "power, sonority, singing quality, and perfect harmonic-effects" of the piano that to Liszt had already reached perfection.

Steinway prices will not go lower. In Greater New York, a new Steinway can be obtained only from Steinway & Sons, at Steinway Hall, 109 West Fifty-seventh Street, New York City.

STEINWAY
- The Instrument of the Immortals
PROGRAMS

SEASON OF 1934

PREF-SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

in the Direction of

GISELE ITURBI

OPENING, JULY 10, 1934

(not to change without notice)

SOLOISTS

PAUL ALTHOUSE, Tenor
FREDERIC BAER, Baritone

OLA CANTORUM OF NEW YORK
ROSS, Conductor

Overture to "Leonore," No. 3, Op. 72

INTERMISSION

Symphony No. 9, in D minor, with Final Chorus on Schiller's Ode "To Joy," Op. 125

Dolce maestoso

Rondeau, solo quartet and chorus

(piano of the Stadium Concerts.
being broadcast by Station WOR.

continued on page 19)

TSON HATS
"overture" to good grooming

inspired leadership of the "maestro" is ex-
used in the character of Young's-Stetson Hats.

Young's

ART SHOPS ALL OVER TOWN
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Larghetto

Martinson's is a great coffee, the Brahms and Beethoven of coffee,

the Eroica and Meistersinger of coffee, the Caruso and Kreisler of coffee.

Naturally, it costs a bit

more... and well worth it!

The above bars of music constitute a theme from a well-known musical composition by a great composer. Write in the correct names of composition and composer to Jos. Martinson, Inc., 85 Water Street, N. Y. C. and receive a full half-pound of MARTINSON'S COFFEE Absolutely Free!

We reserve the right to rescind this offer at any time!

COOL BRASSIERES for WARM WEATHER WEAR

Whether you want minimum or maximum support, you'll find it comfortably cool in lace or net brassieres by Maiden Form. Ask to see "Cool-Elle," the one-piece foundation combining "Half-Way" with a Lastex and batiste girdle.

"Hold-Tite" is built up to control the upper as well as lower bust curves, with non-slip shoulder straps. In net or lace, $1.00 and $1.50.

MAIDEN FORM
BRASSIERES

GIRDLES: GARTER BELTS

AT ALL LEADING STORES

NONE GENUINE WITHOUT THIS LABEL

Maiden Form Brassiere Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.
THE DAVID MANNES MUSIC SCHOOL

David and Clara Mannes, Directors

A music center for the music-loving layman where he may join ensemble groups, hear interesting talks on music and musicians or develop his own performance. The layman may remain an amateur but his knowledge should not be amateurish.

157 East 74th Street
Steinway Piano

New York

(Program continued from page 17)

WEDNESDAY EVENING, JULY 11, 1934
(Program subject to change without notice)

1. MOZART...........................................
   "Eine kleine Nachtmusik" ("Serenade for Strings"), K. 525
   I. Allegro
   II. Romanza
   III. Menuetto
   IV. Rondo: Allegro

2. MOZART...........................................
   Concerto in D minor, for Piano and Orchestra
   (K. 466), with Cadenzas by Beethoven
   I. Allegro
   II. Romanza
   III. Rondo

JOSÉ ITURBI, Pianist

INTERMISSION

3. BEETHOVEN....................................
   Piano Concerto No. 3, in C minor, Op. 37
   I. Allegro con brio
   II. Largo
   III. Rondo: Allegro

JOSÉ ITURBI, Pianist

MR. ITURBI uses the Baldwin Piano

(Enchanting Harmony in Makeup)

Enchanting Harmony in Makeup

Smart faces prefer Helena Rubinstein makeup classics to achieve that cool, chic look. Before you make up, apply Water Lily Snow Lotion—cooling protective foundation. 1.50. Use Helena Rubinstein Powder in Mauresque and Peachbloom. 1.00 to 5.50. Let Water Lily Lipstick idealize your lips. New secret ingredient gives that dewy, young lustre. Extra indelible. 1.25, 2.00. Helena Rubinstein Rouge in bewitching shades to match her lipsticks. 1.00 to 5.00. . . . At the Salons, which will also gladly advise you on skin care—and at smart stores.
authentically styled MODERN FURNITURE

by America's Largest Modern Concern . . . 28 Model Rooms . . . Complete Decorative Service

Modern furniture has taken the public's imagination because of its simple beauty, its new construction, its exceptional utility, and—very important—its moderate cost. We at Modernage have been growing with the modern movement for a decade . . . and are recognized as the leader in this field. Visit our showrooms . . . for a thrilling adventure in "modern."

Modernage
162 E 33rd St
(3 1/2 Blocks East of the Empire State)
designers and makers of modern furniture

OPEN Monday and Wednesday Until 8 P. M.

FOR THAT GLAMOROUS Poured-in LOOK!

- This new FLEXEES foundation, with its ingenious "Twin-Control," holds you in amazingly, without sacrifice of comfort, and moulds you into a symphony of curves. No hooks, no bones and backless to the waist. Batiste model illustrated. $15. In all satin, $16.50. At leading stores everywhere.

FLEXEES
THE WORLD'S LOVELIEST FOUNDATIONS

TWIN FLEXEES
CONTROL

ARTISTIC FOUNDATIONS, INC. • NEW YORK
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BERNORD AZ GURO
Penthouse Beauty Salon
NEW YORK'S FOREMOST HAIR EXPERT
Offers
A HAIR TRIM, SHAMPOO, HERB RINSE and WAVE
439 Madison Ave. Special—$3.50
Phone: Wickersham 2-1692
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THURSDAY, JULY 12, 1934
(Program subject to change without notice)
Assisting Artist, JOSEPH EMONTS, Violoncellist

1. MOZART Overture to "The Marriage of Figaro"
2. HAYDN Symphony in G major ("The Surprise"), B. & H. No. 6 (94)
   I. Adagio; Vivace assai
   II. Andante
   III. Menuetto; Allegro molto
   IV. Allegro di molto

INTERMISSION

3. SAINT-SAENS Concerto No. 1 in A minor, for Violoncello and Orchestra, Op. 33
   I. Allegro non troppo
   II. Allegretto con moto
   III. Allegro non troppo

JOSEPH EMONTS, Violoncellist

4. DEBUSSY "La Mer" ("The Sea"), Three Symphonic Sketches
   I. From Dawn Till Noon on the Sea
   II. Sport of the Waves
   III. Dialogue of the Wind with the Sea

(Program continued on page 23)
CONNOISSEURS

The opera-goer and the lover of Schaefer Beer have one thing in common—a taste for the finer things.

Schaefer

The F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Co., Brooklyn, New York · Member of Brewers' Board of Trade
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FRIDAY, JULY 13, 1934
and
SATURDAY, JULY 14, 1934
DOUBLE BILL

CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA
Opera in one act
(In Italian)
Book by G. Targioni-Tozzetti and G. Menasci
MUSIC BY PIETRO MASCAGNI

SANTUZZA........................................... Bruna Castagna
LOLA.................................................. Anna Kaskas
TURIDDU........................................... Dimitri Onofrei
ALFIO............................................... Alfredo Gandolfi
LUCIA............................................... Philine Falco

Conductor, ALEXANDER SMALLENS
Stage Manager, ALEXANDER D. PUGLIA

SCENE
A Square in a Sicilian Village,

Followed By

PAGLIACCI
Opera in two acts
(In Italian)

BOOK AND MUSIC BY RUGGIERO LEONCAVALLO

NEDDA............................................. Rosa Tentoni
CANIO.............................................. Frederick Jagel
TONIO............................................... Claudio Frigerio
BEPPE............................................. Albert Mahler
SILVIO............................................ Ralph Magelissen

Conductor, ALEXANDER SMALLENS
Stage Manager, ALEXANDER D. PUGLIA

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
Act I. Outskirts of a village in Calabria. Afternoon.
Act II. Same Scene. Evening.

(Program continued on page 25)

• KNOW YOUR HAIR •

Is your hair the high note of your personality? Make it so by regular care with preparations specialized to correct oily, dry or falling hair, dandruff, premature greyness, and all hair ills. A single application of the right corrective Tonic leaves your hair radiant with new life and lustre. Diagnosis and advice for home treatment without charge. Salon scalp treatment, $1.50. Preparations on sale at leading department stores and better drug stores. Write for free booklet on home care of hair for men and women.

PARIS
Ogilvie Sisters
Bryant 9-5290

CANADA
604 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
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tranquillity of the country and the peaceful life
of shepherds. The herdsmen begin to appear
in the fields, moving about with their usual
nonchalant gait; their pipes are heard afar and
near. Ravishing phrases caress your ears deli-
ciously, like perfumed morning breezes. Flocks
of chattering birds fly overhead; and now and
then the atmosphere seems laden with vapors;
heavy clouds flit across the face of the sun, then
suddenly disappear, and its rays flood the fields
and woods with torrents of dazzling splendor.
These are the images evoked in my mind by
hearing this movement; and I fancy that, in
spite of the vagueness of instrumental expres-
sion, many hearers will receive the same im-
pressions.

SECOND MOVEMENT
[Scene by the brook]: Andante molto moto,
4-flat major, 12-8]

Next is a movement devoted to contempla-
tion. Beethoven, without doubt, created this
admirable adagio [sic] while reclining on the
ground, his eyes uplifted, ears intent, fascinated
by the thousand varying hues of light and
sound, looking at and listening at the same
time to the white scintillating ripple of the
brook that breaks its waves over the pebbles
of its shores. How delicious this music is!

THIRD MOVEMENT
["Merry gathering of country-folk": Allegro,
F major, 3-4]

In this movement the poet leads us into the
midst of a joyous reunion of peasants. We
are aware that they dance and laugh, at first
with moderation; the oboe plays a gay air,
accompanied by a bassoon, which apparently
can sound but two notes. Beethoven doubtless
intended thus to evoke the picture of some
good old German peasant, mounted on a cask,
and playing a dilapidated instrument from
which he can draw only two notes in the key of
F, the dominant and the tonic. Every time the
oboe strikes up its musette-like tune, fresh and
gay as a young girl dressed in her Sunday
clothes, the old bassoon comes in puffing his
two notes; when the melodic phrase modulates,
the bassoon is silent, perforce, counting patient-
ly his rests until the return of the original key
permits him to come in with his imperceptible
F, C, F. This effect, so charmingly grotesque,
generally fails to be noticed by the public.

(Continued on page 26)
Claremont
ON RIVERSIDE DRIVE
JUST A FEW BLOCKS FROM THE STADIUM
Where the Waves of the Hudson Hug Manhattan’s Shore
FERDE GROFE and his Columbia Broadcasting Orchestra

Dining Under the Stars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Luncheon 12:00 to 3:00</th>
<th>$1.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tea</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 to 5:30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supper A La Carte</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Program continued from page 23)

SUNDAY, JULY 15, 1934
(Program subject to change without notice)

DEBUSSY

Two Nocturnes:
(a) Nuages
(b) Fêtes

DEBUSSY

"L’Apres Midi d’un Faune"

INTERMISSION

1. BEETHOVEN

Symphony No. 6 ("Pastorale"), in F major, Op. 68

I. Cheerful impressions awakened by arrival in the country
   (Allegro ma non troppo)

II. Scene by the brook
    (Andante molto moto)

III. Merry gathering of country-folk
    (Allegro)

IV. Thunderstorm: tempest
    (Allegro)

V. Shepherds’ Song: glad and grateful feelings after the storm
    (Allegretto)

(Program continued on page 27)
FLOWERS....

MADE OF ICE CREAM
They're HORTON'S Ice Cream—and only a fraction of the usual cost. And they're DELICIOUS! We offer these dainty treats in an assortment of the popular Rose, Daisy, and Carnation molds. Each an ample serving. Get six—or twelve—for your next bridge or dinner party. Packed in a smart buff and blue box. At your HORTON dealers.

HORTON'S ICE CREAM
NEW YORK
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The dance becomes animated, noisy, furious. The rhythm changes; a melody of grosser character, in duplet time, announces the arrival of the mountaineers with their heavy sabots. The section in triple time returns, still more lively. The dance becomes a medley, a rush; the women's hair begins to fall over their shoulders, for the mountaineers have brought with them a bibulous gayety. There is clapping of hands, shouting; the peasants run, they rush madly... when a muttering of thunder in the distance causes a sudden fright in the midst of the dance. Surprise and consternation seize the dancers, and they seek safety in flight.

FOURTH MOVEMENT
["Thunderstorm, tempest": Allegro, F minor, 4-4]
I despair of being able to give an idea of this prodigious movement. It must be heard in order to appreciate the degree of truth and sublimity which descriptive music can attain in the hands of a man like Beethoven. Listen to those gusts of wind, laden with rain; those sepulchral groanings of the basses; those shrill whistles of the piccolo, which announce that a fearful tempest is about to burst. The hurricane approaches, swells; an immense chromatic streak, starting from the highest notes of the orchestra, goes burrowing down into its lowest depths, seizes the basses, carries them along, and ascends again, writhing like a whirlwind, which levels everything in its passage. Then the trombones burst forth; the thunder of the timpani, redoubles its fury. It is no longer merely a wind and rain storm; it is a frightful cataclysm, the universal deluge, the end of the world. Truly, this produces vertigo, and many persons listening to this storm do not know merely a wind and rain storm; it is a frightful or pain.

FIFTH MOVEMENT
["Shepherds' Song. Glad and grateful feelings after the storm": Allegretto, F major, 6-8]
The symphony ends with a hymn of grati-

(Continued on page 28)
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Mr. Iturbi's Last Appearance This Season
at the Stadium

1. BRAHMS

I. Un poco sostenuto; Allegro
II. Andante sostenuto
III. Un poco allegretto e grazioso
IV. Adagio; Piu Andante; Allegro non troppo, ma con brio

INTERMISSION

2. WAGNER

Prelude to Act I, "Lohengrin"

3. WAGNER

Siegfried's Funeral March, from "Götterdämmerung"

4. WAGNER

Overture to "Tannhäuser"
tude. Everything smiles. The shepherds re-
appear; they answer each other on the moun-
tain, recalling their scattered flocks; the sky is
serene; the torrents soon cease to flow; calmness
returns, and with it the rustic songs, whose
gentle melodies bring repose to the soul after
the consternation produced by the magnificent
horror of the previous picture.

[From “A travers Chants, Etudes Musicaux
Adorations, Bouffades et Critiques”: by
Hector Berlioz: Paris, 1862]

** **

For Beethoven, the "Return to Nature" was no deliberately romantic sophistica-
tion. To his devout and passionate spirit, it
was a resort as spontaneous and naive and
profound as the inclination of the mediaeval mystic's soul toward God. He
sincerely and piously believes that wisdom
broods upon the hills and in the long for-
est aisles; that sustenance for the heart
could be garnered from sunlight and free
winds, and spiritual peace drunk from
quiet valleys as from a divinely proffered
cup. He would have understood that
ecstatically confident cry of a Celtic
dreamer of today: "Death will never find
us in the heart of the wood!" To his
mind, as to Lafcadio Hearn's, had come
the thought that illumination of a tran-
scendent kind was yielded "by the mere
common green of the world." For
Beethoven, there were confirmations and
reinforcements in that murmuring and
timeless mystery that engrossed the medi-
tations of Hearn: "the ghostliness that
seeks expression in this universal green—
the mystery of that which multiplies, for-
ever issuing out of that which multiplies
not. Or is the seeming lifeless itself life
—only a life more silent still, more hid-
den?"

Beethoven copied from his beloved and
much-thumbed volume of Sturm's Leb
und Erbauungs Buch this passage: "One
might rightly denominate Nature the
school of the heart; she clearly shows us
our duties towards God and our neighbor.
Hence, I wish to become a disciple of this
school and to offer Him my heart. De-
sirous of instructions, I would seek after
that wisdom which no disillusionment can
confute; I would gain a knowledge of
God, and through this knowledge I shall
obtain a foretaste of celestial felicity." Beethoven himself wrote to the Baroness
Droszdick that he was convinced of the
fact that "no one loves country life as I
do. It is as if every tree and every bush
could understand my mute enquiries and
respond to them." A dozen years before
his death he exclaimed: "Almighty God,
in the woods I am blessed. Happy every
one in the woods. Every tree speaks
through Thee. O God! What glory in
the woodland! On the heights is peace—
peace to serve Him." Sir George Grove
records a tradition that Beethoven refused
to take possession of an engaged lodging
because there were no trees near the
house. "How is this? Where are your
trees?" "We have none."—"Then the
house won't do for me. I love a tree more
than a man." Charles Neate, the British
musician who knew Beethoven, told
Thayer, the master's biographer, that Na-
ture was "his [Beethoven's] nourishment."
To the music of the Pastoral Symphony Beethoven transferred his delight in the beauty of the world. Back of its charming and ingenious picturing of rural scenes and incidents and encounters—its brookside idyls, its metempsychosis and thunderstorms and shepherds’ hymns; back of the element of profound emotional speech connotated by Beethoven’s slightly self-conscious depreciation about his music being “more an expression of feeling than portraiture”—back of all these more evident aspects, rises the image of a poet transfixed by the immortal spectacle, and recording his awe and tenderness in songs that cannot help being canticles of praise.

* * *

How lovely the music is at its best! Did Beethoven ever write anything fresher, more captivating, than the themes of the First Movement—whether or not they are derivations from Syrian and Carinthian folk tunes? And you will search far in his works before you find anything so simply contrived, yet so delectable, as that modulation from B flat to D in the 163d measure, with the entrance of the oboe on A above the F sharp of the first violins.

* * *

As you listen to this lucid and lovely music, full of sincerity and candor and sweet gravity, you may recall the folk tale of the old man who could always be found at sunrise looking seaward through the shadow of the woods, with his white locks blowing in the wind that rose out of the dawn; and who, being asked why he was not at his prayers, replied: “Every morning like this I take off my hat to the beauty of the world.”

---
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Symphonic Program-Notes

by

LAWRENCE GILMAN

Tone-poem, "Don Juan" .................................... Richard Strauss

[Tuesday, July 24]

The Don Juan of Strauss's music is the protagonist of a dramatic poem by Nikolaus Franz Nicolsch von Strehlenau, the Austrian poet who wrote under the name of Nikolaus Lenau. He was born at Czestochowa, Hungary, August 13, 1802. He came to America in his thirtieth year and settled on a homestead in Ohio. But the real America of 1832 proved to be somewhat different from that ideal America conceived by the Austrian Romanticist; and after a few months in the United States, Lenau returned to Europe. Four years later he published his Faust—a frankly revelatory work. Lenau was distraught by his hopeless passion for Sophie von Löwenthal, the wife of a friend, and much of his finest poetry was inspired by his love for her. He wrote his dramatic poem, Don Juan, in 1844. Soon afterwards he began to show signs of aberration, and in October of that year he was placed under restraint. He died in the asylum at Oberdöbling, near Vienna, August 22, 1850.

His fame rests chiefly upon his shorter poems. He was essentially a lyricist—even his epics are lyrical. He represented in the German literature of his time the pessimistic Weltschmerz which, beginning with Byron, culminated in the poetry of Leopardi. His Collected Works were issued in 1855.

****

Don Juan was the second of Strauss's tone-poems. It was composed in 1887-8, published in 1890. The first performance was at Weimar, under the composer's direction, in the autumn of 1889.

Quotations from Lenau's poem are prefixed to Strauss's score. They comprise the following passages—speeches of the hero addressed to his brother Diego (the first two stanzas), and to his friend Marcello:

O magic realm, illimitated, eternal,
Of glorified woman,—loveliness supernal!
Fain would I, in the storm of stressful bliss, Expire upon the last one's lingering kiss!

Through every realm, O friend, would wing my flight,
Wherever Beauty blooms, kneel down to each,
And, if for one brief moment, win delight!

I flee from surfeit and from rapture's cloy,
Keep fresh for Beauty service and employ,
Grieving the One, that All I may enjoy.
The fragrance from one lip today is breath of spring:
The dungeon's gloom perchance tomorrow's luck may bring.
When with the new love won I sweetly wander,
No bliss is ours upbarts and regilded;
A different love has This to That one yonder.
Not up from ruins be my temples builted.
Yea, Love life is, and ever must be new,
Cannot be changed or turned in new direction;
It cannot but there expire—here resurrection;
And, if 'tis real, it nothing knows of rue!
Each beauty in the world is sole, unique:
So must the Love be that would Beauty seek!
So long as Youth lives on with pulse afire,
Out to the chase! To victories new aspire!

It was a wondrous lovely storm that drove me:
Now it is o'er; and calm all 'round, above me;
Sheer death is every wish; all hopes o'er-
shrouded,—
'Twas pr'aps a flash from heaven that so descended,
Whose deadly stroke left me with powers ended,
And all the world, so bright before, o'erclouded;
And pr'aps not! Exhausted is the fuel;
And on the hearth the cold is fiercely cruel.

(English version by JOHN P. JACKSON)

Mr. Henry T. Finck, in his zestfully unsympathetic life of Strauss, recalls the fact that when Hans von Bülow, intending to perform Don Juan, wrote to the composer for details regarding its interpretation, Strauss complied; but at the same time he begged Bülow not to allow any thematic analysis to be inserted in the program-notes, but only the verses of Lenau that are printed on the first page of the score.

"Thus did Strauss," remarks Mr. Finck, "endeavor to follow the good example of Liszt; but the commentators would not have it so. The best of them, Wilhelm Mauke, made an analysis of Don Juan,

(Continued on next page)
excellent from a technical point of view, but particularizing in such a way that the reader of his analysis who tries to keep it in mind while listening to the orchestra is apt to lose the charm of the music because he wastes most of his attention on the attempt to apply the 'clues' in their proper places—which was the reason why Wagner objected to Berlioz's *Romeo et Juliette* ... and although Strauss had unmistakably indicated that he had in mind Lenau's poem, Mauke and other commentators introduce characters from Mozart's opera—Zerlina and Anna—as being illustrated by some of the motives.”

* * *

---

NO VIM—
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Lenau himself expounded the philosophy of his poem. "My Don Juan," he said, "is no hot-blooded man eternally pursuing women. It is the longing in him to find a woman who is to him incarnate womanhood, and to enjoy in the one all the women on earth, whom he cannot as individuals possess. Because he does not find her, although he reels from one to another, at last Disgust seizes hold of him, and this Disgust is the Devil that fetches him."

Thus it will be seen that Lenau and his interpreter Strauss are akin to Mr. Theodore Dreiser's Eugene Witla, to the Michael Robartes of William Butler Yeats, to Rossetti, and to Plato—which is, it will be conceded, a varied genealogy. For Lenau's Don Juan was "wounded with beauty"—that Ideal Beauty which has ever perturbed all poets and mystics of sensuous imagination. He was akin to Michael Robartes, who, in loving a woman, loved

(Continued on next page)
not really herself, but rather an immortal and transcendent beauty of which she was the momentary incarnation.

When my arms press you round I press
My heart upon the loveliness
That has long faded from the world. . . .
And what is this, Lenau or Strauss might say to us, but a passion for that "divine beauty" of Plato, "pure and clear and unalloyed, not clogged with the pollutions of mortality and all the colors and vanities of human life?"

So, at the end of Strauss's tone-poem, after the incandescent ardors of the immemorial quest, bitterness and despair engulf the hero; and in that shuddering passage where the A-minor chord of the wind and strings is pierced by the dissonant F of the trumpets, in that last desolate moment, Don Juan sees love "beautiful like the autumn evening, dumb like the autumn evening, fading like the autumn evening."

Polka and Fugue from the Opera.
"Schwanda". Jaromir Weinberger
[Tuesday, July 24]

Weinberger's opera, Schwanda, the Bagpipe-Player, produced at Prague in 1927, has achieved a popularity in Europe almost equal to that once enjoyed by Krenek's now obsolescent Jonny Spielt Auf. The first performance in America of excerpts from the score was at a Stadium concert, under Albert Coates, August 4, 1930, when the Overture, Polka, and Fugue were introduced to New York.

Weinberger lives in Prague, the city of his birth. He received there his earliest instruction, under Kricka and Hofmeister. Afterward he studied in Max Reger's Master Class at the Leipzig Conservatory. In 1922 he crossed the seas to the New World and taught composition and theory at Ithaca, N. Y. He has held positions also at Presburg and Eger. His compositions, aside from Schwanda, include a pantomime, Evelinens Entführung (1917); incidental music for Shakespeare's The Tempest, A Winter's Tale, and Romeo and Juliet (composed for Prague); and (for the Moscow Art Theatre) music for Hamlet. His concert works include a Lustspiel Overture and a Scherzo giocoso.

* * *

Schwanda, der Dudelsackpfleger, a Volksoper in two acts and five tableaux, text by Milos Kares, in the Czech language, German version by Max Brod, is founded on an old Bohemian legend. The story has been set forth as follows:

"Schwanda, the bagpiper of Strakonitz—a typical example of the Czech musician—lives with his young wife Dorota happily on his farm. The famous and infamous robber Babinsky comes and takes Schwanda away into the outer world. He has designs on the beautiful Dorota. Schwanda reaches the bower of Queen Eishers, plays on his bagpipes, and wins the heart of the Queen. But a wicked magician frustrates this rapprochement between Throne and people by bringing in Dorota, who has followed her husband. Now Schwanda is to be beheaded, but Babinsky appears as rescuer in his hour of need, gives him back his bagpipes which the magician had seized, and tells him to play. As Schwanda begins the Odezmek, all are irresistibly moved to dance to the sound of his pipes. They dance, and dance away—first the Queen, then the twelve executioners, the soldiers, and the people. Babinsky remains behind with the couple. Schwanda calls on the Devil to take him if he has kissed the Queen—and, being taken at his word, goes straight to Hell. So the trapdoor comes into its own again on the stage. Dorota remains true to her husband and dismisses the consoling Babinsky. She sings to him, and, by this, reduces the noble robber to tears.

"In Hell the Devil is beguiling himself with a game of patience. Schwanda signs away his soul to the Devil in order to see Dorota again. Once again Babinsky appears as rescuer, and in conclusion, Schwanda with his playing vanquishes this very comfortable hell. One last test for the fugitives, and Schwanda is reunited with his Dorota, never again to leave her.

"So closes this simple affair. The musical

(Continued on page 10)
OVERTURES and UNDERTONES

by JOAN KLEIN

ONE of the famous baths of history is that of Napoleon's sister . . . Pauline Borghese. Pauline had only one thing to her credit, her beauty, which was overwhelming. Not only her face, but her body was classically perfect. Perhaps no one so much as the lady herself adored her beauty, which she was endlessly dressing and decorating—and died with a mirror in her hand. Naturally just plain water wouldn't do for the bath of such a creature. Champagne was used at times, but milk was her usual bath. Once at Bar, the countryside was milked dry to supply the required amount for her bath. Time marches on! . . . and the problem of the bath, whether you dwell in the hills of Kentucky or in the penthouses of the city, is a simple, delightful one. A few drops of Helena Rubenstein's "Enchante Bath Essence" added to your bath exhilarates and soothes the body and gives the skin a soft, silky texture that makes you want to purr.

* * *

A YOUNG man named Lasar Galpern, with the sponsorship of John Dewey and others, has set out to create a children's theatre in New York. Why, asks he, when 10,000 children go daily to Moscow's five children's theatres and when the children of Berlin, Copenhagen, Leipzig and other cities have their own theatres, should New York children have none? We agree with Mr. Galpern that New York should have not only one, but numbers of theatres for children. What is more, we believe that they would pay, if permanently maintained with skilled producers and actors. To take up the slack of increasing leisure, the future America will have to turn more and more to cultural activity. The best time to start is with the children of the present. The American Children's theatre has been formed as a non-profit membership corporation and as a children's theatre they will have young actors and young designers, professionals, willing to go the new way, making the theatre a real emphatic force in child life. The theatre proposes to give a season of from three to five plays, a weekly change of motion pictures and a series of concerts featuring folk dances, folk music and vaudeville. Beginning October 1st, they will occupy the old Cosmopolitan Theatre, now completely remodeled and aptly renamed The Theatre for Young America.

* * *

A FEW weeks ago, the Soviet Government awarded to the woman head of the State Cosmetic Trust that most prized and revered decoration, The Order of Lenin. It was only a small news item, but behind it loomed the great truth that a woman's desire for beauty is stronger than all the engines of propaganda controlled by the largest nation in the world. Women were to be equal comrades of men, stripped of all mystery and all allure, and the measure of a girl's charm was to depend on some such factor as the number of railroad ties she could lay in a day. They have failed utterly in that one movement. Woman's natural heritage is beauty and her quest for it cease only with the grave. In New York on Madison Avenue, Bernord az Guro maintains a beauty establishment where all of our fair ones flock to satisfy that undying desire for loveliness.
development of the chief folk-theme reaches its apotheosis, the song becomes the hymn to the homeland.

"As should be the case in all fairy tales, there is a moral in this play; Schwanda is the type of wandering musician who longs for adventures, and pines for home again after he has learned that the outside world is far less desirable and kind than his own fireside, and that nothing is to be preferred to the love of a true wife."

Symphony No. 4, in E minor, Op. 98
Johannes Brahms
(Born at Hamburg, May 7, 1833; died at Vienna, April 3, 1897)

[Wednesday, July 25]

Brahms was over fifty when he wrote his E minor Symphony, and at the time of its composition he was steeping himself in the tragedies of Sophocles—a bad diet for the middle-aged. Kalbeck discerned in this Symphony a reflection of downcast hours induced by the melancholy of antique tragedy. He regarded the music as a commentary upon our sorrowful mundane existence, and the Finale moved him to quote from a woeful Chorus in Oedipus Coloneus.

The form of this Finale—one of the supreme pages in symphonic literature—has caused much heart-burning among the analysts. Reimann calls it a "chaconne"; others insist that it is in reality a passacaglia. Fuller Maitland speaks as if the two terms were interchangeable. The theorists are no closer to agreement concerning this matter than they are when they discuss the great organ Passacaglia of Bach.

But, whatever may be the correct designation of the form used by Brahms in the Finale of his Fourth Symphony, there can be no dispute about the magnificence of the thing as music. It is conceived in the grand style, of which Brahms at his best was so assured and complete a master. Broadly speaking, it is a series of transmutations of an eight-bar theme. This theme
is heard at once—it is the ascending progression of chords, scored for woodwind, brass and timpani, which opens the movement (Allegro energico e passionato, E minor, 4-4). From this subject, Brahms evolves thirty-two variations, in the course of which the theme does not pretend to confine itself to the orchestral cellar (as, according to Spitta and Schweitzer, every well-trained passacaglia theme should), but ventures at times into the upper and middle parts of the tonal structure, where it conceals itself with most resourceful ingenuity.

Symphony No. 5, in E-flat major, Op. 82 ................. Jan Sibelius
(Born at Tavastehus, Finland, December 8, 1865; still living)

[Thursday, July 26]

This symphony was performed for the first time in America by the Philadelphia Orchestra, in Philadelphia, on October 21, 1921, under Mr. Stokowski's baton. The symphony was performed at Helsingfors on the composer's birthday, 1915.1

When the symphony was played for the first time in England, at a Queen's Hall concert, London, with Sibelius conducting, on February 12, 1921, it was announced that "the composer desires his work to be regarded as absolute music, having no direct poetic basis."

* * *

The symphony is divided into three parts; but the first comprises two well defined movements: an opening Molto moderato, which is joined without pause to what may be viewed as the Scherzo of the symphony.

These first two movements, though they are distinct in mood and character, are integrated by community of theme, after

1This is according to the statement in the biography of Sibelius published in the Dictionary of Modern Music and Musicians (J. M. Dent & Sons, London, 1924); but it has been said that the Symphony was played at Helsingfors as early as the Spring of 1914.

(Continued on page 24) 8
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1934.
Synopsis of This Week’s Opera

"BORIS GODUNOV"—A Sketch of the Drama

by Robert Cohn, Jr.

"BORIS GODUNOV": music drama in four acts and a prologue, book and music by Modest Moussorgsky based on a national drama of the same name by the poet Pushkin; first performance at the Maryinsky Theatre, St. Petersburg, on January 24, 1874; edited and re-orchestrated by Nicholas Rimsky-Korsakov in 1896. The period of the action extends from 1598 to 1605.

Ivan the Terrible, Tsar of Muscovy, was succeeded by his son Feodor, the husband of Irene Godunov. Since no heir had been born to the royal pair, the throne of Muscovy was destined to pass to the child Dmitri, younger brother of Feodor. Boris Godunov, Irene’s brother, prominent in the counsels of state and eager for supreme power, is alleged to have had the child secretly murdered. At the death of Tsar Feodor the national assembly assembled to elect a sovereign, since there was no legitimate successor to the throne. It is at this point that Moussorgsky’s music drama commences.

Prologue—The peasants who crowd the courtyard of the monastery of Novodieviich near Moscow are forced by the local authorities to pray for divine intervention in the troubled affairs of their country. Stchelakov, a representative of Boris, informs the populace that Boris is adamant and refuses to ascend the throne despite the fervent pleas of his people. As has been estimated by the wily authorities, ad-
miration for Boris’ spirit of abnegation wells up within the peasants. With popular enthusiasm at high pitch, Boris is crowned Tsar of Muscovy, but is oppressed during the ceremonies by thoughts of his crime.

Act I—In a cell in the monastery of the Miracle the aged monk Pimen has been laboring for years on the chronicles of Holy Russia, concluding his lengthy history with an account of Boris’ murder of the boy Dmitri. Grishka Otrepiev, a young monk tortured by dreams of the outer world, which he has not seen since his childhood, asks Pimen the age which Dmitri would be enjoying had he survived. When Pimen informs him that Dmitri would have attained exactly the same number of years as he, Grishka, the young man determines to escape from the monastery and impersonate the dead youth. On the road to the Lithuanian frontier, across which he plans to escape, Grishka joins forces with two vagabond monks, Varlaam and Missail, who pose as holy friars. At an uproarious session at a wayside inn near the frontier, Grishka is almost intercepted by officers who are on the lookout for him, but escapes through a ruse involving mistaken identity.

Act II—The second act of the drama reveals the domestic life of the Tsar: his daughter Xenia, disconsolate over the death of her lover; the humorous old

(Continued on next page)
SYNOPSIS OF THE OPERA
(Continued from previous page)
nurse and the young Tsarewitch Feodor, on whom Boris bestows a wealth of fatherly affection. Although he has attained supreme power, Boris is troubled by the condition of his country and by the attitude of his subjects. A long series of hostile phenomena—drought, famine, pestilence, and the appearance in remote provinces of a young man who claims to be the murdered Tsarewitch restored to lead his people—have turned the populace against Boris, who has endeavored to be a just and humane ruler. Agitated by reports of revolt in the provinces, he sends for his confidant, the political turncoat Shouisky, and demands to know whether the boy Dmitri has actually been dispatched. Upon Shouisky's solemn oath that he has seen the boy on a heap of the slain at Uglitch, the Tsar is momentarily reassured, but when left alone he is stricken with madness at a vision of the dead child.

Act III—The false Dmitri has enlisted the aid of the Polish nobility and is staying at Sandomir Castle, the home of the Polish beauty, Marina Mniszek, from which he plans to set off on a triumphal march to Moscow. The ambitious Marina sets her cap for Dmitri, who gives promise of being future ruler of Russia, and, at a tryst in the gardens of the castle, wins his love and the promise to share the throne of Muscovy.

Act IV—A scene typical of many of the provinces in Boris' realm is enacted in a clearing near the village of Kromy, where the peasants are in revolt against the Tsar. A crowd of vagabonds led by the drunken
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monks Varlaam and Missail torment one of Boris' nobles and are about to hang two Jesuits when the false Dmitri passes through the forest on his way to Moscow. All swear fealty to the pretender and swell his triumphal train. Only the village simpleton stays behind to weep for the future of Russia.

As the Duma assembles in extraordinary session in order to pass upon ways of combatting the growing revolt, Shouisky tells the nobles that Boris has been manifesting signs of madness. Boris enters the council chamber, still afflicted by hallucinations of the murdered Dmitri. Pimen, the old monk, has come from his monastic retreat to relate to Boris a miracle which has lately occurred at the grave of Dmitri at Uglitch. As Pimen ends his recital, Boris is stricken and calls for his son Feodor, whom he proclaims as his successor. He counsels the boy as to the future rule of Russia and exacts from him a pledge to protect his disconsolate sister Xenia. With the words, "I am still the Tsar!" Boris expires. History tells us that the young Feodor was later slain by the victorious Grigory Otrepiev.
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TUESDAY, JUNE
(Program subject to change)

1. Dvorak
   Symphony No. 8
     I. Adagio, allegro molto
     II. Largo
     III. Scherzo
     IV. Finale: Allegro con fuoco

INTERMEZZO

2. Tchaikovsky
   "Francesca da Rimini"

3. Strauss

4. Weinberger
   Polka and Fugue from the Strauss Concerts are being
   performed

(Progam continues)
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No. 5, in E minor, "From the New World"

MISSION

"Adagio," Fantasia for Orchestra (After Dante)
Tone-poem, "Don Juan," Op. 20
from the Opera "Schwanda, the Bagpipe-Player"

Piano of the Stadium Concerts,
being broadcast by Station WOR.
(Continued on page 19)
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(Program continued from page 17)

WEDNESDAY, JULY 25, 1934
(Program subject to change without notice)
EUGENE ORMANDY, Conductor

Assisting Artist: MISHEL PIASTRO, Violinist

1. Brahms. Academic Festival Overture

2. Brahms. Symphony No. 4, in E minor
   I. Allegro non troppo
   II. Andante moderato
   III. Allegro giocoso
   IV. Allegro energico e passionato

INTERMISSION

3. Tchaikovsky. Concerto for Violin and Orchestra, in D major
   I. Allegro moderato
   II. Canzonetta—
   III. Allegro vivacissimo

MISHEL PIASTRO, Violinist

(Program continued on page 21)
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THURSDAY, JULY 26, 1934

(Program subject to change without notice)

1. WAGNER
   Prelude to “Die Meistersinger”

2. SIBELIUS
   Symphony No. 5, in E flat
   I. Tempo molto moderato—Allegro moderato ma poco a poco streto—Presto—piu Presto
   II. Andante mosso quasi allegretto
   III. Allegro molto—Un pochettino largamente
       (First time at the Stadium)

   INTERMISSION

3. DEBUSSY
   Prelude to “The Afternoon of a Faun”

4. STRAUSS
   Waltz from “Der Rosenkavalier”

5. RESPIGHI
   “The Pines of Rome”

(Program continued on page 23)
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CONNOISSEURS

The opera-goer and the lover of Schaefer Beer have one thing in common—a taste for the finer things.

Schaefer

The F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Co., Brooklyn, New York • Member of Brewers' Board of Trade
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FRIDAY and SATURDAY, JULY 27 and 28, 1934, at 8:30

BORIS GODOUNOFF
MUSIC DRAMA BY MODEST MOUSSORGSKY
in four acts
Based on an Historical Drama by Poushkin
(In Russian)

CAST
(In order of their appearance)

POLICE OFFICER .................................................. Vladimir Deloff
TSCHEKLALOV .................................................... Alexis Tcherkassky
SCHUISKY .......................................................... Ivan Velikanoff
BORIS GODOUNOFF, Regent of Russia ......................... George Yourenoff
DIMITRI ............................................................. Ivan Ivantsoff
BROTHER PIMENN ................................................ Vasily Romakooff
THE INNKEEPER ................................................ Devora Nadworny
VARLAAM ........................................................... Michail Shvetz
MISSAIL .............................................................. Joseph Kallini
XENIA, his daughter ................................................. Marguerite Hawkins
FEODOR, his son ................................................... Elena Shvedova
THE NURSE ......................................................... Nadine Fedorova
THE BOYAR ........................................................ Florent Stonislavsky
MARINA ............................................................... Ina Bourskaya
SIMPLETON .......................................................... Leonid Troitzky
1ST JESUIT .......................................................... Stefan Kosakevich
2ND JESUIT .......................................................... Alexis Tcherkassky

Boyars, Soldiers, Peasants, Beggars, Pilgrims, Guards, Populace, etc.
Polonaise Dances by Corps de Ballet
(Arranged by Rita De Leporte)

Conductor, ALEXANDER SMALLENS
Stage Manager, EUGENE SHASTAN

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

Act I. Scene 1. The Great Square within the Kremlin.
Scene 2. Cell of Pimenn in the Monastery of Miracles.
Scene 3. The Square between the Two Cathedrals of the Assumption and of the Archangels (Coronation).

Act II. Scene 1. An Inn on the Frontier of Lithuania.
Scene 2. Apartment of 5zar in the Kremlin at Moscow.
Scene 3. Garden of the Castle of Michek.

Act III. The Forest of Kromy.
Act IV. The Hall of the Duma in the Kremlin.

The entire production is under the supervision of and furnished by
THE ART OF MUSICAL RUSSIA, Inc.
Ivan Ivantsoff, President

(Program continued on page 25)

SUN-CONDITION YOUR HAIR
An amazing treatment with PROTECSUN, scientific miracle created by world's most famous hair specialists. For men and women. Easily applied at home. Protects hair from ravages of sun, dust, salt water. PROTECSUN on sale at leading department stores, and at Salon, where diagnosis and expert advice are free. Write for free booklet on care of hair.

Ogilvie Sisters
604 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK • BRyant 9-5290
PARIS • CANADA • WASHINGTON
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A product of Cuban soil and Cuban sun, La Primadora Clear Havana Cigars are emphasized as par excellence by connoisseurs of fine Clear Havana Cigars.

A Stadium Concert

without the music of Bach, Beethoven, Wagner, etc., would be as popular as a glass of good beer without

OAKDALE PRETZELS

To make that next party a pronounced success, be sure and serve pretzels baked by the

OAKDALE PRETZEL CO.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Tel. EV. 7-1706-7-8

SYMPHONIC PROGRAM-NOTES

(Continued from page 11)

the fashion instituted by Schumann and popularized by César Franck.

The subject which binds them together is a motto-theme of concise and simple outline: the bucolic phrase proclaimed by the horn in the opening measures over a roll of the timpani (molto moderato, E-flat, 12-8). Its first four notes (B-flat, E-flat, F, B-flat, ascending) constitute the thematic seed from which is developed a good part of the substance of the two connected movements. The motto-theme, four times repeated by the three trumpets in unison, introduces the scherzo section of the first part (Allegro moderato, ma poco a poco stretto, B major, 3-4), with a curiously Beethovenian theme in a dance rhythm for the woodwind in thirds, the sixth and seventh measures of which outline the motto-theme of the opening. At the end, there is a return to the key of E-flat.

* * *

In the second movement (Andante mosso, quasi allegretto, G major, 3-2) the somewhat unpromising theme is developed with much resourcefulness of variation. From a simple and rather naïve subject, foreshadowed by the violas and 'cellos pizzicato against sustained harmonies in the clarinets, bassoons, and horns, and afterward more clearly defined by a pair of flutes playing in thirds and sixths, the composer evolves a series of variations

(Continued on page 26)
BERNORD AZ GURO
Penthouse Beauty Salon
NEW YORK'S FOREMOST HAIR EXPERT
Offers
A HAIR TRIM, SHAMPOO, HERB RINSE and WAVE
439 Madison Ave.
Phone: Wickerson 2-1692
Special—$3.50

(Program continued from page 23)

SUNDAY, JULY 29, 1934
(Program subject to change without notice)

ALL-TCHAIKOVSKY PROGRAM

1. Overture-Fantasy, "Romeo and Juliet" (After Shakespeare)

2. Suite, "Nutcracker"
   I. Miniature Overture
   II. Characteristic Dances:
       (a) March
       (b) Dance of the Sugar-Plum Fairy
       (c) Trepak (Russian Dance)
       (d) Arabian Dance
       (e) Chinese Dance
       (f) Dance of the Toy Pipes
   III. Waltz of the Flowers

INTERMISSION

3. Symphony No. 4, in F minor
   I. Andante sostenuto; Moderato con anima (in movimento di valse)
   II. Andantino in modo di canzona
   III. Scherzo, Pizzicato ostinato: Allegro
   IV. Finale: Allegro con fuoco

(Program continued on page 27)

UNITY HOUSE
FOREST PARK, PA.

A VACATION MESSAGE TO STADIUM AUDIENCES
UNITY HOUSE offers superb facilities for play and relaxation, and the gala programs featuring many famous artists have become increasingly popular. Many new facilities this year for sport and play. $25.50 per week—July and August. Reduction to Union members. Owned by I.L.G.W.U. on non-profit basis.

ALWAYS THE FINEST ENTERTAINMENT
A galaxy of great talent; nature rying with artistic achievement.

TOSCHA SEIDEL, ALLA NAZIMova, MOLLY PICOn, SIGmUND SPAETH, ISA KREMER,
HALL JOHNSON CHOIR
Weekly dramatic presentation by
THE PINE GROVE PLAYERS
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New School of the Dance
Anounces
ITS SUMMER COURSE
by
Sara Mildred Strauss, Concert and Theatrical Dancing
Paul Draper Tap Dancing
Evelyn Hubbell Ballroom Dancing
Mrs. J. Glenwood Jones Speech and Diction
Daily professional and non-professional classes.
STEINWAY HALL
113 West 57th Street • Circle 7-5493

DON'T WASTE
YOUR PRECIOUS VACATION TIME!
You don't have to shop—we can still offer you a MINIMUM rate for the following all-expense cruises:

Nova Scotia—3 Days $22
Montreal—9 Days $65
Halifax—7 Days $65
Bermuda—3½ Days $50
Nassau—6 Days $50
Canadian North Cape—14 Days $115
Nassau—Miami—Havana—12½ Days $188
Also Travel Bargains to Europe, Mexico, etc.

GUSTAVE EISNER
POPULAR PRICED TOURIST AGENCY
123 BROADWAY N.Y. Ge 25 Chelsea 5-5080

SYMPHONIC PROGRAM NOTES
(Continued from page 24)
singularly rich in expressiveness (an odd detail is the elaborate use of an appoggiatura effect in the flutes and bassoons, as a background against which the strings develop the theme).

* * *
The Finale is the crown of the work, and is in many ways the most nobly imagined and nobly eloquent page that Sibelius has yet given us. The violas announce the first subject (Allegro molto, E-flat, 2-4) under an agitated figure for the second violins divisi, and the first violins continue it. Woodwind and cellos sing a more impassioned theme against chords of the other strings and horns. A passage in G-flat major, misterioso, for the muted and divided strings alone (violins in eight parts), leads to the superb coda—an pocchetino largamente—in which the music achieves a gradual amplification and heroic emphasis, with the brass chanting a strangely intervalled figure against a syncopated accompaniment figure of the strings. The end is triumphant.

Symphony No. 4, in F minor, Op. 36
P. I. Tchaikovsky
(Born at Votinsk, May 7, 1840; died at St. Petersburg, November 6, 1893)
[Sunday, July 29]
This symphony, according to Tchaikovsky's own avowal, is program-music. The score itself contains no indications of the fact (composers are oddly disingenuous in this matter); but Tchaikovsky told the story of his Fourth Symphony in a letter to his friend, Mrs. von Meck. Here it is: I. (Andante sostenuto; Moderato con anima) "The Introduction is the kernel of the entire symphony [Tchaikovsky quotes here the opening theme—the ominous and draconian phrase for horns and bassoons]. This is Fate, the sombre power which prevents the desire for (Continued on page 28)

CHARMING
in its simplicity
Golf • Tennis • Swimming • Saddle Horses • Canoeing, etc.
AN IDEAL SUMMER VACATION FOR ADULTS
Rates $27.50 per week
Entertainment and Dancing Every Night
N. Y. Office
1440 BROADWAY PEmm. 6-7842
Booklet Upon Request

CAMP MILFORD KENT, CONNECTICUT

HIGHLIGHTS of NEW YORK NOT TO BE MISSED
S HISTORY IN THE MAKING! The latest News Pictures from all over the world.
Weekly Change of Program Every Satur- E DAY. Cont. Daily 10 a.m. to Midnight.
E EMBASSY THEATRE N NEW YORK 15¢ Till 2 — 25¢ After
E 1560 Broadway, bet. 44th and 45th Sts.
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MONDAY, JULY 30, 1934

Mr. Ormandy’s Last Appearance at the Stadium This Season

(Program subject to change without notice)

ALL-WAGNER PROGRAM

Assisting Artist: Agnes Davies, Soprano

1. Overture and Bacchanale from “Tannhäuser”
2. Introduction to Act III, Dance of the Apprentices, and Entrance of the Master-singers, from “Die Meistersinger”

INTERMISSION

3. Excerpts from “Götterdämmerung”:
   (a) Siegfried’s Rhine Journey
   (b) Siegfried’s Funeral March
   (c) Closing Scene: Brunnhilde’s Self-Immolation

   (Agnes Davies, Soprano Soloist)

"SCIENTIFICALLY COOLED"

Caruso

104 WEST 42nd ST.
125 WEST 45th ST.
38-40 WEST 33rd ST.
252 WEST 34th ST.
46 CORTLANDT ST.
Newark: 124 Market St.

“Steak and Chicken Blue Plates”
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happiness from reaching its goal ... a force which, like the sword of Damocles, hangs perpetually over our heads. This force is inescapable and invincible. There is no other course but to submit and inwardly lament [Tchaikovsky quotes here the dolorous first theme for violins and 'cellos—Moderato con anima (in movimento di valse)—which begins the main body of the movement].

"The feeling of depression and hopelessness grows stronger and stronger. Would it not be better to turn away from reality and find one's self in dreams? [the counter-theme for clarinet—Moderato assai, quasi andante—is quoted in this association]. O joy! A sweet and tender dream enfolds me. A serene and radiant presence leads me on [second theme: flutes and oboes cantabile]. Deeper and deeper the soul is sunk in dreams. All that was dark and joyless is forgotten."

"No—these are but dreams: roughly we are awakened by Fate. Thus we see the life is only an everlasting alternation of sombre reality and fugitive dreams of happiness. Something like this is the program of the first movement.

II. (Andantino in modo di canzona)

"The second movement shows suffering in another stage. It is a feeling of melancholy such as fills one when sitting alone at home, exhausted by work; the book has slipped from one's hand; a swarm of memories fills the mind. How sad to think that so much has been, so much is gone. And yet it is sweet to think of the days of one's youth. We regret the past, yet we have neither the courage nor the desire to begin life anew. We are weary of existence. We would fain rest awhile, recalling happy hours when our young blood pulsed warm through our veins and life brought satisfaction. We remember irreparable loss. But these things are far away. It is sad, yet sweet, to lose ourselves in the past.

III. (Scherzo, Pizzicato ottimato: Allegro)

"No definite feelings find expression in the third movement. These are capricious arabesques, intangible figures which flit through the fancy as if one had drunk wine and were exhilarated. The mood is neither sad nor joyful. We think of nothing, but give free rein to the fancy, which humors itself in evolving the most singular patterns. Suddenly there arises the memory of a drunken peasant and a ribald song, ... Military music passes in the distance. Such are the disconnected images which flit through the brain as one sinks into slumber. They have nothing to do with reality; they are incomprehensible, bizarre, fragmentary.

V. (Finale: Allegro con fuoco)

"Fourth movement. If you can find no pleasures in yourself, look about you. Mix with the people. Observe that the multitude understands how to be merry, how to surrender itself to gayety. A popular festival is depicted. Scarcely have you forgotten yourself, scarcely have you had time to lose yourself in contem-
plation of the joy of others, when unwearing Fate again announces its presence. But the multitude pays no heed to you. It does not even spare you a glance, nor note that you are lonely and sad. How merry they all are! And do you still say that the world is steeped in grief? Nay, there is such a thing as joy—simple, vigorous, primitive joy. Rejoice in the happiness of others, and it will still be possible for you to live.

"I can tell you no more, dear friend, about the symphony."

Closing Scene from "Gotterdammerung": Brunnhilde's Self-Immolation

Richard Wagner
(Born at Leipzig, May 22, 1813; died at Venice, February 13, 1883)

[Monday, July 30]

The body of the murdered Siegfried lies on its bier in the hall of the Gibichungs beside the Rhine. Gunther, too, is dead, slain in his struggle with Hagen for the Ring; and Hagen has been cowed by the threatening, supernatural gesture of Siegfried's upraised hand as Hagen tried to seize the Ring from the dead hero's finger. In that moment of spellbound horror, Brunnhilde, veiled and sovereign, no longer wholly of this world, advances with tranquil majesty from the back. Reflection and revelation have made clear to her the whole vast tangle of fate and sin and tragedy that enmeshed them all. After gazing long upon Siegfried's body, she turns to the awestruck vassals, and orders them to build a funeral pyre by the river's edge and to kindle thereon a towering fire that shall consume the dead hero and herself.

* * *

As the vassals erect the funeral pyre in front of the hall, beside the Rhine, Brunn-

(Continued on next page)
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**After the Concert**
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---


RUSSIAN BEAR, 201 Second Avenue. New York's favorite rendezvous for ten years, serving exceptionally good Russian and American dishes. Biljou's Balalaika Orchestra. Open every night. Dinner and a la carte, no cover at any time.
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**The Ambassador**

ON THE BOARDWALK

at Brighton Avenue.

675 Rooms with bath...
Cooled by the Atlantic breezes...
Unexcelled cuisine...
Spacious lobby...
Sun deck...
Solarium...
Cocktail Bar...
Golf...
Tennis...
Fishing...
Riding...
Garage...
American and European Plan.
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ATLANTIC CITY

WILLIAM HAMILTON
General Manager
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Now: A Camp for Men Only

Camp BERKSHIRE for MEN

SPONSORED BY AND ADJOINING

BERKSHIRE COUNTRY CLUB

Modern adult camp; Bungalow accommodations. Every outdoor sport—Tennis, Riding, Golf, Aquatics; beautiful lake. Evenings enjoy entertainment, dancing at Berkshire Country Club without charge. Write for booklet.

11 West 42nd Street. PENNSYLVANIA 8-1742
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SYMPHONIC PROGRAM-NOTES

(Continued from previous page)

hilde begins that matchless valedictory, overwhelming in its utterance of grief and reproach and prophecy and lofty dedication, which is the dramatic and musical culmination of the whole Tetralogy. It is a farewell to earth and earthly love and all felicity beside which every other leave-taking in poetry or drama seems dwarfed and limited. But it is also an implied foreshadowing of the new order, the new day of love and regeneration, which is to succeed the twilight of the Gods and the night of their destruction. We learn from Brunnhilde’s soliloquy that she perceives the divine justice of self-sacrifice. Her vision is that of a seer discerning a regenerated world of beauty and justice; and she prepares to join her dead hero on the funeral pyre in order that she may fulfill the last necessity which shall make that vision a reality. She draws the Ring from Siegfried’s finger, and puts it gravely upon her own, to be recovered from her ashes by the waiting river and the Rhine daughters, who will cherish forever the cleansed and purified gold. She turns toward the back, where Siegfried’s body has already been laid upon the flower-strewed pyre. She seizes a great firebrand from one of the staring vassals, and hurls it among the logs, which break into sudden flame.

Two young men bring forward her horse. Brunnhilde unbridles it, bends to it affectionately, addresses it. In rising ecstasy, she cries aloud their joint greeting to the dead Siegfried, swings herself onto Grane’s back, and together they leap into the flames.

The fire blazes upward, filling the whole space before the hall, as the terrified men and women crowd toward the back. The Rhine overflows, and the Rhine-Maidens are seen swimming forward. Hagen plunges, as if mad, into the flood, and is drawn beneath the surface by two of the Nixies, one of whom exultantly holds the recovered Ring on high. The Valhalla theme is chanted with tragic solemnity by the brass, and high in the violins and flutes the motive of “Redemption Through Love” soars above the wreckage of cupidity and the selfish pride of gods. As the hall falls in ruins, an increasing glow in the heavens reveals Valhalla, the gods and heroes seated within, awaiting majestically their doom. Flames seize upon the castle of those who were once so mighty and so ruthless and so proud; and in the orchestra, a final transfigured repetition of the motive of Redeeming Love tells us of the passing of the old order and the coming of a new.

HURRY! HURRY! LAST WEEKS!

“A hell of a good show... in a class by itself.”—Robert Benchley in The New Yorker.

“Bursting with vitality... wholly exhilarating. The characters are as real and rich as the earth.”—Brooks Atkinson, N. Y. Times.

CIVIC REPERTORY THEATRE

14th St. & 6th Ave. 30c to $1.50, No Tax

Eves. 8:45. Mats. Tues. and Sat. 2:45

CONTRIBUTORS
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Byron Hines

Dwight Sirk

Miss Louise M. Iselin

Henry Ittleson

Mrs. Henry Ittleson

Orton Porter Jackson, Jr.

A. Jacoby

Arthur Curtiss James

Mrs. Walter B. James

Mrs. William A. Jamison

Mrs. Alfred Jarecki

Mrs. Oliver G. Jennings

May K. Jerman

Clover Boldt Johansson

Miss Ella J. Jones

Mrs. Edouard Jonas

Mrs. Frank H. Jones

Frederick Juilliard

Henry J. Kaltenbach

Maxwell C. Katz

Emil Katzka

Mrs. Jack A. Kaufman

Mrs. Max L. Kaufman

Sydney M. Kaye

William J. Kelly

Mrs. Frank B. Keech

Mrs. Sidney A. Keller

Mrs. J. L. Kemmerer

Mrs. Katherine Kerr

Miss Estelle Kesselman

Miss Virginia M. Kimbro

Mrs. Howard T. Kingsbury

Darwin Kingsley

Miss M. B. Kingsley

William M. Kingsley

Mrs. L. A. Kinney

Louis Klein

Milton Klein

Charles Klingenstein

S. P. Knaff

Mrs. W. J. Knapp

Mrs. A. J. Kobler

Mrs. Lee Kohns

Paul L. Kohns

Joseph Kohnstamm

Fred Kolb

Maximillian Korn

Alfred E. Kornfeld
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Sunshine—

makes everyone feel better
makes everything taste better
—does something good for
tobaccos too . . .

There is Sunshine in your
Chesterfield—plenty of it—
the Sunshine Chesterfield to-
baccos get from our own
Southland, the best tobacco
country in the world.

Even the bright golden color
of these tobaccos tells you
they’re milder and taste better
—they’re full of the pure nat-
ural goodness the sun puts
into them.

Blend them with the right
kinds of Turkish and you have
Chesterfield. They Satisfy.

© 1934, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
CHANGE IN PROGRAM

THURSDAY, JULY 26th

EUGENE ORMANDY, Conductor

Symphony in D minor - - Frank

INTERMISSION

Afternoon of a Faun - - Debussy

Rosenkavalier Waltz - - Strauss

Pines of Rome - - - Respighi
PHILHARMONIC - SYMPHONY

CONDUCTORS

ARTURO TOSCANINI  BRUNO WALTER
OTTO KLEMPERER  WERNER JANSEN
ARTUR RODZINSKI  HANS LANGE

The following series of concerts will be given:

ALL AT CARNEGIE HALL

15 Even Thursday Evenings — 15 Even Friday Afternoons
15 Odd Thursday Evenings — 15 Odd Friday Afternoons

10 Odd Saturday Evenings (Students') — 10 Even Saturday Evenings (Students')

10 Even Sunday Afternoons — 10 Odd Sunday Afternoons
10 Sunday Afternoons (Series Three)

ALL SUNDAY SERIES REMAIN AT POPULAR PRICES

CONCERTS FOR CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE

ERNEST SCHELLING, Conductor

ONE SERIES ONLY OF 6 SATURDAY MORNINGS.

SPECIAL FEATURES FOR NEXT SEASON

BRAHMS CYCLE under Toscanini on 6 Thursdays, Fridays and Sundays, including 4 symphonies, German Requiem. 2 piano concerti with Horowitz and Gabrilowitsch as soloists, and Violin Concerto with Heifetz as soloist.

WAGNER CYCLE with distinguished vocal soloists under Bruno Walter.

Communications and NEW APPLICATIONS should be sent to the Philharmonic-Symphony Offices, 1609 Steinway Building, 113 West 57th St.

ARThUR JUDSON, Mgr.

(Steinway Piano)

BRUNO ZIRATO, Ass't Mgr.

STAFF FOR PRODUCTIONS OF OPERA

Conductor
Assistant Conductor
Stage Manager
Ballet Mistress and Solo Danseuse
Master of Mechanics
Scenic Production
Master of Properties
Costumes
Wigs
Master of Wardrobe
Electric Equipments
Stage Construction
Chairs

ALEXANDER SMALLINS  KARL RIEDEL
ALEXANDER D. PUGLIA  RITA DE LEPORTE
FRED HOSL1  HOSL1 STUDIOS
PHILIP CRISPANO  VAN HORN & CO.
IRVING HEROLD  ALEX AGNI
DUWICO
BOGERT RUESS  THOMAS DEMING & CO.

Chorus of the Metropolitan Opera Association
Corps de Ballet of the Metropolitan Opera Association
(Courtesy of Giulio Gatti-Casazza)

RAIN NOTICE

FOR CONCERTS
If grounds are not in satisfactory condition by 8 P.M., the concert will be held in the Great Hall of City College.
If it rains before the intermission, the rain check attached to your ticket is good for the next symphonic concert only.
If it rains during or after the intermission, the concert is considered given and the rain check is therefore cancelled.

FOR OPERA
If at 8 P.M. the grounds are not in satisfactory condition, a substitute orchestral program will be given in the Great Hall under the direction of Alexander Smallins.
If it rains before 10 P.M. the rain check attached to your ticket is good for the next performance of opera only.
If it rains after 10 P.M. the performance is considered given and the rain check is cancelled.

NOTE
A green light displayed from the left side of the stage indicates that the rain checks are good for the next symphonic concert or opera performance. A red light indicates that the concert or performance of opera is considered given and the rain checks are cancelled.
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STADIUM CONCERTS REVIEW

STADIUM CONCERTS, Inc.
A Membership Non-Stock Corporation, Delaware

SEVENTEENTH SEASON, 1934

LEWISohn STADIUM
at the COLLEGE OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
138th STREET and AMSTERDAM AVENUE
Every Evening at 8:30 - EIGHT WEEKS - JUNE 26th to AUGUST 20th

PHILHARMONIC-SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Conductors

WILLEM VAN HOOGSTRALEN  JOSE ITURBI  EUGENE ORMANDY
ALEXANDER SMALLENS

COMMITTEE

ADOLPH LEWISohn, Honorary Chairman
FIORELLO H. LA GUARDIA, Honorary Chairman
MRS. CHARLES S. GUGGENHEIMER, Chairman
MRS. HENRY MARTYN ALEXANDER, Vice-Chairman
MRS. GEORGE BACKER, Vice-Chairman
MRS. CHRISTIAN R. HOLMES, Vice-Chairman
COUNTESS MERCATI, Vice-Chairman
SAM A. LEWISohn, Treasurer
MRS. MARGARET R. BOYD, Secretary
MRS. WILLIAM C. BREED, Chairman, Men’s Committee
HONORABLE RUTH PRATT, Chairman, Women’s Committee

Mrs. Barrett Andrews
Mrs. Bartlett Arkell
Milton Bach
Mrs. Robert Low Bacon
Henry de Forest Baldwin
Mrs. Max J. Bernheim
Miss Louise Bushnell
Mrs. Winthrop Chanler
Mrs. Harris R. Childs
Mrs. William B. Dinsmore
MRS. L. K. Elmhirst
Mrs. Florence Rogers Ferguson
Mrs. Reginald Fincke
MRS. Lytleton Fox
Mrs. Simon Frankel
Mrs. Allie Freed

Mrs. W. Angelika Frink
Mrs. Felix Fuld
Mrs. Charles Dana Gibson
Lawrence Gilman
Mrs. Fred Greenbaum
Mrs. W. Barclay Harding
Mrs. Arthur Hofheimer
Miss Adelaide Hooker
Mrs. Herman Irion
Mrs. Edouard Jonas
Samuel D. Levy
Clarence H. Mackay
Mrs. Charles E. Mitchell
Mrs. Robert H. Pretzfeldt
Walter W. Price
Ralph Pulitzer

Mrs. Stanley L. Richter
Mrs. J. West Roosevelt
Mrs. Ernest Rosenfeld
Mrs. Moritz Rosenthal
Louis F. Rothschild
Mrs. J. W. Sidenberg
Mrs. Alexander L. Simson
Mrs. Samuel Stiefel
Hugh Grant Straus
Mrs. S. W. Straus
Mrs. Irwin Untermyer
Mrs. Edwin C. Vogel
Felix M. Warburg
R. Thornton Wilson
Mrs. Henry Zuckerman

ARThUR JUDSON, Manager
BRUNO ZIRATO, Associate Manager
LOUIS SALTER, Assistant Manager

50c and $1.00 Tickets on sale at STADIUM BOX OFFICE (Open All Day)
Stadium Phone: BRadhurst 2-2626

STADIUM CONCERTS, Inc.
Except Saturday and Sunday
Room 1518, 113 West 57th Street
Telephone: Circle 7-7575

L. BAMBERGER & Co.
Except Saturday and Sunday
General Information Booth
Newark, N. J.

THE JOHN WANAMAKER STORE
Except Saturday and Sunday
General Information Booth
Telephone: STuyvesant 9-4700
Broadway and 9th Street

LORD & TAYLOR
Except Saturday and Sunday
General Information Booth
38th Street and Fifth Avenue

The STADIUM CONCERTS REVIEW is published by SIGMUND GOTTLLOBER
Telephone CAledonia 3-6690
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Symphonic Program-Notes
by
LAWRENCE GILMAN

"The Peri" ... Paul Abraham Dukas
(Born at Paris, Oct. 1, 1865)

[Wednesday, August 8]

Dukas' music for The Peri, a ballet (or "danced poem"), was composed in 1910, and performed for the first time at the Concerts de Danse given by Mlle. Trouhanowa in the Châtelet Theatre, Paris, in April, 1912. The music was given as a symphonic piece at a Lamoureux Concert, November 23, 1913. It was introduced to America by the San Francisco Orchestra, under Alfred Hertz, on January 7, 1916.

* * *

The Peri, in Persian mythology, was a descendant of a fallen spirit, excluded from Paradise until the end of her term of penance. One of her duties was to direct, with a wand, the pure in heart to heaven.

Dukas' music, in its concert form, is virtually a tone-poem illustrative of the action of the ballet. The story of this was told in the program-book of the Paris première, as follows:

"It happened that at the end of his youthful days, since the Magi observed that his star was growing pale, Iskender went about Iran seeking the flower of immortality.

"The sun sojourned thrice in its dozen dwellings without Iskender finding the flower. At last he arrived at the end of the earth, where it is only one with sea and clouds.

"And there, on the steps that lead to the hall of Ormuzd, a Peri was reclining, asleep in her jewelled robe. A star sparkled above her head; her lute rested on her breast; in her hand shone the flower.

"It was a lotus like unto an emerald, swaying as the sea under the morning sun.

* * *

"Iskender noiselessly leaned over the sleeper, and without awakening her, snatched the flower, which suddenly became between his fingers like the noonday sun over the forests of Ghilan.

* * *

"The Peri, opening her eyes, clapped the palms of her hands together and uttered a loud cry, for she could not now ascend towards the light of Ormuzd.

"Iskender, regarding her, wondered at her face, which surpassed in deliciousness even the face of Gurda-ferrid.

"In his heart he coveted her.

"So that the Peri knew the thought of the king, for in the right hand of Iskender theLotus grew purple and became as the face of longing.

"Thus the servant of the Pure knew that this flower of life was not for him.

* * *

"To recover it, she darted forward like

(Continued on next page)
a bee, while the invincible lord bore away from her the lotus, torn between his thirst for immortality and the delight for his eyes.

"But the Peri danced the dance of the Peris; always approaching him until her face touched his face; and at the end he gave back the flower without regret.

"Then the lotus was like unto snow and gold, as the summit of Elbourz at sunset. "The form of the Peri seemed to melt in the light coming from the calyx, and soon nothing more was to be seen than a hand raising the flower of flame, which faded in the realm above.

"Iskender saw her disappear. Knowing

**SPIRITS LOW—**

When your energy sags and you feel discouraged—light a Camel. In a few minutes your vigor snaps back and you can face the

"Get a LIFT"
from this that his end drew near, he felt the darkness encompassing him."

**Suite for Orchestra. Op. 19**
(Edited by Ernest Dohnányi)
(Born at Presburg, Hungary, July 27, 1877)

**Thursday, August 9**
Mr. Dohnányi composed this suite "in 1908 or 1909." The score was published in 1911, and there is a four-hand piano version. The suite was introduced to the repertoire of the Stadium concerts by Mr. Frederick Stock on August 22, 1926.

Mr. Dohnányi has said that the music contains suggestions of Hungarian folksong, but that he has used no traditional tunes. The suite has no program of any kind, dramatic, poetic, pictorial, philosophical, astronomical, ornithological, mythological, or geographic. It has neither title nor motto. It has no even a Message. It is nothing but music.

*(Continued on next page)*
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next move with a smile. Enjoy this wholesome "lift" as often as you want. Camel's costlier tobaccos never ruffle your nerves.

**with a Camel!**
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SYMPHONIC PROGRAM-NOTES
(Continued from previous page)

I. ANDANTE CON VARIAZIONI. The theme is set forth by the woodwind (Andante con moto, F-sharp minor, 2-4), then by the divided violins, bassoons, and clarinets. There are six variations: 1. Più animato; 2. Animato (molto più allegro); 3. Andante tranquillo; 4. Allegro; 5. Vivace; 6. Adagio.

II. SCERZO (Allegro vivace, A minor, 3-8). The woodwinds presenting the theme, with responses by the strings. In the Trio, the theme is heard above a curiously persistent A of the violas and 'cellos ingeniously sustained (a pedal-point of 110 measures).

III. ROMANZA (Andante poco moto, F major, 3-4). An oboe has the song, followed by a solo 'cello. The English horn offers a contrasting subject in brisker tempo. There is a third subject for strings with hard accompaniment.

IV. RONDO (Allegro vivace, A major, 2-2). The strings, playing alone, declare the chief theme. There is a powerful climax, in which bass drum and castagnettes are employed without loss of respectability. Near the end, the theme of the opening movement—the Andante con Variazioni—is heard once more.

Erno Dohnanyi, one of the foremost Hungarian musicians of our time, is distinguished as pianist, as composer, and conductor. At the age of nineteen he composed a symphony, an overture, and a string sex-

(Continued on page 10)

DON'T WASTE YOUR PRECIOUS VACATION TIME!
You don't have to shop—we can still offer you a MINIMUM rate for the following all-expense cruises:
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Havana—7 Days $65
Halifax—4 Days $40
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Nassau-Miami—Havana—12 1/2 Days $105
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GUSTAVE EISNER
POPULAR PRICED TOURIST AGENCY
1123 BROADWAY N.Y. G25c Chelsea 3-5080
OVERTURES
and
UNDERTONES

by
JOAN KLEIN

THE church, which, through secular experience, understands all things comprising the strength and weakness of Man, recognizes the power of sorcery in a woman's hair, since it does not admit women before the tabernacle except with covered heads, whereas men are admitted bareheaded. Women, too, have suddenly remembered the charm of glossy hair. Probably that is the result of the free, open-air life we lead; deadish hair looks pretty dreadful in the broad daylight. Bernadaz Guro, at 439 Madison Avenue, is so mad on the subject of gloss and healthy scalps that he almost makes a religion of it. He'll even tint highlights into your hair until your scalp gets back into condition. As for his "sculpturing" of the hair and his "personality coiffures"—when he's through cutting, you discover that your hair clings to your head and can be thrown around any old way becomingly. Grand for people who can't keep a wave, and look bushy or scraggly in the morning.

THE Theatre was enriched at the turn of last season by the presence upon its boards of a new Group . . . the Theatre Union. Its presentations of the year were "Peace on Earth" and "Stevedore," two plays reflecting honesty, vitality and the economic and emotional conflicts in the experience of its audience. "Stevedore" particularly was a fine melodrama acted with relish and understanding. "Out of a cheap woman's quarrel with her lover there sprang forth a series of incidents which have a certain degree of inevitability. Simultaneously, the Negro was revealed very much as we have grown to know him . . . naive to the point of childishness, pathetic, humorous, blustering, often heroic, servile and human." "Stevedore" was the creation of actors and actresses whose personality and magnetism enabled them to override a seemingly insurmountable obstacle in the way of making a propaganda piece from the stage pulsate and live.

WOMEN gave up disguising their skins and took to caring for them soon after the outdoor and exercise idea came in. A place has been made for creams and lotions in the family budget along with food and firewood and the other necessities of life. Helena Rubinstein, that eminent beauty authority and expert on climate as related to skins, has outlined a few effective formulas for keeping your beauty calm, cool and collected during this difficult mid-summer season. Drop in and receive a free consultation and skin analysis at her salon at 8 East 57th Street. Her treatments will make these hot days more endurable.

ROCKEFELLER CENTER, conceived as an unprecedented city within a city, the largest building project ever undertaken at one time by private capital, is situated in the heart of this great metropolis. Ten thousand persons now compose the resident population on the twelve acre plot, where, when all 12 buildings are erected, approximately 200,000 will be housed. Shops line the R. C. A. building. They line the sunken plaza and the British Empire building, the R. K. O. building and La Maison Francaise. Included in the Rockefeller Group is the world's largest theatre, the Radio City Music Hall, and also the Center Theatre. Other contemplated structures include a club or office building east of the Music Hall, two International buildings to be connected with a companion building by a spacious and beautiful arch.

VERY, very intimate—"Ever Dry for Perspiration." Well, this is one of the facts of life and should be faced. Perspiration can queer the best moments of your life. Ever Dry, we believe, is the one best way to banish the subject from now on. It is a pure, colorless liquid, and non-irritating even to the most sensitive skin. It has a delicate, fresh fragrance, an exclusive applicator and a Good Housekeeping Seal on every bottle. It comes in two sizes, 50c and $1.
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tette, thereby winning a prize offered by the Hungarian Government for native works. He had studied piano for a decade before that. In 1897-8 he undertook a concert tour of Europe. He made his first American tour in the Spring of 1900. In 1925 he appeared in New York as guest conductor of the State Symphony Orchestra. He is an assiduous and scholarly composer in most of the important forms.

Symphonic Poem, "The Moldau"
Friedrich Smetana

(Born at Leitomischl, Bohemia, March 2, 1824; died at Prague, May 12, 1884)

[Thursday, August 9]

Smetana, an ardent nationalist and patriot, composed for the glorification of his country, between 1874 and 1879, a cycle of six symphonic poems under the general title, "My Fatherland" (Má Vlast), dedicated to the city of Prague. Vltava, or The Moldau, No. 6 of the series, is prefaced by the following program:

Two springs pour forth their streams in the shade of the Bohemian forest, the one warm and gushing, the other cold and tranquil. Their waves, joyfully flowing over their rocky beds, unite and sparkle in the morning sun. The forest brook, rushing on, becomes the River Moldau, which, with its waters speeding through Bohemia's valleys, grows into a mighty stream. It flows through dense woods from which come the joyous sounds of the chase, and the notes of the hunter's horn are heard ever nearer and nearer. It flows through emerald meadows and lowlands where a wedding feast is being celebrated with song and dancing. At night, in its shining waves, wood and water nymphs hold their revels, and in these waves are reflected many a fortress and castle—witnesses of bygone splendor of chivalry, and the vanished martial fame of days that are no more. At the Rapids of St. John the stream speeds on, winding its way through cataracts and hewing the path for its foaming waters through the rocky chasm into the broad river bed, in which it flows on in majestic calm toward Prague, welcomed by time-honored Vysehrad, to disappear in the far distance from the poet's gaze.
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Three Excerpts from "Gotterdammerung" ... Richard Wagner
(Born at Leipzig, May 22, 1813; died at Venice, Feb. 13, 1883)

[Sunday, August 12]
The first of the excerpts from Götterdammerung on this program: (a) "Daybreak, and Siegfried's Rhine Journey," opens with the passage from the Prologue that depicts the coming of the dawn after the portentous night in which the three Norns have woven the destinies of gods and men. The music in this concert arrangement skips the parting duet between Siegfried and Brünnhilde, and passes into the extended interlude descriptive of the hero's journey down the Rhine.

The second excerpt (b) consists of the music that accompanies the dying Siegfried's apostrophe to Brünnhilde, in the third act of the music-drama, beginning at the E minor chord for woodwind and horns which in the opera prefaces Siegfried's words, "Brünnhilde! Heilige Braut!"—forty-six measures before the C-sharps of the timpani that introduce the familiar concerto version of the Funeral Music.

The passage is played by the orchestra without the voice part, as Isolde's "Liebestod" from Tristan und Isolde generally is in the concert room. Its use as a preface to the funeral music (c) adds immeasurably to the pathos and the dramatic effect of that colossal dirge; and no lover of Wagner needs to be reminded of its overwhelming beauty, with the reminiscent ecstasy of the harps and the trilling violins, the great tone in A for the strings and horns, and the concluding thirds and sixthths that recall so poignantly the love duet at the close of Siegfried.

The words sung by the dying Siegfried in the music-drama, with the stage directions, are as follows:

(Siegfried, supported in a sitting position by two of the vassals, opens his eyes.)
"Brünnhilde! Holiest bride! Awake! Open
(Continued on page 14)
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Story of Scheherazade

The opening page of the "Arabian Nights Entertainment" has suggested the theme of this spectacle of the gorgeous East. It represents in pantomime and dance the strange and dreadful happenings at the court of puissant Sultan Shahriar, which plunged that monarch into the murderous misanthropy only shaken off later by the ingenious Scheherazade’s tales of the “Thousand and One Nights.”

The scene is the harem of Shahriar’s palace. The fairest and best-beloved of his fair wives crouches by the monarch’s side, and to engage his thoughts the chief eunuch summons before him three odalisques, who dance languorously. But Shahriar’s mood is sinister, and he refuses to be diverted. For by his side is his younger brother—himself a king, and fresh from a household tragedy of a favourite wife’s faithlessness and murder—who has hinted to Shahriar of the likelihood of infidelity and wickedness in his household. The brother has suggested their departure on a make-believe hunting-party, and an unexpected return to the harem. Shahriar makes his resolve; he will try his brother’s plan.

Now the Sultan calls for armour and weapons, and the two royal brothers ceremoniously depart in despite of the pretty entreaties and flattery of the women. The sound of the hunting horns dies away. The women listen; the coast is clear; and they now assail the chief eunuch in an excited fluttering crowd. He, fearing and doubting, yields to their demands; and with the great keys at his belt opens the doors in the wall, whence emerge, some copper and some in silver garb, a band of negro slaves, the harem ladies’ secret lovers. From the central door comes, clad in cloth of gold, the dark youth who is the favourite of the queen herself.

And the night passes in an orgy. Boys bring in platters piled high with fruit, odalisques bring wine and incense; there are dancers and tambourines. The women and their lovers, the queen too, join in the dancing which is now languorous, now frenzied. The orgy grows wilder; the whole voluptuous throng becomes a whirl of splendid raiment and women’s white arms—and the Sultan enters, speechless, and mad with rage.

A moment of paralysis and terror; a vain, frantic flight; then the carnage. Soldiers with huge scimitars mow down the women and slaves. In a moment the beautiful queen alone is alive amid the corpses. She creeps to the Sultan’s feet in an appeal for pity. He shudders, vacillating. But the brother points to the queen’s negro lover, lying dead. The Sultan with averted eyes gives to a soldier a commanding gesture. But the queen forestalls him. She seizes a dagger, stabs herself, and dies at his feet.
**SYMPHONIC PROGRAM NOTES**

(Continued from page 11)

thine eyelids! Who hath sunk thee once more in sleep? Who bound thee in slumber and fear? The wakener comes! he kissed thee awake; again now the bride's bonds hath he broken; love laughs from Brünnhilde's eyes!

"Ah! her eyes open forever! Ah, how her breathing shedeth enchantment! Blissfullest passing, sweetest of terror; Brünnhilde greeteth me there!" (He sinks back and dies. The sorrowful bystanders remain motionless.)

* * *

Night falls, and at a gesture from Gunther the men lift the shield with its incredible burden upon their shoulders and bear it in solemn procession over the heights, hidden at last by the mists that rise from the river, while the mightiest death-song ever chanted for mortal or for god ascends from the instrumental choir.

Orchestral Scherzo. "L'Apprenti Sorcier" ("The Sorcerer's Apprentice")

Paul Abraham Dukas

(Born at Paris, Oct. 1, 1865)

[Sunday, August 12]

Dukas' amusing and delightful "scherzo" (as he calls it) was composed in 1897. It is a tonal anecdote based on Goethe's poem, Der Zauberlehrling, which in its turn was derived from a dialogue in Lucian's The Lie-Fancier; thus the story is at least 1800 years old.

Lucian's tale concerns Eucrates, who became a disciple of the magician Pancrates,
his master in the magical arts. The story goes as follows:

When we came to an inn [Eucrates relates] he would take the wooden bar of the door, or a broom or the pestle of a wooden mortar, put clothes upon it, and speak a couple of magical words to it. Immediately the broom, or whatever else it was, was taken by all people for a man like themselves; he went out, drew water, ordered our victuals, and waited upon us in every respect as handily as the completest domestic. When his attendance was no longer necessary, my companion spoke a couple of other words, and the broom was again a broom, the pestle again a pestle, as before. This art, with all I could do, I was never able to learn from him; it was the only secret he would not impart to me, though in other respects he was the most obliging man in the world. At last, however, I found an opportunity to hide me in an obscure corner, and overheard his charm, which I snapped up immediately, as it consisted of only three syllables. After giving his necessary orders to the pestle without observing me, he went out to the market. The following day, when he was gone out about business, I took the pestle, clothed it, pronounced the three syllables, and bade it fetch me some water. He directly brought me a large pitcher full. "Good," said I, "I want no more water; be again a pestle!" He did not, however, mind what I said, but went on fetching water, and continued bringing it, till at length the room was overflowed. Not knowing what to do, for I was afraid lest Pancrates at his return should be angry (as indeed was the case), and having no alternative, I took an axe and split the pestle

(Continued on page 24)

The translation is that of William Tooke (London, 1820).

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

AFTER

THE CONCERT

... Sup and Dance under the stars!

Casino-in-the-Air

Colorful as the atmosphere of a country club atop

HOTEL MONTCLAIR
Lexington Avenue, 49th to 50th Streets

* * * * *

HAROLD STERN
and His Orchestra

MARIO & FLORIA
ROSITA ORTEGA

Drink and be merry ’til dawn in the new

CAFE CHANTANT
... featuring

DAVE GARDNER
International Revue Entertainer

RITA BELL
Songs and Imitations at the Piano

JOSEPH ZATOUR
and His Continental Dance Orchestra

with RAPHAEL CHIGRINSKY, Violinist

* * * * *

No cover charge at any time

Dinner and supper from $1.50

Saturdays and Holidays Evenings from $2.00

RESERVATIONS:
Tel. Wickersham 2-1200
Ask for Fred

Now! A CAMP for MEN

BERKSHIRE Country Club
WINGDALE, N.Y.

Camp BERKSHIRE for Men

In this Stag Paradise, you do what you will—Golf, Tennis, Swimming, Boating, Handball—or just lie around in a strong sun and a pair of shorts. When evening comes, lights twinkle at the Berkshire Country Club adjoining. When lifting rhythms and the pleas of lovely ladies dying to dance stir romance in you, beat it under the shower, brush your hair and come on over. Rate: $2.50 per week. 11 West 42nd Street. Pennsylvania 6-1742
For this one thing

the

STEINWAY

is built

It was the ambition of Theodore Steinway to build a piano which would surpass, in beauty of tone, any other piano he had ever heard.

For that, he would have turned the Steinway upside down or built it backwards, if it had seemed to him advisable. And he did, in fact, make so many changes that he evolved, at length, a whole new system of piano construction, now universally known as the Steinway system.

He changed the stringing of the piano to accord with his Duplex Scale. He changed the construction of the case. He worked out a new action. He developed a new alloy, and cast his own plates. And he made the piano a beautiful object as well as a beautiful instrument.

Because of his career, all pianos today are infinitely finer than they were. And in the building of the Steinway, the ideals which animated him still glow as brilliantly as in his lifetime... making the Steinway today a thing far greater even than when Theodore Steinway laid down his work.

Steinway prices now are extremely low. In Greater New York, a new Steinway can be obtained only from Steinway & Sons, at Steinway Hall, 109 W. 57th St., N. Y. C.

For temporary use Steinway pianos may be rented at very reasonable prices
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STADIUM PHILHARMONIC-SYMPOSIUM

Season of

THE PHILHARMONIC-SYMPOSIUM

Under the Direction of

WILLEM VAN HOOGEVEN

MONDAY, AUGUST 6, and TUESDAY, AUGUST 7

(In case of rain the Ballet Performances will be replaced by substitute orchestral program under the direction of M. J. Verdi)

FOKINE RUSSIAN BALLETS

"SCHEHERAZADE"

Choreographic Drama in One Act by M. E. Fokine
Music by Rimsky-Korsakov
Choreography by Michel Fokine
Scenery and Costumes by Robert Edmond Jones

ZOEIBEDE

FAVORITE SLAVE OF ZOEIBEDE

SHAHRIAR, KING OF INDIA

SHAH-ZEMAN, HIS BROTHER

CHIEF EUNUCH

SULTANAS: Toussia Say, Jean Clausen, Jean Dolova, Patricia MacVeigh, Valerie, Dorothy Hallberg, Florence Chumbesos, Vera
ALMEES: Frances Suzanne, Celia Pekelner, Stella Clare, Annabelle Lyon, Wiona Stoney
ODALISQUES: Winona Bimboni, Alice Wynn, Dorothy Hinkle, Mary Lee
SLAVE GIRLS OF THE HAREM: Mary Long Hanlon, Helen Allen, Beauchamp, Marie Hoffman, Issabelle Kimpal
SLAVES: George Chaffee, Harold Haskin, Milton Barnard, H. Lane, Deanne Crockett, Juan Casanova
ADOLESCENTS: Thelma Himmel, Beatrice Levine, Robert Lewack, Miriam Weiskopf

Ladies and Gentlemen of the Court, Suite of the Shahs of Persia
Costumes executed by Helen Frankel

Steinway is the official piano of the
Stadium Concerts being broadcast

Program continued on page 17

STETS

... a "symphony"

As the baton of Mr. Young's and Stets
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a Clausen, Daphne Arnold, Thalia Mara, Edna

othy Denton.

lon, Love Matriuk, Eleanor Weichsel, Marjorie

 Barnett, Eugene Loring, Freddy Rhodes, Joseph

e, Rosa Feldman, Ellen Halsorsen, Madeleine

ah, Soldiers, etc.

Helene Pons Studio

p of the Stadium Concerts.

cast by Station WOR.

ad on page 19)

SON HATS
"symphony" of smartness
eton controls the tempo, so does
nd Stetson lead men to hat correctness

Young's

SHOPS ALL OVER TOWN

Kindly mention "STADIUM CONCERTS REVIEW"
The above bars of music constitute a theme from a well-known musical composition by a great composer. Tear out this advertisement—send it in with correct name of the composition to Jos. Martinson, Inc., 85 Water St., N.Y.C. and receive a full half-pound of

MARTINSON'S COFFEE

Absolutely Free!

[This special offer is for a limited time only]

COOL BRASSIERES for WARM WEATHER WEAR

Whether you want minimum or maximum support, you'll find it comfortably cool in lace or net brassieres by Maiden Form. Ask to see "Cool-Ette," too—the one-piece foundation combining "Half-Way" with a Lastex and batiste girdle.

"Hold-Tite" is built up to control the upper as well as lower bust curves, with non-slip shoulder straps. In net or lace, $1.00 and $1.50.

AT ALL LEADING STORES

NONE GENUINE WITHOUT THIS LABEL

Maiden Form Brassieres Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.
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THE DAVID MANNES MUSIC SCHOOL
David and Clara Mannes, Directors

In addition to individual and class lessons in Composition, Theory and Analysis, Dr. Hans Weisse, the distinguished Viennese composer and theorist, will hold special classes for teachers and pianists in the interpretation of piano literature. 15 sessions of 2 hours each, beginning in November. $20

New Season Begins October 4th, 1934
157 East 74th Street
New York
Steinway Piano

(Program continued from page 17)

INTERMISSION

RIMSKY-KORSAKOFF
Overture, "The Russian Easter"
Orchestra

CHOPIN
Polonaise
Orchestra

"LES SYLPHIDES"
Romantic Reverie in One Act by Michel Fokine

Music by Chopin

Choreography by Michel Fokine

NOCTURNE: Soloists—Albertina Vitak, Dorothy Denton, Dorothy Hallberg, Annabelle Lyon, Edna Veralle, Stella Clausen, and George Chaffee.


VALSE: Annabelle Lyon.
MAZURKA: Albertina Vitak.
MAZURKA: George Chaffee.
PRELUDE: Dorothy Hallberg.
VALSE: Albertina Vitak and George Chaffee.
VALSE: Albertina Vitak and Ensemble.

Conductor, HOWARD BARLOW

(Program continued on page 21)

Enchanting Harmony in Makeup

Smart faces prefer Helena Rubinstein makeup classics to achieve that cool, chic look. Before you make up, apply Water Lily Snow Lotion—cooling protective foundation. 1.50. Use Helena Rubinstein Powder in Mauresque and Peachbloom. 1.00 to 5.50. Let Water Lily Lipstick idealize your lips. New secret ingredient gives that dewy, young lustre. Extra indelible. 1.25, 2.00. Helena Rubinstein Rouge in bewitching shades to match her lipsticks. 1.00 to 5.00. . . . At the Salons, which will also gladly advise you on skin care—and at smart stores.

helena rubinstein
8 EAST 57TH STREET, NEW YORK

Kindly mention "STADIUM CONCERTS REVIEW"
AUGUST SALE of MODERN FURNITURE

by America's Largest Modern Concern . . . Furnishings of 38 Model Rooms at Discounts up to 30%

Just twice a year we hold an event of this kind . . . offering our regular stock of modern pieces in our showing of 38 model rooms . . . at important savings. Our discounts up to 30% for this sale mean that you are buying custom-built modern furniture . . . original in design and craftsmanship . . . at worthwhile reductions. We suggest you attend early for the best possible selections!

Modernage
162 E 33rd St
(3 1/2 Blocks East of the Empire State)
designers and makers of modern furniture

OPEN Monday and Wednesday Until 8 P. M.
All Day Saturday Until 6 P. M.

FOR THAT GLAMOROUS Poured-in LOOK!

- This new FLEXEES foundation, with its ingenious "Twin-Control," holds you in amazingly, without sacrifice of comfort, and moulds you into a symphony of curves. No hooks, no bones and backless to the waist. Batiste model illustrated. $15. In all satin, $16.50. At leading stores everywhere.

FLEXEES
THE WORLD'S LOVELIEST FOUNDATIONS

ARTISTIC FOUNDATIONS, INC. • NEW YORK
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UNITY HOUSE
FOREST PARK, PA.
J. HALPERN, Manager
M. S. NOVIK, Associate Mgr.
New York Office:
3 WEST 14th STREET
CHelson 2-5146

AUGUST! A GREAT MONTH of PROGRAMS
Featuring:
COPINSKY TRIO, PHILHARMONIC QUARTET,
TOSCHA SEIDEL, ALLA NAZIMOVA, MOLLY
PICON, SIGMUND SPAETH, ISA KREMER,
HALL JOHNSON CHOIR
Weekly dramatic presentation by
THE PINE GROVE PLAYERS

A VACATION MESSAGE TO STADIUM AUDIENCES
UNITY HOUSE offers superb facilities for play and relaxation. Many new facilities this year for sport and play.
$25.50 per week—August. Reduction to Union members.
Owned by I.L.G.W.U. on non-profit basis.

(Program continued from page 19)

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 8, 1934
(Program subject to change without notice)

1. Brahms
   Symphony No. 2, in D major, Op. 73
   I. Allegro non troppo
   II. Adagio non troppo
   III. Allegretto grazioso
   IV. Allegro con spirito

2. Dukas
   Symphonic Poem, "The Peri"

3. Debussy
   Prelude to "The Afternoon of a Faun"

4. Berlioz
   Overture, "The Roman Carnival"

(Program continued on page 23)

MOSCOW THEATER FESTIVAL
SEPTEMBER 1 to 10

The program ranges from Borodin, Rossini and Shakespeare to "Intervention" and "The Negro Boy and the Ape." Every production . . . drama, opera or ballet . . . is outstanding.
Oliver M. Saylor of New York and H. W. L. Dana of Boston, authorities on the Soviet Theater, will lead groups of Americans. Other current performances in Moscow may be substituted for those on the official program. The entire festival may be visited for as little as $77 for ten days in Moscow, including performances.
For detailed information and complete official program write for Theater Festival Booklet SCR—7 to
U. R. Representative of the Travel Co. of the U.S.A.R. 545

Kindly mention "STADIUM CONCERTS REVIEW"
OUR HAND HAS NEVER LOST ITS SKILL

CONNOISSEURS

The opera-goer and the lover of Schaefer Beer have one thing in common—a taste for the finer things.

Schaefer

The F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Co., Brooklyn, New York - Member of Brewers' Board of Trade
THURSDAY, AUGUST 9, 1934

1. TCHAIKOVSKY
   Symphony No. 5, in E minor
   I. Andante; Allegro con anima
   II. Andante cantabile, con alcuna licenza
   III. Valse: Allegro moderato
   IV. Finale: Andante maestoso; allegro vivace

2. DOHNANYI
   Suite for Orchestra, Op. 19
   I. Andante con Variazioni
   II. Scherzo
   III. Romanza
   IV. Rondo

3. SMEATAN
   Symphonic Poem, "The Moldau"

4. JOHANN STRAUSS
   Waltz, "Frühlingsstimmen"

(Program continued from page 21)

(Program continued on page 25)
SYMPHONIC PROGRAM-NOTES
(Continued from page 15)

in two. But this made bad worse; for now each of the halves snatched up a pitcher and fetched water; so that for one water-carrier I now had two. Meantime in came Pancrates; and understanding what had happened, turned them into their pristine form; he, however, privily took himself away and I have never set eyes on him since.

*   *   *

Here is a condensation of Goethe's verses, in the form of a "dramatic monologue" written by R. A. Barnet:

They call him "the Great Magician!" "Great?"
Bah!
I, too, am great—as great as he, for I, too, can call up imps and sprites to do whate'er I bid!
Now will I call some uncanny sprite to fetch me water from the pool.
The broom! Come, broom! thou worn-out battered thing—
Be a sprite! Stand up! 'Tis well! Two elfin legs now I give thee!
Good! What's more, a head! There! Now broom!
Take thou a pail and fetch me water from the pool!
Go quickly and draw water for me, for me, your Master!
Bravo! Thou faithful broom! Thou bustling broom!
What? Back again? And—again?
And—yet again? Stop!

(Continued on page 26)
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FRIDAY, AUGUST 10, and SATURDAY, AUGUST 11, 1934, at 8:30

MADAMA BUTTERFLY

Opera in 3 acts
Book by L. Illica and G. Giacosa
After the work of John Luther Long and David Belasco
MUSIC BY GIACOMO PUCCINI

Cio-Cio-San ................................................................. Thalia Sabaneeva
Suzuki ........................................................................ Ina Bourskaya
Kate Pinkerton .............................................................. Philine Falco
B. F. Pinkerton .............................................................. Paul Althouse
U. S. Consul Sharpless .................................................. Alfredo Gandolfi
Goro ............................................................................ Albert Mahler
Yamadori ................................................................. Louis D’Angelo
The Uncle Priest ............................................................. Louis D’Angelo
The Imperial Commissary ........................................... Ralph Magelssen

Conductor, ALEXANDER SMALLENS
Stage Manager, ALEXANDER D. PUGLIA

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
Acts II and III. The Interior of Cio-Cio-San’s House.

(Program continued on page 27)
SYMPHONIC PROGRAM-NOTES

(Continued from page 24)

This pailful completes thy work; the bath is filled!
You impish broom, stop!
Stop, Stop! I say. I Command!
Thou diabolic damned thing, stop!
Be a broom once more! What? Wilt not obey?
O thou cub of hell!
Then, will I with my hatchet cut thee in two!
There! . . .
Ye demons! Now thou art two and double thy hellish work!
The flood increases—the water engulfs me—Master!
Master of Masters! Come! I am a poor help-

less creature, the sprite I called will not obey!

The master came and said:
"Broom! To thy corner as of old!
See! I make sprites do as they are told!"

* * *

Dukas' tone-poem — a contemporary classic of the concert-room—was performed for the first time at a Société Nationale concert, Paris, on May 18, 1897. Theodore Thomas introduced it to America, at a Chicago Orchestra concert, January 14, 1899.

INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART
of the
JUILLIARD SCHOOL OF MUSIC
JOHN ERKINE, President
ERNST HUTCHESON • OSCAR WAGNER
Dean • Ass. Dean
Catalog on request 120 Claremont Avenue

CLAREMONT

ON RIVERSIDE DRIVE at 124th Street
JUST A FEW BLOCKS FROM THE STADIUM
Where the Waves of the Hudson Hug Manhattan's Shore

FERDE GROFE and His Columbia Broadcasting Orchestra
Dining and Dancing Under the Stars
Dancing Until Closing—1 A. M. (Saturday—2 A. M.)

NO COVER CHARGE

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Luncheon</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12:00 to 3:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tea</td>
<td>3:00 to 5:30</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dinner</td>
<td>6:00 to 9:00</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Supper A La Carte
The NEW DEAL in IDEAL VACATIONS

A 300-acre estate where you can find a new way to relax... if only for a week-end, a week or your entire vacation.

- SWIMMING—TENNIS—SADDLE HORSES—BOATING — CANOEING — BASKETBALL
- GOLF — BASEBALL — HANDBALL — BOWLING — FISHING
- RESIDENT THEATRE GROUP

Dance Orchestra, Guest Artists, Staff of Athletic Instructors. Accommodations for 200 both in Main House and Bungalows.

Rates: $5 and $8 Daily—$30 and $35 Weekly

Two hours from New York by auto, rail or bus.

Also can be reached via Hudson River Day Line. Elevation 1,000 ft. Phone Highland 111.

LAKE CHADAKEE LODGE
HIGHLAND, ULSTER COUNTY, N.Y.

A SUMMER CAMP FOR ADULTS
Management of SPARK & CHERTOFF
DIRECTORS: George J. Chertoff, Pearl S. Chertoff,
Victor D. Spark, Nina W. Spark

(Program continued from page 25)

SUNDAY, AUGUST 12, 1934
(Program subject to change without notice)

1. BRAHMS

"Academic Festival" Overture

2. MOZART

Symphony in G minor

I. Allegro molto

II. Andante

III. Menuetto

IV. Finale: Allegro assai

INTERMISSION

3. WAGNER

Three Excerpts from "Götterdämmerung":

(a) Daybreak and Siegfried's Rhine-Journey

(b) Siegfried's Dying Apostrophe to Brünnhilde

(c) Siegfried's Funeral Music

4. DUKAS

"The Sorcerer's Apprentice"

5. SMEATANA

Overture to "The Bartered Bride"

---

* A BIT OF THE RIVIERA!

Guests who have traveled the world over so term the Chelsea. • Continental informality and charm. • Bathing directly from guests' apartments. • Lunching in beach robes on open air terraces. • Dinner music by artists selected from the Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra. • Expanses of lawns, with electric fountains, backed up by the widest sun decks in Atlantic City. • All of these innovations available to both American and European Plan guests. • HOWARD LANIN and his orchestra play nightly in the grill.

HOTELCHELSEA
ATLANTIC CITY
Under the personal supervision of
JOEL HILLMAN • J. C. MYERS • JULIAN A. HILLMAN

Kindly mention "STADIUM CONCERTS REVIEW" PAGE TWENTY-SEVEN
THE ART OF ENJOYING MUSIC

by

SIGMUND SPAETH


It is impossible to develop the art of enjoying music simply by reading books about it. The one absolute necessity is to hear plenty of music of all kinds, and thus to get the habit of forming one's own opinions. If these opinions keep changing, so much the better. It probably means that a definite development of taste is taking place.

If a piece of music sounds dull and uninteresting at a first hearing, don't give it up on that account, particularly if it happens to be a piece in which thousands of others have found enjoyment. The fact that its beauties are not of the obvious kind is quite likely to be in its favor. Conversely, do not be carried away by a first favorable impression. Music that follows the line of least resistance may be temporarily popular, but is not necessarily good on that account. If your enthusiasm for a composition suddenly begins to wane, don't reproach yourself for being so easily satiated. The chances are that the music was not worth much more than passing attention in any case.

The one and only dependable test of greatness in music is the test of time. That is why it is so futile to spend a lot of energy in worrying over present and future standards. Nobody living is qualified to say either what is good or bad in the untired music of the moment, or what will be recognized as good or bad in the future. The more vehement the protestations of the enthusiasts or the attackers, the more likely they are to be founded on prejudice, personal bias (often by way of "inside information") or downright commercialism. If you happen to like the music of Verdi better than that of Schoenberg, that is your own affair, and no one can properly argue with you; and if your greatest enthusiasm is expended on Brahms, Wagner, Beethoven and Bach, don't worry about the jeers of the iconoclasts, for your taste is supported by millions of the best minds and ears of the past.

America will never have a real taste for music until it is founded on sincerity and honesty. There has been far too much hypocrisy in our whole musical life, and it is still too easy to get on the band wagon, to ride with the crowd, and to utter opinions which are really not ours at all, but correspond with those that we slavishly respect, although their own foundation may be just as insincere and worthless.

... After the Concert

WE RECOMMEND


RUSSIAN BEAR, 201 Second Avenue. New York's favorite rendezvous for ten years, serving exceptionally good Russian and American dishes. Biljou's Balalaika Orchestra. Open every night. Dinner and a la carte, no cover at any time.

UNCAS LODGE

UNCASVILLE, CONN.
8th SUCCESSFUL SEASON


- Private Twin Lakes.
- 3 Clay Tennis Courts.
- Saddle Horses and Golf nearby.
- Unexcelled Cuisine.
- Socials, Theatricals, Camaraderie.

"Send for Booklet"

RATES: $25 for 1 week—$48 for 2 weeks
Rate per day, $4
Management Diana and Abe Berman
Camp Phone: Norwich 1885 Ring 5
New York Phone: NE418-2284—Evenings

DEIGHTFULLY DIFFERENT
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THE FANDANGUILLO DE HUELVA

by

COLLEADO

The Spanish Fandango, one of the oldest and most celebrated dances of Spain, has rather a modern version—the Fandanguillo de Huelva.

It was the writer's great privilege to be an interested and appreciative spectator at a colorful performance of this very charming dance.

El Chico, a Spanish Café, at the gates of Greenwich Village, brings to this country rare talent from Spain. The authentic costuming and the entire genuineness of the Spanish atmosphere at El Chico transports one to a realm of beauty and romance. Mr. Emilio Torres, formerly director of the Spanish Cultural Society at Columbia University, passes on these matters with an experienced eye, and all must come up to his standard.

The Fandanguillo is danced to a bright and lively tempo, beginning with the sudden whirring of castanets. Three brilliantly attired senoritas flash out and into the center of the stage. Two of them, after undulating turns and arm movements, take their positions upon little circular, raised platforms, designed to resemble tambourines. Upon this small base they dance, while the third senorita weaves in and out between the two others, thus the three young ladies dance together with a most intriguing rhythm. The slight sensuous movements of the hips and the brilliant clicking of the castanets create a picture that lives long in the memory of the beholder. The riotous color typical of the Flamencos or

(Continued on next page)
Charming in its simplicity

Golf • Tennis • Swimming • Saddle Horses • Canoeing, etc.

AN IDEAL SUMMER VACATION FOR ADULTS

Rates $27.50 per week
Entertainment and Dancing Every Night
N. Y. Office
1440 BROADWAY
PEnn. 6-7842
Booklet Upon Request

CAMP MILFORD
KENT, CONNECTICUT

(Sit Pretty) on a soft, dry MAT

Rent them at the entrances to the Stadium or from the attendants.

Learn Languages

BERLITZ Summer Courses
Special Rates During July and August

If you do not know how easy and enjoyable the Berlitz Method makes the study of French, German, Spanish, Italian, Russian or any other language, please call for a free demonstration lesson.

THE BERLITZ School of Languages
30 WEST 34th ST.
PEnn 6-1188

Gypsies does much to stimulate your fancy.
The credit for the very excellent execution of the dance goes to certain young ladies, by name—Consuelo Moreno, Adelina Duran and Nina. They are most accomplished dancers and it is to be hoped that they remain a long time at El Chico to give us beautiful dances from the many other provinces of Sunny Spain.
STADIUM CONCERTS REVIEW

CONTRIBUTORS

(Continued from page 4)

Irving Miller
Mrs. J. West Roosevelt
Mrs. Sigmund Mendelssohn
Mrs. W. Elenm Roosevelt
Mrs. Van S. Merle-Smith
Mrs. K. C. Hopkins
Mrs. Alexander B. Metcalfe
Felix T. Rosen
Mrs. E. F. Rosenbaum
Dr. L. Rosenbaum
J. Rosenberg
Mrs. Ernest Rosenfeld
Edgar Rosenthal
Mrs. Jesse Rosenthal
Miss Morris Rosenthal
George Ross
Mrs. L. Rosenbach
Alfred S. Rossin
Miss Gertrude R. Roti
Miss Anna J. Rothschild
Mrs. Marcus A. Rothschild
Walter Rothschild
Miss Walter S. Rothschild
Mr. & Mrs. F. Rothsstein

Miss Louise Andrews
Musician, Andrew
Mr. Seymour Home
Mrs. C. Stuart Mygatt

Simeon Nanheimer
Miss L. Nasawich
Mrs. E. J. Nation
George W. Naumberg
William Naumberg
Mr. Norman Blocum
Solon Naramgul
Mr. M. L. Newcomb
New York Foundation
Lansford B. Norrie

Miss Ellyen O'Daniel
Mr. J. O. M. O'Donovan, Jr.
Miss Charles Oppenheim
Mrs. Seymour Oppenheim

Carlton H. Palmer
Miss Alice T. Parkin
Miss Laura Proctor
Miss Joseph Parsons
Mrs. Alfred W. Payne
G. P. Peabody
Siegfried Pfeiler
Mr. P. Livingston
Pell, Jr.

Mr. Leonidio Peralta
Mr. Francis D. Perkins
Mrs. George W. Perkins
Miss Horton Perkins
Miss Clark Perrier
Mrs. William PERZHEIMER
Mr. Carl H. Pfeizheimer

I. J. Phillips & Co.

Mrs. J. H. Phillips & Co.

Miss Mary Doehn Polak

Miss Mary Doehn Polak

Miss A. N. Popper

Janet Pratt

Miss Roberta Pratt

Mr. M. Pratt

Mr. H. N. Pratt

Mr. J. W. Pratt

Mr. W. Pratt

Mrs. Margaret B. Pratford

Mr. Richard Proskauer

Mrs. Henry R. Putnam

Mrs. Huntington

Mr. Huntington Pyne, Jr.

Miss Bertha Racy

Various from Radio

Robert K. Radcliff

H. G. Ramhurtige

Miss Rae G. Rawlins

Mrs. John Reichenbach

Dr. Herman Rees

Miss Helen Remener

Miss Selma Renner

Miss Nellie Redd

Miss Edith S. Rice

Mr. Stanley Richter

C. A. Riegelman

Mrs. T. M. Riley

E. F. Riley

Mrs. T. M. Riley

Mrs. Julian W. Robbins

Mrs. E. C. Rogers

J. D. Rockefeller, Jr.

Douglas H. Rodde

Mrs. J. W. Rodde

Mrs. Jas. Gamble Rogers

Mrs. Catherine S. Rogers

Mrs. P. A. Rollins

Mrs. J. West Roosevelt

Mrs. W. Elenm Roosevelt

Mrs. K. C. Hopkins

Felix T. Rosen

Mrs. E. F. Rosenbaum

Dr. L. Rosenbaum

J. Rosenberg

Mrs. Ernest Rosenfeld

Edgar Rosenthal

Mrs. Jesse Rosenthal

Mrs. Morris Rosenthal

George Ross

Mrs. L. Rosenbach

Alfred S. Rossin

Miss Gertrude R. Roti

Miss Anna J. Rothschild

Mrs. Marcus A. Rothschild

Walter Rothschild

Miss Walter S. Rothschild

Mr. & Mrs. F. Rothsstein

Dr. Florence R. Sabin

Dr. Bernard Sacha

Dr. N. B. Sackett

Charles Sadowsky

J. M. Salomonowitz

Herman Salomon

C. F. Samson

Mrs. B. Aymar Sands

Dr. Charles H. Sander

Mrs. Russell E. Sardi

Mrs. Herbert L. Satterlee

Mrs. E. A. Salters

Mrs. Theodore F. Savage

Mrs. Convis Sayer

Miss Mary B. Sayes

Mrs. J. Louis Schafer

Leonard Schafer

M. Scheinman

Miss Gus Schiff

John M. Schiff

Mrs. Alfred Schiff

Mrs. Walter A. Schiff

Mrs. Schilbom

Miss Elise Schoenberger

Mrs. M. Schoenem

Mrs. Anthony Schulte

Mrs. Alfred Schulte

Mrs. David A. Schulte

Mrs. T. J. Schulte

John Schulte

Mrs. Joseph M. Schulte

Joseph Schummer

A. Schweitzer

Charles Schwartz

Emil Schmarrhut

Mrs. Charles E. Scott

Miss Edith Scoville

S. Seabur

Deborah J. Seeman

Bustan Seligman

Mrs. Albert J. Seligbaum

Mrs. Mary Selonick

Mrs. Joseph S. Selvage

Leon J. Shapiro

Alice M. Shapiro

Jilline P. Schroeder

Mrs. Hirumi W. Shirley

Mrs. Joseph S. Sidorov

Ogea Siegel

S. M. Siegmum

Mrs. William Sloane

Miss Anna S. Smithers

Miss Camilla K. Smith

Miss Van Swinder

Merle-Smith

Edwin L. Steeber

Walter B. Skiering

Charles Solomon

Mrs. A. F. Sneed

Kenneth M. Spence

Miss L. Springer

V. B. Steenstrom

Mrs. Alexis W. Stein

Mrs. Gerda Stein

Julius Steinberg

S. S. Steiger

Mrs. Frederick Steinway

Emil Stern

Henry Root Stern

L. Strauss

R. Stuart

Mrs. Woodford T. Stewart

Mrs. Samuel Stiefel

Miss Charlotte R. Stillman

Miss S. S. Stitz

Lyman Beecher Stone

Miss Mary G. Stone

Mrs. Hattie A. Strauss

Mrs. Herbert N. Strauss

Hugh G. Strauss

Mrs. Charles Strauss

Julius Strauss

Mr. Mark Strauss

Mrs. Joseph Stroock

Mrs. Sol M. Stroock

Mr. Samuel Sullivan

Mrs. Lionello Strollo

Mr. Samuel Strollo

Mrs. Thomas Thaw

Miss Elizabeth L. Symington

Mrs. Anna Tag

Mrs. Carl Taussig

Mrs. Thomas Tchaikovsky

Mrs. John R. Thomas, Jr.

Samuel Thorne

Victor C. Thorne

Miss Frieda C. Thumman

Lawrence H. Timblin

Miss Amy Villett

Mrs. Edward C. Towbridge

Stanley Tucker

Mrs. C. J. Ulman

United States Association of the Public Libraries of the City of New York

Mr. Calvin Underwood

Mr. Alvin Unmeyer

Mrs. Jonathan Unmeyer

Mrs. Irwin Unmeyer

Frank A. Vanderlip

Mrs. Mary Vanderlip

Mrs. Edwin C. Vogel

Samuel R. Wachtel

Richard Waldo

Richard H. Waldo

Miss Leon Bartlett

Walker

Frederick M. Warburg

Abraham Walberg

Mrs. Allen Wardwell

Edward Wardwell

Edward Wasserman

Mrs. Albert Waynott

Phillip Weidler

Arthur Well

Michael Wellman

Mrs. Charles Weinberg

Max Weisbom

Alexander Weinmann

Dr. K. Weisbom

Mr. John Weinstedt

The Werneke

Alfred West

Maurice Wertheim

GUSTAV WETZEL

Miss M. W. White

Miss Gertrude B. Whiteman

Whitney

Mrs. Han Van Wyck Wickes

Walter White

William M. Wilkie

Louis Willemsen

John L. Wilke

Henry Wilkins

William Williams

Mr. Louis Willson

William Wilson

Mrs. Eliza Wolfe

Mrs. John Wolfe

Mrs. James Wolfe

Mr. Louis Wolfshein

Irwin Wolman

Ida Wolfe

Mr. John Wightgton

William F. Widman

Mrs. J. J. Wylde

Raymond C. Yard

Edwin P. Young

Mrs. Maria H. Young

Mrs. Cornelius Zabriskie

Mrs. Arpad C. Zelles

Miss Zelmer

Miss Emma Zeitchin

Miss Edith Ziegler

Mrs. Henry Zuckerman
A good cigarette can cause no ills and cure no ailments....

but it gives you a lot of pleasure, peace of mind and comfort

We say that Chesterfields are milder—that they taste better—and we believe that you would enjoy them.

© 1934, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

the cigarette that's Milder
the cigarette that TASTES BETTER
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LEWISOHN STADIUM
College of the City of New York

THE PHILHARMONIC SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Courses in the evening or late afternoon. No entrance requirements. No examinations except for teachers requiring promotion credits. Among the sixty courses offered in the fall term:

**WORLD AFFAIRS**
Hans Kohn—Europe 1934
Moissaye J. Olgin—Soviet Russia
Ch'eo-Ting Chi—The Far East
Arthur Feiler—Postwar Germany
Delisle Burns—Fascism and Labor in England
Koppel S. Pinson—Nationalism

**PSYCHOLOGY AND EDUCATION**
Frankwood E. Williams and Caroline B. Zachry—Mental Hygiene in Education
Daniel Harrison Kulp—Sociology for Teachers
Eva Wunderlich—Progressive Education in Europe

**LITERATURE AND THE DRAMA**
Joseph Wood Krutch—The European Novel
Waldo Frank—New Forces in World Literature
Gorham Munson—Professional Writing

**ART**
Lecture courses by Ralph M. Pearson, Rudolf M. Riefstahl and Gilbert Rohde
Workshop courses by Camilo Egas, Kurt Roesch, Josué de Crevet, Nat Lowell, Erika Giovanna Klihn, Berenice Abbott

**POLITICS AND POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY**
Max Ascoli—Political Parties in Europe and the United States
Gerhard Colm—The New Deal
Morris R. Cohen—The Liberal Tradition in American Thought
Hans Speier—Historical Materialism
Bernhard J. Stern—Race and Civilization
I. M. Wolmer—The Law and Social Progress

**SCIENCE**
Henry J. Fry—Making of Modern Biology
J. B. S. Haldane—Human Biology and Social Reconstruction
Edward Kasner—Specimens of Higher Mathematics
Frederick Barry—Development of Science

**MUSIC AND THE DANCE**
Ernst Toch—Seminars in Musical Theory
Henry Cowell—Creative Music Today
Paul Boepple—Improvisation at the Piano
Paul Boepple—Solfege
John Martin and others—The Modern Dance
Doris Humphrey—Lessons in the Dance
Hanya Holm—The Wigman Dance
Folk Festival Council—Dances of Many Peoples

---

**THE GRADUATE FACULTY OF POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE**
Courses leading to the degrees of Master or Doctor of Social Science.
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CONNOISSEURS

The opera-goer and the lover of Schaefer Beer have one thing in common—a taste for the finer things.

Schaefer

The F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Co., Brooklyn, New York - Member of Brewers' Board of Trade
HERBERT LEHMAN:
"SILENT DYNAMITE"
By Saul Levitt and Allan Chase

When Governor Lehman was elected all factions, liberal and conservative, were jubilant. The conclusion of the campaign that it was an illegal Governor had reached the Executive Mansion in Albany. The liberals were especially happy about his victory. However, he thought that he was genuinely interested in the lot of the underdog and that he would push important humanitarian legislation through the State Legislature. Messrs. Levitt and Chase have examined his record closely and come to the conclusion that Mr. Lehman has been a great disappointment. He always was a banker, and he always will be a banker. He has done almost nothing for the underdog, and he has displayed immense executive cowardice. His State papers have been mainly rubbish, and his celebrated battle with Mayor LaGuardia showed him up in bad light.

PEARY DID NOT REACH THE POLE
By Henshaw Ward

Confidentially, most of the living American explorers have always had doubts that Peary reached the Pole. Many of them are convinced that as an explorer he was a fraud, but for various reasons they have not thought it wise to say so in public. Because they thought that he was a fraud, and comes to the conclusion that Peary did not reach the Pole, and that his own accounts belie his claim.

MUSSOLINI IS TOTTERING
By Anthony M. Turano

Mr. Turano has just returned from Italy, where he talked on intimate terms with members of various professions, and here he reports in detail what they told him about their real feelings with regard to Il Duce. All of them—lawyers, farmers, physicians, engineers, business men—are bitter against Mussolini. He has brought his country only misery, and it is now in worse condition than it has been in for twenty years. That Il Duce is definitely on the way out now seems to be beyond doubt.

A PLEA FOR SOCIALIZED MEDICINE
By George W. Aspinwall

Dr. Aspinwall's "The Plight of the Doctor" in the May issue will be remembered. In the present article he presents the chief arguments for health insurance and for socialized medicine, and he ends by expounding the latter. He thinks that socialized medicine is the only form of medical service that is equitable both to physicians and to the public.

FIRST ENCOUNTER
By Sigrid Undset

A new and very moving piece of autobiography by the celebrated Nobel Prize author. It deals with Madame Undset's first encounter with poverty, in her childhood, and it is told with all her celebrated effectiveness.
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COLUMBIA MASTER WORKS
RECORD ALBUM SETS

only

65¢

PER RECORD

We have on hand a limited number of the Columbia Black Album Sets [electrically recorded], priced originally at $1.50 and $2.00 per record, which we are offering at this sensationally low price while they last. Here are a few sets available:


DVORAK: Quartet in F ("American"). London String Quartet. List price, $4.50. Sales price $1.95

SCHUBERT: Sonata in A Major, Op. 120, for Piano. Myra Hess. List price, $4.50. Sales price $1.95

SCHUMANN: Symphony No. 4, in D Minor. Bruno Walter and Mozart Festival Orchestra. List price, $6.00. Sales price $2.60

WAGNER: Bayreuth Festival Recordings. Excerpts from Parsifal, Siegfried, Rheingold, and Walkuere. Karl Muck, Siegfried Wagner, Franz von Hoesslin, Bayreuth Festival Orchestra and Chorus; Alexander Ripins, Fritz Wolff. List price, $16.50. Sales price $7.15

LISZT: Concerto No. 2 in A Major, for Piano and Orchestra. Josef Pemhaur, with Orchestra under Dr. Weissman. List price, $4.50. Sales price $1.95


CHOPIN: Sonata in B Flat Minor, Op. 35, for Piano. Percy Grainger. List price, $4.50. Sales price $1.95


VERDI: Aida. In Italian, by eminent artists of Italy, Chorus of La Scala Theatre, Milan Symphony Orchestra under Cav. Lorenzo Molajoli. List price, $27.00. Sales price $11.70

PUCCINI: La Boheme. In Italian, by eminent artists of Italy, Chorus of La Scala Theatre, Milan Symphony Orchestra under Cav. Lorenzo Molajoli. List price, $19.50. Sales price $8.45

Store Open Evenings

New York Band
INSTRUMENT COMPANY

1166 Sixth Avenue (near 45th Street), New York
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Symphonic Program-Notes
by
LAWRENCE GILMAN

Symphony in E minor, No. 1, Op. 39
Jan Sibelius
(Born at Tavastehus, Finland, Dec. 9, 1865; now living)

[Thursday, August 16]

This symphony was composed in 1899 and published three years later. It was introduced to the repertoire of the Stadium Concerts by Mr. van Hoogstraten July 10, 1931.

"The plan of the work is spacious," wrote Mrs. Rosa Newmarch, literary godmother of Sibelius. "The composer has something to say, and takes his time in saying it. The structure of the score is firm, and contains, especially in the finale, an extraordinary wealth of thematic material. From the melancholy, half-pastoral theme given out by the clarinet in the opening bars, to the brief and impressive coda with which the work closes, we are conscious of a sweeping tide of virile power; a sustained flight of inspiration that neither flags, nor takes refuge in padding, nor drops into emotional incoherence.

'Sibelius' oneness with nature, and that kind of poetical pantheism which is the inheritance of his race, are evident in every page of this symphony. His orchestral combinations, more especially his use of the woodwind, seem at times a direct echo from the natural world, to the beauty and mystery of which he is peculiarly sensitive. One thinks of the melancholy grandeur of some masterpiece of Ruysdael. The vigorous Allegro energico of the first movement will contradict the idea that this is mere landscape painting, such as we find occasionally in the tone pictures of Smetana or Rimsky-Korsakoff. We feel that side by side with these reflections from the natural world the entire symphony has some very human and dramatic tale to tell, one of those unveiled programs of which we are ever seeking the impalpable solution."

***

The following analysis of the First Symphony of Sibelius was written by Mr. Arthur Shepherd, the accomplished American composer and critic:

"The introduction to the first movement (Andante ma non troppo, E Minor, 2-2 time) is begun by a solo clarinet, which, accompanied by a soft roll on the tympani, evokes a legendary mood, with a melody some twenty-eight measures long (this melody recurs in the Finale of the Symphony). Following this introductory passage the principal theme is presented in stark boldness by the first violins (Allegro energico): the consequent division of the theme is carried on in forceful accents by the woodwinds, leading forward to an eloquent re-statement of the initial period in full power, reaching at length an abrupt turning-point on an F-sharp major chord (dominant chord of the dominant key). A soft tremolando in divided strings and harp chords leads over to the curiously piquant and pungent second theme, in sharply rhythmical phrases, presented, conversationally, in the woodwinds and horns. An expressive corollary to this ejaculatory material is projected in long sustained

(Continued on next page)
phrases in the oboe, flutes and clarinets, in a wide dispersion, which, in its particular timbre, becomes a sort of hallmark of Sibelius’ orchestration. The staccato ejaculations reassert their way through a crescendo and accelerando culminating on a unison cadence in B minor. The development section is notable for its adroit blending of all the thematic material, a fragment or figure of one theme merging into that of another. Highly imaginative is the extended passage of overlapping and converging chromatic scales; one may imagine scudding clouds in a wind-swept sky, with screaming gulls rudely tossed from their course. A finely achieved crescendo marks the climax of the development, bringing with it the recapitulation with modifications and abridgements of the various themes.

* * *

“Second movement: Andante (ma non troppo lento), E-flat major, 2-2 time. The bardic flavor

SPIRITS LOW-

When your energy sags and you feel discouraged—light a Camel.
In a few minutes your vigor snaps back and you can face the

"Get a LIFT"
presents in the song-like principal theme of the
d second movement, heard in the first violins and 'cellos, with a brief refrain in the clarinets, re-
curring at the phrase intersections. A new
theme, soberly monastic in manner, is presented
by the bassoons and carried forward through a
rising crescendo by the other woodwinds, cul-
minating on a powerful seventh chord in the
brass, recalling rhythmically the initial measures
of the principal theme. This figure is taken
over, forthwith, by the strings, and developed
briefly, but vigorously, only to be followed by a
wistfully poetic passage in 6-4 time, bringing
with it a new theme in the first horn idyllic and
pastoral in character. There is a return to the
principal thematic material, which is modified,
transformed, and developed stormily, but the
end comes peacefully, with a recurrence of the
song theme and its refrain, subsiding finally,
ppp, in the strings, horns and harp.

"Third movement: Scherzo, Allegro, C major,
3-4 time. Announced with great gusto by strum-
mimg chords in the violas and 'cellos (pizzicato),
the principal motif of the Scherzo is presented

(Continued on page 24)
Correct Lightweight HATS enjoy the sponsorship of YOUNG'S

With traditional custom, famous since 1873, YOUNG'S presents the current vogue in Lightweight Felts in a distinguished array. Their smart styling and meritorious quality are apparent . . . correct for town and country wear.

YOUNG'S Lightweights
$2.85 and $3.50

STETSON Lightweights
$5 to $10

Young's

TWENTY-NINE SMART HAT SHOPS ALL OVER TOWN
Theatre of

YOUNG AMERICA
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THERE are one and a half million children of school age in New York City—and there is NOT one permanent theatre conducted for their special needs. The American Children's Theatre, Inc., has been formed as a non-profit membership corporation and proposes to make good this deficiency.

Hon. Fiorello H. LaGuardia writes:

"I am very much interested in the work you are doing in interesting school children in good, clean theatrical amusement. I shall be happy to lend my name as one of the sponsors of the American Children's Theatre for the advancement of these programs."

THE AMERICAN CHILDREN'S THEATRE WILL PRESENT FOR ITS OPENING PERFORMANCE ON OCTOBER 1ST:

"THE CHINESE NIGHTINGALE" A FANTASTIC COMEDY IN SEVEN SCENES

THE "THEATRE OF YOUNG AMERICA" IS A PERMANENT PLAYHOUSE WITH PROFESSIONAL ARTISTS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.

AMERICAN CHILDREN'S THEATRE, INC.
at the

THEATRE OF YOUNG AMERICA
COLUMBUS CIRCLE • NEW YORK • CIRCLE 7-6786
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OVERTURES
and
UNDERTONES

by

JOAN KLEIN

THIS shopper has a plea—lots of toe room for children's feet! At the first complaint about small shoes get another pair. Every time I go to a beach and see the results of bad early shoeing I want to take to a soap box and chide all mothers. Julius Grossman shoes are made on common sense lasts and abound in toe-room. They are fashioned to please the most style conscious child and they give the young foot a square deal.

*MIRACLES in steel and glass... gleaming towers thrusting upward past the very clouds... tomorrow's world, fabulous, invincible and closing in upon you even today. Resort life, the Opera, Actors, Actresses, the Turmoil and Strife in Europe, these are only a few of the wonders that are brought to you through the Embassy Newsreel. It brings a message to you, a new reminder, sweeping time, space and distance away. It is the perfect way to spend that vagrant hour between appointments.

* * *

OH, SWEET and lovely lady, beware!! Beware of squint lines, be they ever so fine, for the squint lines of today are the crow's feet of tomorrow. Helena Rubenstein has designed a special preparation to take care of this problem. After you are completely made up for before retiring, apply a light film of Herbal Eye Tissue Oil, composed of primary vitamins and rare herbal juices. This product gives your eyes that youthful glint so fashionable this season and at the same time it protects and corrects under eye lines, squint lines and shriveled eyelids.

Charming
in its simplicity

Golf  Tennis  Swimming  Saddle Horses  Canoeing, etc.

AN IDEAL SUMMER VACATION FOR ADULTS

Rates $27.50 per week
Entertainment and Dancing Every Night
N. Y. Office
1440 BROADWAY
PENN. 6-7842
Booklet Upon Request

CAMP MILFORD
KENT, CONNECTICUT

Just Published!

PIECES FOR TWO PIANOS—FOUR HANDS

The pioneer collection. 48 classic, romantic and modern compositions, ranging from Bach to Debussy. Separate volumes for each piano. In sheet music form, the 48 numbers would cost $125.00. Critical notes on each composition. Send for descriptive circular with complete contents.

Price $7.50 at music stores

THE DAYS
OF THE HARPSCHORD

A volume of 80 choice compositions by fifty eminent harpsichord composers. Forty authentic pictures. Critical notes, 192 pages, sheet music size. Send for descriptive circular and full information regarding THE PIANIST'S MUSIC SHELF.

Price $2.50 at music stores

HARCOURT, BRACE and CO.
388 Madison Ave., New York
IT WAS a novel idea for a thrilling color adventure. It was just an idea, that certain people in this city would enjoy a collection of books containing color illustrated suggestions for the designer, costumes, flowers, birds, etc., each volume in pocket size and to be sold at popular prices. Just a booklover's idea but it was just what multitudes of people wanted. The B. Westernman Book Shop at 13 West 46th Street had the idea and since then have been busy importing these French and German books in vast quantities. Fortunately the supply is as great as the demand, for you'll want a few of these for your collection.

* * *

DISCOVER for yourself the magic of a new haircomb! Tonight ... before your mirror ... try a new adventure in hair smartness, or, better still, go straight to that genius az Guro on Madison Avenue; his interest in you means a lot. Together you can discover your type, always a fascinating topic, and by the end of several pleasant minutes together you will have worked out a head that is the height of fashion. Mr. Guro's unique methods bring out the intrinsic beauty in every woman, not by making her conform to some conventional standard of beauty, but by molding the lines of her hair to conform with the dimensions and curves of her particular face.

* * *

TALKING about dramatic effects, did you ever notice what a dramatic interruption a hat can be? The very first thing you notice is a man's hat, shoes and hands . . . the three extremes. And how distinguished some men really look in the right kind of hat. Young's Stetson hats are designed to conform to faces . . . be they long, lean or rounded, and their color combinations are skilfully worked out by master designers. Pick up your morale with a new Young's Stetson, already setting the pace in quality mode for Fall.

* * *

IS THERE a season for well-groomed, healthy hair ... a few months when it is glossy and in condition and others when it is at the mercy of the salt sea, the sun and the whim of the weather? Why not make your healthy hair permanently healthy! The Ogilvie Sisters now sun condition it. This is the amazing treatment with "Protocen," the scientific miracle created by the world's most famous hair specialists. It is for men and women alike, is easily applied at home and protects hair from the ravages of dust, sun and the sea. Write for their free booklet on the care of the hair.

The Gramophone Shop, Inc. Is Conducting a Most Amazing RECORD SALE!

100,000
Brand New Electrically Recorded Discs
POLYDOR, BRUNSWICK, ODEON and PARLOPHONE
at 50c and 75¢
Per Record
Among thousands of other wonderful values,

BEETHOVEN:
Sonata in A Flat, "Pathétique." Played by Wilhelm Kempff, piano.
Six parts, three 10c records.

BRAHMS:
Piano Trio in C Major. Played by The Hirt Trio. Eight sides,
four 12c records.

CHOPIN:
Sonata in B Flat Minor, Opus 58. Played by Albert Lortet.
Four parts, two 12c records.

MOZART:
Symphony in C Minor, Opus 41, "The Jupiter." Played by Sir
Dan Godfrey and full Symphony Orchestra. Eight sides, four 12c
records.

MOUSSORGSKY-RAVEL:
Pictures at an Exhibition. Berlin State Orchestra, conducted by
Alois Melichar. Eight parts, four 12c records.

WAGNER:
Gotterdammerung — Siegfried's Funeral March. Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by
Wilhelm Furtwangler. Two parts, one 10c record.

Call or write for a complete list of the records included in this marvelous sale.

The Gramophone Shop, INCORPORATED
The World's Best Recorded Music
18 East 48th Street
New York

Whether Grass or Clay Courts is your hobby — you will find the distinctive courts of our courts an added joy.

Whitehaven Tennis Courts
170th St.—1 block E. of Grand Concourse
(10 minutes by Inbound, Subway to Stadium)
Jerome 7-0962
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For this one thing
the STEINWAY is built

It was the ambition of Theodore Steinway to build a piano which would surpass, in beauty of tone, any other piano he had ever heard.

For that, he would have turned the Steinway upside down or built it backwards, if it had seemed to him advisable. And he did, in fact, make so many changes that he evolved, at length, a whole new system of piano construction, now universally known as the Steinway system.

He changed the stringing of the piano to accord with his Duplex Scale. He changed the construction of the case. He worked out a new action. He developed a new alloy, and cast his own plates. And he made the piano a beautiful object as well as a beautiful instrument.

Because of his career, all pianos today are infinitely finer than they were. And in the building of the Steinway, the ideals which animated him still glow as brilliantly as in his lifetime... making the Steinway today a thing far greater even than when Theodore Steinway laid down his work.

Steinway prices now are extremely low. In Greater New York, a new Steinway can be obtained only from Steinway & Sons, at Steinway Hall, 109 W. 57th St., N. Y. C.

For temporary use Steinway pianos may be rented at very reasonable prices

STEINWAY
THE INSTRUMENT OF THE IMMORTALS

STADIUM PHILHARMONIC-SYMPHONY
SEASON OF 1941-42
Under the Direction of
WILLEM VAN HOUWELD
MONDAY, AUGUST 13, TUESDAY, AUGUST 14, WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 15

FOKINE RUSSIA

1. "Romeo and Juliet"; Overture-Fantasy for Orchestra
2.

"BOLERO"
Music by Maurice Ravel
Choreography by Michel Fokine


Leon Barte, Harold Haskin, Efify Girsh, Dean C. Casanova, Milton Barnet, George Kiddon, Vlaery, Joseph Lane.

INTERMISSION

Steinway is the official piano of Stadium Concerts. All Programs are being brochured.

(Program continued on next page)

Quick Notes

Use this Helena Rubinstein "Balm"! Results will amaze you! Waxing Excellent for coarse pores, blackheads, with Pasteurized Face Cream. Moisturizes skin and contours. Each 1.00.

At the Helena Rubinstein Salon for special advice on suntan.

helena rubinstein
8 EAST 57th STREET, PARIS
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THE PROGRAMS
SEASON OF 1934

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
In the Direction of
JAN HOOGSTRATEN

TUESDAY, AUGUST 14, and AUGUST 15, 1934, at 8:30 P. M.

RUSSIAN BALLET
Symphony for Orchestra, Tchaikovsky
Orchestra

"DOLERO"
by Maurice Ravel
Piano by Michel Fokine

SOPHIE KIMPAL, DOROTHY DENTON, LOVE MATIUK, DOROTHY PUCHEMPEL, MARY KATHERINE DAUGHERTY, VERA VOLKENAU, HENNY DOLLOVA, ROSA FELDMAN, BEATRICE LEVINE, MIRIAM PEKELEN, SUZANNE MARA, ANNABELLE LYON, EDNA VERALE, PEKELEN.

NASH, DEAN CROCKETT, FRED ROHDES, EUGENE LORING, JUAN ADDON, VLADIMIR GERALD, JACK QUIN, GEORGE CHAFFEE.

INTERMISSION

Program of the Stadium Concerts, being broadcast by station WOR.

(continued on page 19)

Good Feet deserve them
Bad Feet need them
famous for over 64 years

JULIUS GROSSMAN
SHOES
MEN - WOMEN - CHILDREN
NEW YORK
Fifth Avenue and 36th Street
BROOKLYN
551 Fulton St., opposite Loew's
372 DeKalb Ave., at Steuben St.

Josef Lhevinne
Famous Pianist

Choose Your Piano as the Artists Do
Such masters as Lhevinne, Iturbi, Bauer, Gieseking use the

Baldwin
MASTERPIECE GRAND EXCLUSIVELY
BALDWIN PIANOS
20 EAST 54th ST.
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Presto

You say, "Certainly Martinson's is much finer coffee but it costs more." True, and yet Martinson's is actually economical to use - its extra richness makes many more cups per pound.

Here's a puzzler for you...

These bars of music are taken from a well-known composition of a great composer. Identify it... send the name with this advertisement to Jos. Martinson, Inc., 85 Water St., N.Y.C. and receive a full half-pound of Martinson's Coffee Absolutely Free!

We reserve the right to rescind this offer at any time.

Cool Brassieres for Warm Weather Wear

Whether you want minimum or maximum support, you'll find it comfortably cool in lace or net brassieres by Maiden Form. Ask to see "Cool-Ette," too - the one-piece foundation combining "Half-Way" with a Lastex - and - batiste girdle.

"Hold-Tite" is built up to control the upper as well as lower bust curves, with non-slip shoulder straps. In net or lace, $1.00 and $1.50.

At All Leading Stores

Maiden Form Brassieres Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.
THE DAVID MANNES MUSIC SCHOOL
David and Clara Mannes, Directors

The School offers comprehensive and intensive artist and teachers’ courses leading to a certificate or a diploma.

Members of the Artist-Faculty, Season 1934-1935

Piano
Warren Casey
Frank Sheridan
Newton Swift
Isabelle Vengerova
Ralph Wolfe

Violin
Seraphin E. Albisser
Paul Slawich
'Cello
Naum Benditsky
Lennart Rosanoff

Solfeggio
Mary Flanner

Voice
Virginia Colombati
Vincent V. Hubbard

Organ
Winsten Cheney

Composition
Dr. Hans Welske

NEW SEASON BEGINS OCTOBER 4th, 1934
157 East 74th Street
New York
Steinway Piano

(Program continued from page 17)

"LES SYLPHIDES"

Romantic Reverie in One Act by Michel Fokine

Music by Chopin

Choreography by Michel Fokine

Nocturne: Soloists—Albertina Vitak, Dorothy Denton, Dorothy Hallberg, Annabelle Lyon, Edna Veralle, Stella Clausen, and George Chafee.


Valse: Annabelle Lyon.

Mazurka: Albertina Vitak.

Mazurka: George Chafee.

Prelude: Dorothy Hallberg.

Valse: Albertina Vitak and George Chafee.

Valse: Albertina Vitak and Ensemble.

INTERMISSION

(Program continued on page 21)

AUGUST! A GREAT MONTH of PROGRAMS

Featuring:

COPINSKY TRIO, PHILHARMONIC QUARTET, TOSCHA SEIDEL, ALLA NAZIMOVA, MOLLY PICON, SIGMUND SPAETH, ISA KREMER, HALL JOHNSON CHOIR

PINE GROVE CONCERT RECITALS broadcast directly from Unity House

every Sat. at 10 P.M. (D.B.T.) over WEVD

Aug. 19th: "IN ABRAHAM’S BOSON"

with Frank Wilson and Rose McGlendan

A VACATION MESSAGE TO STADIUM AUDIENCES

UNITY HOUSE offers superb facilities for play and relaxation. Many new facilities this year for sport and play. $25.50 per week—August. Reduction to Union members. Owned by L.L.G.W.U. on non-profit basis.

Kindly mention "STADIUM CONCERTS REVIEW"
PHILHARMONIC - SYMPHONY

CONDUCTORS

ARTURO TOSCANINI
OTTO KLEMPERER
ARTUR RODZINSKI

BRUNO WALTER
WERNER JANSSEN
HANS LANGE

The following series of concerts will be given:

ALL AT CARNEGIE HALL

15 Even Thursday Evenings — 15 Even Friday Afternoons
15 Odd Thursday Evenings — 15 Odd Friday Afternoons

10 Odd Saturday Evenings (Students') — 10 Even Saturday Evenings (Students')

10 Even Sunday Afternoons — 10 Odd Sunday Afternoons
10 Sunday Afternoons (Series Three)

ALL SUNDAY SERIES REMAIN AT POPULAR PRICES

CONCERTS FOR CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE

ERNEST SCHELLING, Conductor

ONE SERIES ONLY OF 5 SATURDAY MORNINGS

SPECIAL FEATURES FOR NEXT SEASON

BRAHMS CYCLE under Toscanini on 6 Thursdays, Fridays and Sundays, including 4 symphonies, German Requiem, 2 piano concerti with Horowitz and Gabriolowitsch as soloists, and Violin Concerto with Helfetz as soloist.

WAGNER CYCLE with distinguished vocal soloists under Bruno Walter.

Communications and NEW APPLICATIONS should be sent to the Philharmonic-Symphony Offices, 1609 Steinway Building, 113 West 57th St.

ARTHUR JUDSON, Mgr.

(Steinway Piano)

BRUNO ZIRATO, Ass't Mgr.

FOR THAT GLAMOROUS Poured-in LOOK!

- This new FLEXEES foundation, with its ingenious "Twin-Control," holds you in amazingly, without sacrifice of comfort, and moulds you into a symphony of curves. No hooks, no bones and backless to the waist. Batiste model illustrated, $15. In all satin, $16.50. At leading stores everywhere.

FLEXEES
THE WORLD'S LOVELIEST FOUNDATIONS

ARTISTIC FOUNDATIONS, INC. • NEW YORK
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Kindly Mention "STADIUM CONCERTS REVIEW"
4. "POLOVTSIAN DANCES" from PRINCE IGOR

Music by Alexandre Borodin
Choreography by Michel Fokine

POLOVTSK Planet: Winona Bimboni, Betty Eisner, Issabellie Kimpal, Dorothy Denton,

Love Matriuk, Dorothy Hallberg, Alice Wynne, Marjorie Beauchamp, Mary K. Daugherty,

Vera Volkenau, Genevieve Hageman, Frances Mentz, Jenny Dolova.

POLOVTSKY GIRLS: Edna Verallie, Frances Suzanne, Thalia Mara, Annabelle Lyon, Stella

Clausen, Selma Schwartz, Celia Pekeloer.

POLOVTSKY WARRIORS: Harold Haskin, Eddy Girsh, Leon Barte, Dean Crockett, Fred Rohdes,

Eugene Loring, Juan Casanova, Milton Barnett, George Kiddon, Vladimir Gerald, Jack

Quin, George Chaffee, Joseph Lane.

ADOLESCENTS: Rosa Feldman, Beatrice Levine, Madeleine Leweck, Thelma Himmel, Ellen

Halversen, Miriam Weiskopf.

Conductor, ERNST HOFFMAN

(Program continued on page 23)
THE MUSIC GUILD
SONYA MINTZ, Founder
Presents
A SEASON OF POPULAR-PRICED CONCERTS
at Roerich Hall, Riverside Drive and 103rd Street

PRE-SEASON ANNOUNCEMENT:
Through the kind cooperation of the Roerich Society, and of our patrons, The Music Guild is able to offer the New York concert-going audience a full season of recitals by outstanding artists at unprecedented prices.

BOX OFFICE PRICES: ORCHESTRA, $1.00; REAR ORCHESTRA AND BALCONY, 50c

The Music Guild Series of popular-priced concerts will include recitals by such noted artists as

SIDNEY SUKOENIG, Pianist
ANA DREITEL, Cellist
BERNARD FRIEDMAN, Baritone
SADAH SCHUHARI, Violinist
FLORENCE JOHNSON, Contralto
STRINGWOOD TRIO, with
JEANETTE SCHEERER, Clarinetist

JOIN THE MUSIC GUILD!
YEARLY MEMBERSHIP OF ONE DOLLAR ENTITLES YOU TO ATTEND
ANY FOUR CONCERTS FREE
ANY OTHERS AT HALF-PRICE

(Bulletin of events mailed monthly)
Membership Books Close October 1st
Mail Fee with Application Now!

THE MUSIC GUILD
527 Fifth Avenue, New York • VAnderbilt 3-3670

Now! A Camp for Men
CAMP BERKSHIRE
FOR MEN
SPONSORED by and ADJOINING
BERKSHIRE COUNTRY CLUB
In this Ski Paradise, you do what you well
want—Golf, Tennis, Swimming, Boating, Hand-
ball—or just lie around in a strong sun and
a pair of shorts. When evening comes, lights
twinkle at the Berkshire Country Club adjoin-
ing. When lifting rhythms and the pleas of
lovely ladies crying to dance stir romance in
you, beat it under the shower, brush your hair
and come on over. Rate: $22.50 per week.
11 West 42nd Street. PENNSYLVANIA 6-1742

New School of the Dance
Announces
ITS SUMMER COURSE
by
Sara Mildred Strauss, Concert and Theatrical Dancing
Paul Draper Tape Dancing
Evelyn Hubbell Ballroom Dancing
Mrs. J. Glenwood Jones Speech and Dictation
Daily professional and non-professional classes.

STEINWAY HALL
113 West 57th Street • Circle 7-5493

Everything in Music
Especially
Miniature
Orchestra Scores
Edwin F. Kalmus
209 W. 57th STREET, NEW YORK
Phone Circle 7-0181

PAGE TWENTY-TWO
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ROCKEFELLER CENTER, most modern building development in the world, is a permanent Century of Progress in art, industry, recreation and amusement. Theatres, shops, educational and scientific exhibits, broadcasting studios, landscaped gardens and roofs, international buildings and observation roofs offer a variety of interest. You may take a GUIDED TOUR through Rockefeller Center at any hour from 10 A.M. to 9 P.M. for $1.00. The tour includes a trip to the OBSERVATION ROOF atop the 70-story RCA Building and a fifty-mile view of New York and surrounding territory. For information telephone Circle 7-5312.

ROCKEFELLER CENTER . . . Fifth Avenue at 50th Street

(Program continued from page 21)

THURSDAY, AUGUST 16, 1934
(Program subject to change without notice)

1. SIBELIUS

   I. Andante ma non troppo; Allegro energico
   II. Andante, ma non troppo lento
   III. Scherzo: Allegro
   IV. Finale (Quasi una fantasia): Andante; Allegro molto

   INTERMISSION

2. WEBER
   Overture to "Oberon"

3. DELIBES
   Sylvia Suite

4. MENDELSSOHN
   Nocturne and Scherzo from Music for "A Midsummer Night's Dream"

5. WAGNER
   Ride of the Valkyries

GOLD

HIGHEST PRICES
IN 100 YEARS

Cash paid immediately for gold, jewelry, broken or discarded trinkets, gold teeth, watches and chains.

U.S. GOVERNMENT LICENSED NO ASSAY CHARGES

EMPIRE

GOLD BUYING SERVICE
350 FIFTH AVENUE, Corner 34th STREET
ROOM 710

Hear DEVORA NADWORNEY, the Voice of Gold, who sang in the Stadium presentation of Boris Godounoff, on your radio any Sunday at 1:45 over WEAF.
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SYMPHONIC PROGRAM-NOTES

(Continued from page 11)

forcefully by the tympani and immediately afterwards by the violins. This motif, which, in the formal sense, becomes only a figure in the phrase-building, dominates, in a large degree, the first and third sections of the movement. Subsidiary ideas are developed spiritedly. An exceptionally telling modulation leads over to the Trio section with the new theme presented by the horns. The re-statement of this phrase 'peters out' as it were on an attenuated cadence in C-sharp minor (long trill on clarinet and tympani) highly original and fantastic in effect. Quite formal in tri-partite design, the movement concludes with a reiteration of the initial motive accompanied by strumming chords as in the beginning.

* * *

"Finale (Quasi una Fantasia): Andante; Allegro, molto, E minor. The introductory portion of this movement brings a re-statement in the strings, accompanied by brass, of the theme heard at the beginning of the Symphony (given out there by the clarinet). The main body of the movement (Allegro, 2-4 time) projects an agitated theme in the clarinets and bassoons,
which, in detached phrase-form, is bandied about through the differing choirs, the material assuming more and more the character of free fantasy as implied in the superscription of the movement. A broad and poignantly expressive theme is at length heard in the violins, sung sonorously in the low register. This is the inevitable foil for the strenuously agitated material of the first part, which returns in a forceful development only to be followed in turn by an eloquent climax on the song theme. The Symphony ends dramatically in a manner similar to the close of the first movement.”

---

**SIT PRETTY**

on a soft, dry

**MAT**

Rent them at the entrances to the Stadium or from the attendants.

---

**BERNORD AZ GURO**

Penthouse Beauty Salon

NEW YORK’S FOREMOST HAIR EXPERT

**Offers**

A HAIR TRIM, SHAMPOO, HERB RINSE and WAVE

439 Madison Ave.

**Special—$3.50**

Phone: Wickersham 2-1692
Advance Programs
FRIDAY, AUGUST 17, and
SATURDAY, AUGUST 18, 1934, at 8:00 P. M.

FAUST
Opera in Four Acts (Five Scenes) (In French)
Book by Jules Barbier and Michel Carre
Music by Charles Gounod

Faust ___________________________ Dimitri Onofrei
Mephistopheles ___________________ Leon Rothier
Valentin _________________________ Mostyn Thomas
Wagner __________________________ Louis D'Angelo
Marguerite _________________________ Aida Doninelli
Siebel ___________________________ Pearl Besuner
Marthe ___________________________ Philine Falco

Act 1, Divertissement by Corps de Ballet
(Arranged by Rita De Leporte)
Conductor, Alexander Smallens
Stage Manager, Alexander D. Puglia

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
Act 1—Scene 1—The Laboratory of Doctor
Faust (Nuremberg).
Scene 2—The Kermesse.
Act II—Marguerite's Garden.
Act III—A Public Square.
Act IV—The Prison (Apotheosis).

MICHEL and VERA
FOKINE
MODERN RUSSIAN BALLET
Necessary Foundation for All Forms
of the Dance
Character Dancing Rhythmic Exercises
For Professionals and Beginners
Also Special Children's Classes

4 Riverside Drive TRafalgar 7-9171

PAGE TWENTY-SIX
SUNDAY, AUGUST 19, 1934
(Program subject to change without notice)

1. BRAHMS
   Symphony No. 1, in C minor, Op. 68
   I. Un poco sostenuto; Allegro.
   II. Andante sostenuto.
   III. Un poco allegretto e grazioso.
   IV. Adagio; Più andante; Allegro non troppo, ma con brio.

   INTERMISSION

2. ROSSINI
   Overture to “William Tell”

3. CHABRIER
   Espana

4. J. STRAUSS
   Waltz, “Wienerblut”

5. LISZT
   Symphonic Poem, “Les Préludes”

MONDAY, AUGUST 20, 1934
(Last Night of the Season)
(Program subject to change without notice)

1. TCHAIKOVSKY
   Symphony No. 4, in F minor
   I. Andante sostenuto — Moderato con anima.
   II. Andantino in modo di canzona.
   III. Scherzo: Pizzicato ostinato.
   IV. Finale: Allegro con fuoco.

   INTERMISSION

2. GLINKA
   Overture to “Russian and Ludmilla”

3. IPPOLITOFF-IVANOFF
   Caucasian Sketches

4. BORODIN
   Prince Igor Dances

5. TCHAIKOVSKY
   Overture 1812

---

CAMP TAMIMENT
TAMIMENT, PA.
A Camp for Adults
NIGHTS of scintillating entertainment and romance, musical and dramatic programs under direction of Mac Liebman.
SPORTS—the finest in the East—17 tennis courts, 6 handball courts, all ball games, 100 boats and canoes, 1 mile private lake. Horseback riding, everything in sports. Daily lectures by famous authorities. Attractive rates. $27.50 per week during August. DeLuxe accommodations at small extra charge. Reduced Railroad Fares. Booklet and Road Map on Request.

---

• A BIT OF THE RIVIERA!
Guests who have traveled the world over so term the Chelsea. • Continental informality and charm. • Bathing directly from guests’ apartments. • Lunching in beach robes on open air terraces. • Dinner music by artists selected from the Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra. • Expanses of lawns, with electric fountains, backed up by the widest sun decks in Atlantic City. • All of these innovations available to both American and European Plan guests. • HOWARD LANIN and his orchestra play nightly in the grill.

---

National Opera Guild
Complete Education in
VOICE—PIANO—SIGHT SINGING
at $1 Lessons
308 W. 94th St. Riverside 9-0297
SYNOPSIS OF THIS WEEK'S OPERA

by

R. D. DARRELL


THE STORY IN BRIEF

Faust, an aged philosopher, has wearied of the pursuit of knowledge and is contemplating suicide when the Easter merrymaking outside his lonely studio spurs him to make a last desperate bid for youth and love. Conjuring up the Devil, Mephistopheles, he is tempted by a vision of the fair village maiden, Marguerite, into bartering his soul for a return of his youth. Rejuvenated, Faust joins the holiday festivities and with Mephistopheles' diabolical aid he courts and seduces Marguerite. When her brother, Valentin, returns from war to find his sister betrayed, he challenges Faust and in the ensuing duel Faust, again aided by the Devil's trickery, fatally wounds him. With Valentin's dying curse ringing in her ears, the despairing Marguerite is driven insane and murders the child she has borne to Faust. With Mephistopheles' help, Faust enters the cell in which she is awaiting execution and begs her to escape with him. Marguerite's unbalanced mind dreams wistfully of her former happiness, but a glimpse of Mephistopheles fills her with terror and, spurning Faust and the Demon, she turns to heaven for forgiveness and aid. In baffled rage Mephistopheles drags Faust off to hell, while the transfigured and redeemed Marguerite is born aloft by an angelic host.

This year it's Napanoch!

... offering you more for your VACATION DOLLAR than ever before. Thrilling entertainment by C. B. S. (Columbia Broadcasting Corp.) First time you can hear these Radio stars at a resort. Every Sport and Social Activity! Camp Activities — Hotel Comforts CUISINE PAR EXCELLENCE


NAPANOCHE COUNTRY CLUB NAPANOCHE, N.Y.

Tel. Ellenville 700 SAMUEL MOLL, Director

Napanech Country Club
CRARYVILLE, N.Y.

• One visit is worth a thousand words. If you haven't seen COPAKE'S scenic splendor, its magnificent waterfront, the 18-hole championship golf course, 12 tennis courts, unexcelled swimming, boating and fishing on crystal clear Lake Copake, write for FREE PORTFOLIO OF GIANT PHOTOS, THREE FEET WIDE, to 116 Nassau St., or phone BEekman 3-9620.

Enjoy COPAKE Country Club CRARYVILLE, N.Y.
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Claremont
ON RIVERSIDE DRIVE
at 124th STREET
Just a Few Blocks from the Stadium
Where the Waves of the
Hudson Hug Manhattan's Shore

FERDE GROFE
and his
Columbia Broadcasting Orchestra
Dining and Dancing
Under the Stars
Dancing Until Closing—1 A.M.
(Saturday—2 A.M.)

Luncheon 12:00 to 3:00 ....... $1.00
Tea 3:00 to 5:30 ........... .50
Dinner 6:00 to 9:00 ........ 1.50
Supper A La Carte

NO COVER CHARGE

HIGHLIGHTS OF NEW YORK
NOT TO BE MISSED!

S
HISTORY IN THE MAKING!
The latest News Pictures from all over
the world.
Weekly Change of Program Every Satur-
day. Cont. Daily 10 a.m. to Midnight.

E
EMBASSY NEWS THEATRE
15c Till 2 — 25c After
1560 Broadway, bet. 46th and 47th Sts.


... After the Concert
WE RECOMMEND

RUSSIAN ART, 181 Second Avenue, corner
11th Street. First and foremost Russian restau-
rant. Three Floor Shows Nightly. Tashof's
Gypsy Orchestra. Finest Russian Dinner in New
York. 90 cents. No cover. Large assortment
of choice wines, liquors and vodka.

RUSSIAN BEAR, 201 Second Avenue. Now
featurures Peter Bijou and his original Russian Bear
Balalaika Orchestra, which broadcasts on Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday on WABC. Exception-
ally fine Russian dishes. Open air dining. Dinner
and a la carte. Open every night. No cover charge.

AUGUST SALE
of MODERN
FURNITURE
by America's Largest Modern
Concern ... Furnishings of 38
Model Rooms at Discounts up to
30%

Just twice a year we hold an event of this kind
... offering our regular stock of modern pieces in
our showing of 38 model rooms ... at important
savings. Our discounts up to 30% for this sale
mean that you are buying custom-built modern
furniture ... original in design and craftsmanship
... at worthwhile reductions. We suggest you
attend early for the best possible selections!

MODERNAGE
162 E 33rd St
(3½ Blocks East of the Empire State)
designers and makers of modern furniture

OPEN Monday and Wednesday Until 8 P. M.
All Day Saturday Until 6 P. M.
A

Stadium Concert

without the music of Bach, Beethoven, Wagner, etc., would be as popular as a glass of good beer without

OAKDALE PRETZELS

To make that next party a pronounced success, be sure and serve pretzels baked by the

OAKDALE PRETZEL CO.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Tel. EV. 7-1706-7-8

The ATLANTIC Hotel

formerly STRUNSKY'S—on the Ocean Front

BELMAR, NEW JERSEY

SPORTS

GOLF
FISHING—Off our newly built pier
SUN BATHS—On our roof solarium
TENNIS On our Hardball courts
CANOEING and FISHING in Shark River.

ENTERTAINMENT

Dancing Nightly to HARRY SHERDON's Cafe des Beaux Arts Orchestra

DRAMATIC PROGRAMS

DELECTABLE CUISINE

Rates $25 Per Week

N. Y. Off. OR 4-2673
A good cigarette can cause no ills and cure no ailments....

but it gives you a lot of pleasure, peace of mind and comfort

We say that Chesterfields are milder—that they taste better—and we believe that you would enjoy them.

the cigarette that's MINDER the cigarette that TASTES BETTER
STADIUM
CONCERTS
REVIEW

LEWISOHN
STADIUM
College of the City of New York

THE PHILHARMONIC SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Essecue. Imperiale Russe is to me Lengzel's "Magic Ring" for the possession of which it is valorous to fight. Faithfully

Friedrich Schorr, whose matchless baritone revitalized Wagnerian opera to the joy of music lovers everywhere; member Metropolitan Opera Co.

Lengzel PARFUMS PARIS (FRANCE) NEW YORK
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THE NEW SCHOOL
FALL TERM OPENING OCTOBER 1

Courses in the evening or late afternoon. No entrance requirements. No examinations except for teachers requiring promotion credits. Among the sixty courses offered in the fall term:

WORLD AFFAIRS
Hans Kohn—Europe 1934
Moissaye J. Olgin—Soviet Russia
Ch’ao-Ting Chi—The Far East
Arthur Feiler—Postwar Germany
Delisle Burns—Fascism and Labor in England
Koppel S. Pinson—Nationalism

PSYCHOLOGY AND EDUCATION
Frankwood E. Williams and Caroline B. Zachry—Mental Hygiene in Education
Daniel Harrison Kulp—Sociology for Teachers
Eva Wunderlich—Progressive Education in Europe

LITERATURE AND THE DRAMA
Joseph Wood Krutch—The European Novel
Waldo Frank—New Forces in World Literature
Gorham Munson—Professional Writing

ART
Lecture courses by Ralph M. Pearson, Rudolf M. Riefstahl and Gilbert Rohde
Workshop courses by Camilo Egas, Kurt Roessch, José de Creeft, Nat Lowell, Erika Giovanni Klien, Berenice Abbott

POLITICS AND POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY
Max Ascoli—Political Parties in Europe and the United States
Gerhard Colm—The New Deal
Morris R. Cohen—The Liberal Tradition in American Thought
Hans Speier—Historical Materialism
Bernhard J. Stern—Race and Civilization
I. M. Wormser—The Law and Social Progress

SCIENCE
Henry J. Fry—Making of Modern Biology
J. B. S. Haldane—Human Biology and Social Reconstruction
Edward Kasner—Specimens of Higher Mathematics
Frederick Barry—Development of Science

MUSIC AND THE DANCE
Ernst Toch—Seminars in Musical Theory
Henry Cowell—Creative Music Today
Paul Boepple—Improvisation at the Piano
Paul Boepple—Solfège
John Martin and others—The Modern Dance
Doris Humphrey—Lessons in the Dance
Hanya Holm—The Wigman Dance
Folk Festival Council—Dances of Many Peoples

THE GRADUATE FACULTY OF POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE
Courses leading to the degrees of Master or Doctor of Social Science.

☐ Please send me the NEW SCHOOL catalogue  ☐ Please send me the GRADUATE FACULTY catalogue

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

THE NEW SCHOOL  •  66 WEST 12th ST.  •  NEW YORK
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The opera-goer and the lover of Schaefer Beer have one thing in common—a taste for the finer things.

Schaefer

The F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Co., Brooklyn, New York · Member of Brewers' Board of Trade
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A PLEA FOR
SOCIALIZED MEDICINE

By George W. Aspinwall

Dr. Aspinwall’s “The Plight of the Doctor” in the May issue will be remembered. In the present article he presents the chief arguments for health insurance and for socialized medicine, and he ends by espousing the latter. He thinks that socialized medicine is the only form of medical service that is equitable both to physicians and to the public.

FIRST ENCOUNTER

By Sigrid Undset

A new and very moving piece of autobiography by the celebrated Nobel Prize author. It deals with Madame Undset’s first encounter with poverty, in her childhood, and it is told with all her celebrated effectiveness.

HERBERT LEHMAN: "SILENT DYNAMITE"

By Saul Levitt and Allan Chase

When Governor Lehman was elected all factions, liberal and conservative, were jubilant. The consensus of opinion was that at last an ideal Governor had reached the Executive Mansion in Albany. They liberals were ought to be very happy about his victory, because they thought that he was genuinely interested in the lot of the underdog and that he would push important humanitarian legislation through the State Legislature. Messrs. Levitt and Chase have examined his record closely and come to the conclusion that Mr. Lehman has been a great disappointment. He always was a banker, and he always will be a banker. He has done almost nothing for the underdog, and he has displayed immense executive cowardice. His State papers have been mainly rubbish, and his celebrated battle with Mayor LaGuardia showed him up in bad light.

PEARY DID NOT REACH THE POLE

By Henshaw Ward

Confidentially, most of the living American explorers have always had doubts that Peary reached the Pole. Many of them are convinced that as an explorer he was a fraud, but for various reasons they have not thought it wise to say so in public. Mr. Ward here rehearses all the evidence, and comes to the conclusion that Peary did not reach the Pole, and that his own accounts belie his claim.

MUSSOLINI IS TOTTERING

By Anthony M. Turano

Mr. Turano has just returned from Italy, where he talked on intimate terms with members of various professions, and here he reports in detail what they told him about their real feelings with regard to Il Duce. All of them—lawyers, farmers, physicians, engineers, business men—are bitter against Mussolini. He has brought his country only misery, and it is now in worse condition than it has been in for twenty years. That Il Duce is definitely on the way out now seems to be beyond doubt.

Special Offer: 9 Months for $2—(1/2 regular price)

Enter my subscription for 9 months. I enclose $2.00.

Additional postage: Canada, 40¢; foreign, 75¢
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THE AMERICAN MERCURY 730 Fifth Avenue NEW YORK, N. Y.
COLUMBIA MASTER WORKS
RECORD ALBUM SETS

only

65¢
PER RECORD

We have on hand a limited number of the Columbia Black Album Sets (electrically recorded), priced originally at $1.50 and $2.00 per record, which we are offering at this sensationally low price while they last. Here are a few of the sets available:


SCHUBERT: Sonata in A Major, Op. 120, for Piano. Myra Hess. List price, $4.50. Sales price $1.95.

SCHUMANN: Symphony No. 4, in D Minor. Bruno Walter and Mozart Festival Orchestra. List price, $6.00. Sales price $2.60.


LISZT: Concerto No. 2 in A Major, for Piano and Orchestra. Josef Penkaur with Orchestra under Dr. Weissman. List price, $4.50. Sales price $1.95.


VERDI: Aida. In Italian, by eminent artists of Italy, Chorus of La Scala Theatre, Milan Symphony Orchestra under Cav. Lorenzo Molajoli. List price, $27.00. Sales price $11.70.


Store Open Evenings

New York Band
INSTRUMENT COMPANY

1166 Sixth Avenue (near 45th Street), New York

"IF IT IS recorded, WE CAN SUPPLY IT"
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Symphonic Program-Notes

by

LAWRENCE GILMAN

Symphony No. 1, in C minor, Op. 68 .................................. Johannes Brahms
(Born at Hamburg, May 7, 1833; died at Vienna, April 3, 1897)

[Sunday, August 19]

From the first notes of this symphony we are aware of a great voice, uttering superb poetic speech. The momentous opening (the beginning of an introduction of thirty-seven measures, Un poco sostenuto, 6-8) is among the unforgettable exordiums of music—a majestic upward sweep of the strings against a phrase in contrary motion for the wind, with the basses and timpani reiterating a sombrely persistent C. The following Allegro is among the most powerful and draconian of Brahms' symphonic movements.

In the deeply probing slow movement we get the Brahms who is perhaps most to be treasured: the musical thinker of long vistas and grave meditations, the lyric poet of inexhaustible tenderness, the large-souled dreamer and humanist—the Brahms for whom the unavoidable epithet is "noble." How richly individual in feeling and expression is the whole of this Andante sostenuto! No one but Brahms could have extracted the precise quality of emotion which issues from the simple and heartfelt theme for the strings, horns, and bassoon in the opening pages; and the lovely complement for the oboe is inimitable—a melodic invention of such enamouring beauty that it has lured an unchallengeably sober commentator into conferring upon it the attribute of "sublimity." Though perhaps "sublimity"—a shy bird, even on Olympus—is to be found not here, but elsewhere in this symphony.

* * *

The third movement (the Poco allegretto e grazioso which takes the place of the customary Scherzo) is beguiling in its own special loveliness; but the chief glory of the symphony is the Finale.

Here—if need be—is an appropriate resting-place for that daffidol eagle among epithets, Sublimity. Here there are space and air and light to tempt its wings. The wonderful C major song of the horn in the slow introduction of this movement (Più Andante, 4-4), heard through a vaporous tremolo of the muted strings above softly held trombone chords, persuaded William Foster Apthorp that the episode was suggested to Brahms by "the tones of the Alpine horn, as it awakens the echoes from mountain after mountain on some of the high passes in the Bernese Oberland." This passage is interrupted by a foreshadowing of the majestic chorale

(Continued on next page)
SYMPHONIC PROGRAM-NOTES
(Continued from previous page)

(trombones and bassoons) which, at the climax of the movement, takes the breath with its startling grandeur. And then comes the chief theme of the Allegro—that whole-souled and joyous tune of which even the loyal Miss Florence May says that it undoubtedly recalls to everyone who hears it the famous theme in the Finale of Beethoven’s Ninth. Regarding this matter, however, Mr. Apthorp spoke sanely, “One cannot call it plagiarism,” he remarked: ”it is two men saying the same thing.” He might have quoted the observation of Warburton: that “Dryden bor-

SPIRITS LOW—

When your energy sags and you feel discouraged—light a Camel.
In a few minutes your vigor snaps back and you can face the

“Get a LIFT
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rowed for want of leisure, and Pope for want of genius”; but he would probably have pointed out that Brahms had plenty of both.

Of the culminating moment in the Finale—the mighty proclamation of the chorale in the coda—Professor Spalding says that "on hearing this, it always seems as if the heavens above us really opened.”

Even pedestrian and earth-bound imaginations will know what he means; though this overwhelming peroration may remind them rather of the magnificent affirmation of Jean Paul: “There will come a time when it shall be light; and when man shall awaken from his lofty dreams, and find his dreams still there, and that nothing has gone save his sleep.”

AND THEN SHE SMOKED A CAMEL!

next move with a smile. Enjoy this wholesome "lift" as often as you want. Camel's costlier tobaccos never ruffle your nerves.

with a Camel!"
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Hazel Hyde
Mrs. Maxwell Hyde
Dr. Alvin Johnson
Mrs. Sam A. Johnson
Dr. Elias Lieberman
Mrs. Herbert R. Limburg
E. C. Lindeman
Theodore E. Lyon
Mrs. Rastin McIntosh
Agnes De Mille
Mrs. Gerrish H. Milliken
Mrs. A. C. S. Mitchell
Mrs. George W. Naumber
Dr. Jope R. Newton
Miss Nightingale
Angelo Patzer
Mrs. Lionello Perera
Louis S. Posner
Caroline Pratt
Mrs. Albert W. Pross
Dr. Rollie G. Reynolds
Mrs. Arthur N. Reis
Peter M. Riccio
Maximilian Richter
Algernon S. Schafer
Joseph Schellinger
Mrs. Thomas K. Schmuck
Mrs. Robert Simon
Serge Soudjikine
Sigmund Spaeth
Salvatore De Stefano
R. A. Stevenson
Mrs. Leonid Stokowski
Nara Mildred Strauss
Mrs. Howard W. Stunkard
Tamiris
Dr. Vivian Trow Thayer
Dr. Frederic M. Thrasher
Charles Weldman
Mrs. Siegfried Wachsmann
Mrs. Florence Selwyn Wimpfheimer

THERE are one and a half million children of school age in New York City—and there is NOT one permanent theatre conducted for their special needs. The American Children’s Theatre, Inc., has been formed as a non-profit membership corporation and proposes to make good this deficiency.

Hon. Fiorello H. LaGuardia writes:

"I am very much interested in the work you are doing in interesting school children in good, clean theatrical amusement. I shall be happy to lend my name as one of the sponsors of the American Children’s Theatre for the advancement of these programs."

THE AMERICAN CHILDREN’S THEATRE WILL PRESENT FOR ITS OPENING PERFORMANCE ON OCTOBER 1st:

"THE CHINESE NIGHTINGALE"
A FANTASTIC COMEDY IN SEVEN SCENES

THE "THEATRE OF YOUNG AMERICA" IS A PERMANENT PLAYHOUSE WITH PROFESSIONAL ARTISTS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.

AMERICAN CHILDREN’S THEATRE, INC.
at the

THEATRE OF YOUNG AMERICA
COLUMBUS CIRCLE • NEW YORK • CIRCLE 7-6786
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OVERTURES and Undertones

by

JOAN KLEIN

This shopper has a plea—lots of toe room for children's feet! At the first complaint about small shoes get another pair. Every time I go to a beach and see the results of bad early shoeing I want to take to a soap box and chide all mothers. Julius Grossman shoes are made on common sense lasts and abound in toe-room. They are fashioned to please the most style conscious child and they give the young foot a square deal.

* * *

Miracles in steel and glass... gleaming towers thrusting upward past the very clouds... tomorrow's world, fabulous, invincible and closing in upon you even today. Resort life, the Opera, Actors, Actresses, the Turmoil and Strife in Europe, these are only a few of the wonders that are brought to you through the Embassy Newsreel. It brings a message to you, a new reminder, sweeping time, space and distance away. It is the perfect way to spend that vagrant hour between appointments.

* * *

Oh, Sweet and lovely lady, beware!! Beware of squint lines, be they ever so fine, for the squint lines of today are the crow's feet of tomorrow. Helena Rubenstein has designed a special preparation to take care of this problem. After you are completely made up or before retiring, apply a light film of Herbal Eye Tissue Oil, composed of primary vitamins and rare herbal juices. This product gives your eyes that youthful glint so fashionable this season and at the same time it protects and corrects under eye lines, squint lines and shriveled eyelids.

Just Published!

PIECES FOR TWO PIANOS—FOUR HANDS

The pioneer collection. 48 classic, romantic and modern compositions, ranging from Bach to Debussy. Separate volumes for each piano. In sheet music form, the 48 numbers would cost $125.00. Critical notes on each composition. Send for descriptive circular with complete contents.

Price $7.50 at music stores

THE DAYS OF THE HARPSCORD

A volume of 80 choice compositions by fifty eminent harpsichord composers. Forty authentic pictures. Critical notes. 192 pages, sheet music size. Send for descriptive circular and full information regarding THE PIANIST'S MUSIC SHELF.

Price $2.50 at music stores

HARCOURT, BRACE and CO.
388 Madison Ave., New York
IT WAS a novel idea for a thrilling color adventure. It was just an idea, that certain people in this city would enjoy a collection of books containing color illustrated suggestions for the designer, costumes, flowers, birds, etc., each volume in pocket size and sold at popular prices. Just a booklover's idea but it was just what multitudes of people wanted. The B. Westerman Book Shop at 13 West 46th Street had the idea and since then have been busy importing these French and German books in vast quantities. Fortunately the supply is as great as the demand, for you’ll want a few of these for your collection.

* * *

DISCOVER for yourself the magic of a new haircomb! Tonight . . . before your mirror . . . try a new adventure in hair smartness, or, better still, go straight to that genius az Guro on Madison Avenue; his interest in you means a lot. Together you can discover your type, always a fascinating topic, and by the end of several pleasant minutes together you will have worked out a head that is the height of fashion. Mr. Guro’s unique methods bring out the intrinsic beauty in every woman, not by making her conform to some conventional standard of beauty, but by molding the lines of her hair to conform with the dimensions and curves of her particular face.

* * *

TALKING about dramatic effects, did you ever notice what a dramatic interruption a hat can be? The very first thing you notice is a man’s hat, shoes and hands . . . the three extremes. And how distinguished some men really look in the right kind of hat. Young’s Stetson hats are designed to conform to faces . . . be they long, lean or rounded, and their color combinations are skillfully worked out by master designers. Pick up your morale with a new Young’s Stetson, already setting the pace in quality mode for Fall.

* * *

IS THERE a season for well-groomed, healthy hair . . . a few months when it is glossy and in condition and others when it is at the mercy of the salt sea, the sun and the whim of the weather? Why not make your healthy hair permanently healthy! The Ogilvie Sisters now sun condition it. This is the amazing treatment with “Protexsun,” the scientific miracle created by the world’s most famous hair specialists. It is for men and women alike, is easily applied at home and protects hair from the ravages of dust, sun and the sea. Write for their free booklet on the care of the hair.

The Gramophone Shop, Inc.
Is Conducting a Most Amazing
RECORD SALE!

100,000
Brand New Electrically Recorded Discs
POLYDOR, BRUNSWICK, ODEON and PARLOPHONE
at
50c and 75c
Per Record
Regular Prices $1.50 and $2.00
Among thousands of other wonderful values.

BEETHOVEN:
Nos. 90184-6
Sale Price $1.50
Reg. Price $4.50
Sonata in A Flat, "Pathétique."
Played by Wilhelm Kempf, piano.
Six parts, three 10" records.

BRAHMS:
Nos. 95286-9
Sale Price $3.00
Reg. Price $5.00
Piano Trio in C Major. Played by The Hirt Trio. Eight sides, four 12" records.

CHOPIN:
No. D-5016/7
Sale Price $1.50
Reg. Price $4.00
Sonata in B Flat Minor, Opus 58. Played by Albert Lortat.
Four parts, two 12" records.

MOZART:
Nos. L-1222-5
Sale Price $3.00
Reg. Price $6.00

MOUSSORGSKY-RAVEL:
Nos. 27246-9
Sale Price $3.00
Reg. Price $8.00
Pictures at an Exhibition. Berlin State Orchestra, conducted by Alois Melichar. Eight parts, four 12" records.

WAGNER:
No. 67064
Sale Price 75c
Reg. Price $2.00
Gotterdammerung — Siegfried’s Funeral March. Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Wilhelm Furtwangler. Two parts, one 10" record.

Call or write for a complete list of the records included in this marvelous sale.

The Gramophone Shop
INCORPORATED
The World’s Best Recorded Music
18 East 48th Street
New York
Wickersham 2-1876
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Whitehaven Tennis Courts
170th St.—1 block E. of Grand Concourse
(10 minutes by Indep. Subway to Stadium)
Greens—Lounging—Chairs—Leisureness.
Rates extremely moderate.
Jermone 7-0962
For this one thing

the

STEINWAY

is built

It was the ambition of Theodore Steinway to build a piano which would surpass, in beauty of tone, any other piano he had ever heard.

For that, he would have turned the Steinway upside down or built it backwards, if it had seemed to him advisable. And he did, in fact, make so many changes that he evolved, at length, a whole new system of piano construction, now universally known as the Steinway system.

He changed the stringing of the piano to accord with his Duplex Scale. He changed the construction of the case. He worked out a new action. He developed a new alloy, and cast his own plates. And he made the piano a beautiful object as well as a beautiful instrument.

Because of his career, all pianos today are infinitely finer than they were. And in the building of the Steinway, the ideals which animated him still glow as brilliantly as in his lifetime... making the Steinway today a thing far greater even than when Theodore Steinway laid down his work.

Steinway prices now are extremely low. In Greater New York, a new Steinway can be obtained only from Steinway & Sons, at Steinway Hall, 109 W. 57th St., N. Y. C.

For temporary use Steinway pianos may be rented at very reasonable prices.

STADIUM CONCERTS REVIEW

STADIUM

SEASON OF

THE PHILHARMONIC-SYMPHONY

Under the Dir.

WILLEM VAN HOVE

FRIDAY, AUGUST 17, and SATURDAY

FAU

Opera in Four Acts
(In French

Book by Jules Barbier & C.

Music by Charles Gounod.

Faust

Mephistopheles

Valentin

Wagner

Marguerite

Siebel

Marthe

Steinway is the official piano of Stadium Concerts are being booked.

(Program continued)

Quick Notes

Use this Helena Rubinstein Foundation Soap. Results will amaze you! Wash face with Pasteurized Face Cream for your skin and contours. Each $1.00

At the Helena Rubinstein Salon for special advice on skin.

helena rubinstein

3 EAST 57TH STREET
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Programs

Concert of 1934

E-Symphony Orchestra

In the Direction of

JOHN HOOGSTRATEN

Thursday, August 18, 1934, at 8:00 P. M.

RAST

Two Acts (Five Scenes)

In French

Barbier and Michel Carre

by Charles Gounod

Dimitri Onofrei

Leon Rothier

Mostyn Thomas

Louis D’Angelo

Aida Doninelli

Pearl Besuner

Philine Falco

All piano of the Stadium Concerts,

being broadcast by Station WOR.

(continued on page 19)

Notes to New Loveliness!

Rubinstein “First Steps to Beauty” treatment regularly.

You! Wash with Beauty Grains (instead of soap).

For eczema, blackheads. Makes skin baby smooth. Follow

Rubinstein Cream. Refreshes, cools, builds young beauty in

each 1.00. Set of both in special sizes, 1.00.

Rubinstein Salons and at best stores. Do come to the

rubinstein

19th Street, New York

London
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Presto

You say, "Certainly Martinson's is much finer coffee but it costs more." True, and yet Martinson's is actually economical to use — its extra richness makes many more cups per pound.

HERE'S A PUZZLER FOR YOU...

these bars of music are taken from a well-known composition of a great composer. Identify it... send the name with this advertisement to Jos. Martinson, Inc., 85 Water St., N.Y.C., and receive a full half-pound of MARTINSON'S COFFEE Absolutely Free!

(We reserve the right to rescind this offer at any time.)

COOL BRASSIERES FOR WARM WEATHER WEAR

Whether you want minimum or maximum support, you'll find it comfortably cool in lace or net brassieres by Maiden Form. Ask to see "Cool-ETTE," too — the one-piece foundation combining "Half-Way" with a L.satex and batiste girdle.

"Round-UP" is built up to control the upper as well as lower bust curves, with non-slip shoulder straps. In net or lace, $1.00 and $1.50.

AT ALL LEADING STORES

NONE GENUINE WITHOUT THIS LABEL

Maiden Form Brassiere Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.
THE DAVID MANNES MUSIC SCHOOL
David and Clara Mannes, Directors

The School offers comprehensive and intensive artist and teachers' courses leading to a certificate or a diploma.

Members of the Artist-Faculty, Season 1934-1935

Piano
Warren Casey
Frank Sheridan
Newton Swift
Isabelle Vengerova
Ralph Wolfe

Voices
Seraphin E. Albisser
Paul Saxewitch
Naoum Benditsky
Lifsh Rossnoff

Organ
Vincent V. Hubbard

Composition
Winslow Chaney
Dr. Hans Weiss

Colleges
Mary Flanner

NEW SEASON BEGINS OCTOBER 4th, 1934
157 East 74th Street
New York

Steinway Piano

(Program continued from page 17)

ACT 1. DIVERTISSEMENT BY CORPS DE BALLETS
(Arranged by Rita De Leporte)

Conductor, ALEXANDER SMALLENS
Stage Manager, Alexander D. Puglia

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

Act I—Scene 1—The Laboratory of Doctor Faust (Nuremberg)

Scene 2—The Kermesse.

Act II—Marguerite's Garden

Act III—A Public Square

Act IV—The Prison (Apotheosis)

(August a great month of programs
Featuring:

Copinsky Trio, Philharmonic Quartet, Toscha Seidel, Alla Nazimova, Molly Picon, Sigmund Spaeth, Isa Kremer, Hall Johnson Choir

Pine Grove Concert Recitals

broadcast directly from Unity House every Sat. at 10 P.M. (D.S.T.) over WEVD

Aug. 10th: "IN ABRAHAM'S BOOTH"
with Frank Wilson and Rose McDowd

A VACATION MESSAGE TO STADIUM AUDIENCES

UNITY HOUSE offers superb facilities for play and relaxation. Many new facilities this year for sport and play. $25.50 per week—August. Reduction to Union members. Owned by L.L.G.W.U. on non-profit basis.

Kindly mention "STADIUM CONCERTS REVIEW"
PHILHARMONIC - SYMPHONY

CONDUCTORS

ARTURO TOSCANINI
OTTO KLEMPERER
ARTUR RODZINSKI

BRUNO WALTER
WERNER JANSEN
HANS LANGE

The following series of concerts will be given:

ALL AT CARNEGIE HALL

15 Even Thursday Evenings — 15 Even Friday Afternoons
15 Odd Thursday Evenings — 15 Odd Friday Afternoons
10 Odd Saturday Evenings (Students') — 10 Even Saturday Evenings (Students')
10 Even Sunday Afternoons — 10 Odd Sunday Afternoons
10 Sunday Afternoons (Series Three)

ALL SUNDAY SERIES REMAIN AT POPULAR PRICES

CONCERTS FOR CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE

ERNEST SCHELING, Conductor
ONE SERIES ONLY OF 6 SATURDAY MORNINGS

SPECIAL FEATURES FOR NEXT SEASON

BRAHMS CYCLE under Toscanini on 6 Thursdays, Fridays and Sundays,
including 4 symphonies, German Requiem, 2 piano concerti with Horowitz
and Gabriowitsch as soloists, and Violin Concerto with Heifetz as soloist.
WAGNER CYCLE with distinguished vocal soloists under Bruno Walter.

Communications and NEW APPLICATIONS should be sent to the
Philharmonic-Symphony Offices, 1609 Steinway Building, 113 West 57th St.

ARTHUR JUDSON, Mgr.
(Steinway Piano)

BRUNO ZIRATO, Ass't Mgr.

---

FOR THAT GLAMOROUS
Poured-in LOOK!

- This new FLEXEES foundation, with its ingenious "Twin-Control," holds you in amazingly, without sacrifice of comfort, and moulds you into a symphony of curves. No hooks, no bones and backless to the waist. Batiste model illustrated. $15. In all satin, $16.50. At leading stores everywhere.

FLEXEES
THE WORLD'S LOVELIEST FOUNDATIONS

ARTISTIC FOUNDATIONS, INC. • NEW YORK
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The NEW DEAL in IDEAL VACATIONS
A 300-acre estate where you can find a new way to relax... if only for a weekend, a week or your entire vacation.

SWIMMING—TELEVISION—SADDLE HORSES—BOATING—CANOEING—BASKETBALL—GOLF—BASEBALL—HANDBALL—BOWLING—FISHING

RESIDENT THEATRE GROUP
Dance Orchestra, Guest Artists, Staff of Athletic Instructors, Accommodations for 200 both in Main House and Bungalows.

Rates: $5 and $6 Daily—$30 and $35 Weekly
Two hours from New York by auto, train or bus.
Also can be reached via Hudson River Day Line, Elevation 1,000 ft. Phone Highland 111.

LAKE CHADAKEE LODGE
HIGHLAND, ULSTER COUNTY, N.Y.

A SUMMER CAMP FOR ADULTS
Management of SPARK & CHERTOFF
DIRECTORS: George J. Chertoff, Pearl S. Chertoff, Victor D. Spark, Nina W. Spark

(Program continued from page 19)

SUNDAY, AUGUST 19, 1934
(Program subject to change without notice)

1. Brahms.................................................. Symphony No. 1, in C minor, Op. 68
   I. Un poco sostenuto; Allegro
   II. Andante sostenuto
   III. Un poco allegretto e grazioso
   IV. Adagio; Più Andante; Allegro non troppo, ma con brio

INTERMISSION

2. Rossini.................................................. Overture to "William Tell"

3. Chabrier................................................. Espana

4. J. Strauss............................................... Waltz, "Wienerblut"

5. Liszt.................................................... Symphonic Poem, "Les Préludes"

(Program continued on page 23)

MOSCOW THEATER FESTIVAL
SEPTEMBER 1 to 10

The program ranges from Borodin, Rossini and Shakespeare to "Intervention" and "The Negro Boy and the Ape." Every production... drama, opera or ballet... is outstanding.

Oliver M. Saylor of New York and H. W. L. Dana of Boston, authorities on the Soviet Theater, will lead groups of Americans. Other current performances in Moscow may be substituted for those on the official program. The entire festival may be visited for as little as $77 for ten days in Moscow, including performances.

For detailed information and complete official program write for Theater Festival Booklet SCR—7 to INTOURIST Travel Co. of the U.S.S.R., 546 Fifth Ave., New York. Offices in Boston and Chicago. Or see your own travel agent.
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THE MUSIC GUILD
SONYA MINTZ, Founder

PRESENTS
A SEASON OF POPULAR-PRICED CONCERTS
at Roerich Hall, Riverside Drive and 103rd Street

PRE-SEASON ANNOUNCEMENT:
Through the kind cooperation of the Roerich Society, and of our patrons, The Music Guild is able to offer the New York concert-going audience a full season of recitals by outstanding artists at unprecedented prices.

BOX OFFICE PRICES: ORCHESTRA, $1.00; REAR ORCHESTRA AND BALCONY, 50c

The Music Guild Series of popular-priced concerts will include recitals by such noted artists as

SIDNEY SUKOENIG, Pianist
ANA DRITTELL, Cellist
BERNARD FRIEDMAN, Baritone
SADAH SCHUHARI, Violinist
FLORENCE JOHNSON, Contralto
STRINGWOOD TRIO, with
JEANETTE SCHEERER, Clarinetist

JOIN THE MUSIC GUILD!
YEARLY MEMBERSHIP OF ONE DOLLAR
ENTITLES YOU TO ATTEND
ANY FOUR CONCERTS FREE
ANY OTHERS AT HALF-PRICE

(Bulletin of events mailed monthly)
Membership Books Close October 1st
Mail Fee with Application Now!

THE MUSIC GUILD
527 Fifth Avenue, New York • VAnderbilt 3-3670

NOW! A CAMP FOR MEN
BERKSHIRE COUNTRY CLUB
WINGDALE, N.Y.
SPONSORED by and ADJOINING

In this Tag Paradise, you do what you want—Golf, Tennis, Swimming, Boating, Handball—or just lie around in a strong sun and a pair of shorts. When evening comes, lights twinkle at the Berkshire Country Club adjoin- ing. When lifting rhythms and the pia of lovely ladies deyng to dance sti romance in you, beat it under the shower, brush your hair and come on over. Rate: $22.00 per week.

11 West 42nd Street. PENNSYLVANIA 6-1742

New School of the Dance
Announces
ITS SUMMER COURSE
by
Sara Mildred Strauss, Concert and Theatrical Dancing
Paul Draper. Tap Dancing
EvelynHubbell Ballroom Dancing
Mrs. J. Glenwood Jones. Speech and Diction

Dally professional and non-professional classes.

STEINWAY HALL
113 West 57th Street • Circle 7-5493

Everything in Music
Especially
Miniature
Orchestra Scores
Edwin F. Kalmus
209 W. 57th STREET, NEW YORK
Phone Circle 7-0181
ROCKEFELLER CENTER, most modern building development in the world, is a permanent Century of Progress in art, industry, recreation and amusement. Theatres, shops, educational and scientific exhibits, broadcasting studios, landscaped gardens and roofs, international buildings and observation roofs offer a variety of interest. You may take a GUIDED TOUR through Rockefeller Center at any hour from 10 A. M. to 9 P. M. for $1.00. The tour includes a trip to the OBSERVATION ROOF atop the 70-story RCA Building and a fifty-mile view of New York and surrounding territory. For information telephone Circle 7-5312.

ROCKEFELLER CENTER . . . Fifth Avenue at 50th Street

(Program continued from page 21)

MONDAY, AUGUST 20, 1934

(Last Night of the Season)

(Program subject to change without notice)

1. TCHAIKOVSKY

Symphony No. 4, in F minor

I. Andante sostenuto—Moderato con anima

II. Andantino in modo di canzona

III. Scherzo: Pizzicato ostinato

IV. Finale: Allegro con fuoco

INTERMISSION

2. GLINKA

Overture to "Russlan and Ludmilla"

3. IPPOLITOFF-IVANOFF

Caucasian Sketches

4. BORODIN

Prince Igor Dances

5. TCHAIKOVSKY

Overture 1812

GOLD

HIGHEST PRICES

IN 100 YEARS

Cash paid immediately for gold, jewelry, broken or discarded trinkets, gold teeth, watches and chains.

U. S. GOVERNMENT LICENSED

NO ASSAY CHARGES

Hear DEVORA NADWORNEY, the Voice of Gold, who sang in the Stadium presentation of Boris Godounoff, on your radio any Sunday at 1:45 over WEAF.

EMPIRE

GOLD BUYING SERVICE

350 FIFTH AVENUE, Corner 34th STREET

ROOM 710

Kindly Mention "STADIUM CONCERTS REVIEW"
Before you renew your present lease, why not visit the Fifth Avenue Hotel and see the unusual features which have made it the choice of so many other discriminating New Yorkers. 1 to 4 rooms with serving pantry, furnished or unfurnished, lease or otherwise.

FOR LUNCHEON AND DINNER

Café
FIFTH AVENUE
An Outdoor Café of Continental Charm

The
FIFTH AVENUE Hotel
5th Avenue at 9th Street
Owner: MORGAN WHITE PROPERTIES CORP.
Direction: OSCAR WINTERS

stuyvesant 9-6400

LET THE COMPASS Guide Your VACATION!

3 MAGNIFICENT TOURS TO
CHICAGO WORLD FAIR

5 days' personally escorted tour; also optional side trip to Niagara Falls 25.75

42.50 6 days' lake and land tour personally escorted; also optional side trip to Niagara Falls

12 days' deluxe rail and water tour to WORLD'S FAIR and YELLOWSTONE PARK 144.50

ECONOMY CRUISES TO CANADA, NOVA SCOTIA, BERMUDA, HAVANA, CALIFORNIA AND SOUTH AMERICA.

Many other attractive and inexpensive tours

COMPASS Travel Bureau
Longacre B-3070
55 West 42nd St. NEW YORK CITY

The Intimate Cosmopolitan Book Shop
Deutsche Bücher
Livres Français
Books in All Languages

B. WESTERMANN CO. INCORPORATED
Dealers in Foreign Books since 1848
13 West 46th Street, New York

UNCAS LODGE
UNCASVILLE, CONN.
8th SUCCESSFUL SEASON


- Private Twin Lakes.
- 3 Clay Tennis Courts.
- Saddle Horses and Golf nearby.
- Unexcelled Cuisine.
- Socials, Theatricals, Camaraderie.

Send for Booklet.

RATES: $29 for 1 week—$68 for 2 weeks
Rate per day, $4

Management Diana and Abe Berman
Camp Phone: Norwich 1858 Ring 6
New York Phone: NEw 18-2934—Evenings

DE-light-fully DiffereNT
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CITY OF NEW YORK  
Office of the Mayor  

August 7, 1934.

To My Fellow Music Lovers:

As this season’s Stadium Concerts are drawing to an end, I want to take this opportunity to express the gratitude of the City to the citizens of this City who gave their wholehearted support both in attendance and contributions which made these concerts possible. At the same time I also want to express my appreciation and best wishes to the orchestra as well as the management, the visiting guest conductors and artists through whose support and cooperation these concerts were able to continue for their seventeenth season.

The Stadium Concerts rendered music of the highest type, and have again demonstrated that good music is not only enjoyed but also understood and appreciated by the large mass of people.

The success of the Stadium Concerts during the season will serve as an encouragement and inspiration so that these concerts may continue during the coming years for the enjoyment and benefit of the people of New York City.

Very truly yours,

F. H. LaGuardia,  
Mayor
Announcing...
The Fifth Town Hall Endowment Series 1934-1935

John Charles Thomas
Baritone
Thu., ev., Nov. 8

The Don Cossacks
Russian Male Chorus
Fri., ev., Nov. 30

Yehudi Menuhin
Violinist
Wed., ev., Dec. 19

Philadelphia Sinfonietta
String Ensemble
Wed., ev., Jan. 23

Lotte Lehmann
Soprano
Wed., ev., Feb. 6

Ruth Slenczynski
Pianist
Wed., ev., Feb. 20

Nathan Milstein
Violinist
In Joint Recital with Harold Bauer
Wed., ev., March 13

Walter Gieseking
Pianist
Wed., ev., March 27


Open for Jewish Holidays
SEPTEMBER 10 and 11
CAMP TAMIMENT
TAMIMENT, PA.
Special Rate
$15.00—FOUR FULL DAYS
Friday supper to Tuesday dinner
SINGLE DAY—$4.00
SPORTS EVERY DAY
Entertainment every evening and
MILTON SPIELMAN’S
NUT CLUB ORCHESTRA

MICHEL and VERA
FOKINE
MODERN RUSSIAN BALLET
Necessary Foundation for All Forms of the Dance
Character Dancing  Rhythmic Exercises
For Professionals and Beginners
Also Special Children’s Classes
4 Riverside Drive TRafalgar 7-9171

STADIUM CONCERTS REVIEW

AFTER THE CONCERT . . . Sup and Dance under the stars!
Casino-in-the Air
Colorful as the atmosphere of a country club atop
HOTEL MONTCLAIR
Lexington Avenue, 49th to 50th Streets

HAROLD STERN and His Orchestra
MARIO & FLORIA
ROSITA ORTEGA

Drink and be merry 'til dawn in the new
CAFE CHANTANT
... featuring
DAVE GARDINER
International Revue Entertainer
RITA BELL
Songs and Imitations at the Piano
JOSEPH ZATOUR
and His Continental Dance Orchestra
with RAPHAEL CHIGRINSKY, Violinist

No cover charge at any time
Dinner and supper from $1.50
Saturdays and Holidays Evenings from $2.00

RESERVATIONS:
Tel. Wickersham 2-1200
Ask for Fred
Chaste Luna, ascending the star-gemmed sky,
Bathes with her tranquil rays, immaculate,
Th’ assembled multitudes that, eager, wait
The flood invisible which, flowing nigh,
Their weary souls shall cleanse and purify
From the dross of dull cares and sordid toils
That daily engulfs them deep and sears and soils,
And lift them to the azure realm on high.

And lo! at beck’ning of the master’s wand,
The floodgates open, and the thrilling sounds
Of waves ethereal through the space expand,
And, with their harmony, the circling bounds
Transform into Elysian, dreamy nest,
Wherein the harried soul finds peace and rest.

CARMINE G. STANZIONE,
New York City, 1934.
SYNOPSIS OF THIS WEEK'S OPERA

by R. D. DARRELL


THE STORY IN BRIEF

Faust, an aged philosopher, has wearyied of the pursuit of knowledge and is contemplating suicide when the Easter merrymaking outside his lonely studio spurs him to make a last desperate bid for youth and love. Conjuring up the Devil, Mephistopheles, he is tempted by a vision of the fair village maiden, Marguerite, into bartering his soul for a return of his youth. Rejuvenated, Faust joins the holiday festivities and with Mephistopheles' diabolical aid he courts and seduces Marguerite. When her brother, Valentin, returns from war to find his sister betrayed, he challenges Faust and in the ensuing duel Faust, again aided by the Devil's trickery, fatally wounds him. With Valentin's dying curse ringing in her ears, the despairing Marguerite is driven insane and murders the child she has borne to Faust. With Mephistopheles' help, Faust enters the cell in which she is awaiting execution and begs her to escape with him. Marguerite's unbalanced mind dreams wistfully of her former happiness, but a glimpse of Mephistopheles fills her with terror and, spurning Faust and the Demon, she turns to heaven for forgiveness and aid. In baffled rage Mephistopheles drags Faust off to hell, while the transfigured and redeemed Marguerite is born aloft by an angelic host.

---

This year it's Napanoch!

... offering you more for your VACATION DOLLAR than ever before. Thrilling entertainment by C. B. S. (Columbia Broadcasting Corp.) First time you can hear these Radio stars at a resort.

Sporty Golf Course on Premises ... 10 Tennis Courts ... Riding ... Canoeing ... Swimming ... Beautiful Lake ... Write for Booklet.

NAPANOCH COUNTRY CLUB
NAPANOCH, N.Y.
Tel. Ellenville 700 SAMUEL MOLL, Director

- One visit is worth a thousand words. If you haven't seen COPAKE'S scenic splendor, its magnificent waterfront, the 18-hole championship golf course, 12 tennis courts, unexcelled swimming, boating and fishing on crystal clear Lake Copake, write for FREE PORTFOLIO OF GIANT PHOTOS. THREE FEET WIDE. to 116 Nassau St., or phone BEakman 3-9620.

Enjoy COPAKE Country Club CRARYVILLE, N.Y.
HOT...MODERATE...OR COOL
It's Always Moderate in COST at
Sky Gardens
DINNER
Dancing in the breeze to
LEON BELASCO'S alluring rhythms
a variety of delicious dinners from $1.75

AFTER-THEATRE
Supper dancing, Weekdays $1.00, Saturdays $1.50
LEE SIMS and ILOMAY BAILEY
the Song Modernists ENTERTAIN at SUPPER NIGHTLY
"Orchids To Sims and Bailey."—Walter Winchell

THE GLAMOROUS
St. Moritz
ON-THE-PARK • NEW YORK
Rumpelmayer's
(Breakfast Through Theatre Buffet)
Lunch from $ .85
Dinner from $1.00

CAFE de la PAIX
"America's first real sidewalk cafe is one of the most attractive places in Manhattan this summer."
—Helen Brown Norden, in VANITY FAIR.
Cocktails from 30 cents

RESERVATIONS "NINO" Wickersham 2-5800

AUGUST SALE of MODERN FURNITURE
by America's Largest Modern Concern...Furnishings of 38 Model Rooms at Discounts up to 30%

Just twice a year we hold an event of this kind...offering our regular stock of modern pieces in our showing of 38 model rooms...at important savings. Our discounts up to 30% for this sale mean that you are buying custom-built modern furniture...original in design and craftsmanship...at worthwhile reductions. We suggest you attend early for the best possible selections!

Modernage
162 E 33rd St
(3½ Blocks East of the Empire State)
designers and makers of modern furniture
**Claremont**

**ON RIVERSIDE DRIVE**

at 124th STREET

Just a Few Blocks from the Stadium
Where the Waves of the Hudson Hug Manhattan's Shore

**FERDE GROFE**

and his

Columbia Broadcasting Orchestra

Dining and Dancing
Under the Stars
Dancing Until Closing—1 A.M.
(Saturday—2 A.M.)

- Luncheon 12:00 to 3:00  . . . .  $1.00
- Tea 3:00 to 5:30  . . . .  .50
- Dinner 6:00 to 9:00  . . . .  1.50
- Supper À La Carte

NO COVER CHARGE

---

**The ATLANTIC Hotel**

formerly STRUNSKY'S—on the Ocean Front
BELMAR, NEW JERSEY

**SPORTS**

- GOLF
- FISHING—Off our newly built pier
- SUN BATHS—On our roof solarium
- TENNIS—On our Har-Tru courts
- CANOEING and FISHING in Shark River.

**ENTERTAINMENT**

Dancing Nightly to HARRY SHERIDON'S Cafe des Beaux Arts Orchestra
DRAMATIC PROGRAMS
DELECTABLE CUISINE
Rates $25 Per Week
N. Y. Off. OR 4-2673

---

**• A BIT OF THE RIVIERA!**

Guests who have traveled the world over so term the Chelsea.
- Continental informality and charm.
- Bathing directly from guests' apartments.
- Lunching in beach robes on open air terraces.
- Dinner music by artists selected from the Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra.
- Expanse of lawns, with electric fountains, backed up by the widest sun decks in Atlantic City.
- All of these innovations available to both American and European Plan guests.
- HOWARD LANIN and his orchestra play nightly in the grill.

---

**HOTEL CHELSEA**

ATLANTIC CITY

Under the personal supervision of
JOEL HILLMAN • J. C. MYERS • JULIAN A. HILLMAN

---
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Kindly Mention "STADIUM CONCERTS REVIEW"
A good cigarette can cause no ills and cure no ailments.....

but it gives you a lot of pleasure, peace of mind and comfort

We say that Chesterfields are milder—that they taste better—and we believe that you would enjoy them.

the cigarette that's MIDER
the cigarette that TASTES BETTER